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Constellation Energy
Group Sites Power
Plant in Victorville
-------PART 1 - - - - - - by fohn Elkins

Celebrating the ground breaking for the High Desert Power Project are: from leftNam Nguyen, Tom Barnett, Andy Welch, Buck Johns, Rick Wolfinger and Dan Neveau

AT DEADLINE
Slower Hiring Season In
Store for Ontario/Upland
Fewer job postings are expected
in the Ontario/Upland area this fall,
based on the latest poll of workforce
plans among employers for the final
months of the year, conducted by
Manpower Inc. Evlyn Wilcox of
Manpower said, "The Employment
Outlook Survey results reveal that 27
percent of the companies contacted
are inclined to hire more people for
the Oct.-Dec. period, while 20 percent are preparing for fewer personnel. The remaining 53 percent will
maintain current staffing levels."

44th Annual PIHRA
Conference Comes to Long
Beach, Sept 20 and 21
The 44th Annual Professionals
in Human Resources Association
(PIHRA) Conference will be held
Sept. 20 and 21 at the Long Beach

continued on page 4

Tribal Gaming Revenues
Help Local Communities
by Rod C. Jackson
Eight Inland Empire
communities have come
to the realization that tribal gaming may not be
such a bad thing after all.
The cities recently received a total of $875,000
in grants from the San
Manuel Band of Mission
Indians, and tribal leaders
say the give-away is just
the beginning.
"The tribe has always believed in supporting the local communities," says tribal
chairman Deron Marquez, who adds that the
grants are part of the

tribe's environmental protection plan. "As Native
Americans, we feel very

((The tribe is
developing an
air quality plan,
and this project
fits perfectly into
that framework "
-Eddie Phillips
strongly about protecting
our environment."
Specifically, Inland
Empire commu ni ties

continued on page 4

An affiliate of Baltimore-ba ed Constellation
Energy Group began construction of the first major
power plant to be built in
Southern California ince
the 1980s on April 4.
Groundbreaking for the approximately $450 million,
750-megawatt, natural gaspowered facility, known as
the High Desert Power Project, was held in Victorville
at the Southern California
Logistics Airport.
Constellation Energy
Group is aiming squarely at
long-term growth opportunities according to one
company spokesman. The
plant will be energy efficient and will serve customers' electricity needs at
costs acceptable to both investors and customers. The
natural gas-fired power
plant will produce enough
electricity to serve more
than a half a million homes
starting in July 2003.
In March, Constellation
Power Source, a top 10ranked national power marketer, announced the signing of a long-term power
sales contract with the California Department of Water Resources. The new
power plant represents the
beginning of an energy solution for the State of California and has been welcomed by the community
for its tax revenue and de-

velopment benefits.
High Desert Power
Project LLC, is a California
company comprised 100
percent of affiliates of Con-
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stellation Power Source
(CPS). CPS is the unregulated arm of Constellation
Energy Group Inc. (NYSE:
CEG), which also includes
BGE, (Baltimore Gas and
Electric) the nation's oldest
utility.
High Desert Power
Project's offices are located
in Newport Beach, California. Thomas Barnett is vice
president and project manager of High Desert Power
Project and Andrew Welch
is project director. The
groundbreaking culminates
a multi-year development
and permitting process involving California and the
city of Victorville. The plant
is Constellation Energy
Group's eighth merchant
plant under construction in
the United States. Thomas
continued on page 3
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Barnett is project manager of one of
the most significant projects ever to
occur in the Victor Valley.
Constellation Energy Group ts a
holding company that includes a
group of competitive energy businesses focused mostly on power marketing and merchant generation in
North America, and the Baltimore
Ga<; and Electric Company (BGE), a
regulated energy delivery company in
Central Maryland for 185 year.,.
Constellation Energy announced
on Oct. 23, 2000, its intention to separate its wholesale merchant energy
and retail ener!,'Y businesses into two
stand-alone publicly-traded companies. They expect to. receive all required approvals for separation by
late 2001.
The project, first announced in
June, 1996, will supply decades of inexpensive power at little expense to
the environment. The project will have
a net reduction on air pollution because of air credits bought from the
Los Angetes Ba<;in; a water agreement
puts a net increase in the amount of
water returned to the local ground water aquifer.
On Dec. 3, 1997, the California
Energy Commission declared the project's Application for Certification
(AFC) as complete and marked the
beginning of the process to acquire the
permits to construct the facility.
Company sources believe the
plant will be safe and clean, energy efficient and will earn a good return. It
will help bring greater stability to California energy markets. The site will
generate about $3.5 million in annual
property taxes. It will funnel $100 million to the county, Victor Valley Community College, Victor Valley High
School and elementary school districts, Mojave Water Agency and redevelopment at SCLA during the life
of the project, according to local government sources.
When online, the power plant
will employ 25 people full-time. It
will employ more than 300 union
workers during the 27-month construction period. City sources believe
the plant will help stave off future energy shortages and stop an exodus of
businesses to neighboring states with
cheaper power.
One bu<;inessman involved with
the High Desert Power Project, i..'> Buck
Johns of Newport Beach. Johns has ac-

cumulated more than 30 years of dynamic and diversified success and has
established him<;elf a<; a highly respected entrepreneur in Southern California. In addition to his many activities in the political arena, he is president and founder of the Newport Beach
headquartered Inland Energy Inc. Inland Energy is a company concentrating on development and entitlement activities related to energy projects.
After graduating from the Univer.,ity of Arkansas in 1964, where he
received the Distinguished Engineer
Award ~the ouL'itanding senior in industrial engineering, Johns went to
work for NYSE listed Trane Company where he wa'> named manager of
dealer sales in Cincinnati. In 1969, he
was selected to found the industry's
first factory-direct air conditioning
operation in Fullerton.
Under his direction, the division
grew from its inception in 1970 to
1,000 employees in 1980, working in
six locations throughout California
with annual sales exceeding $28 million. Johns then founded Homeworks,
a development company. Shortly after that, he started the Inland Group
and Inland Energy. In 1975, Mr.
Johns established a scholarship award
program in the College of Industrial
Engineering at Arkansas from which
more than 50 scholarships have been
awarded to date.
Actually, Buck Johns dreamed up
the High Desert Power Plant Project.
'•J carried the project all the way from
its conception ... and it got heavy a
few times, too." he reflected. "I had
been doing land development and
was involved in political activities for
a very long time. Then the development crunch hit in the early '90s.
" It hit hard and had a negative
impact on a lot of the small communities where I wus doing development
work," Johns continued. "They were
ba<;ically closing down all of the development staff in Moreno Valley and
Murrieta, places like that.
"Riverside was not being hit
nearly a<; hard. The city hall w<L'i not
hit a<; hard."
According tb Johns, basically,
towns had been funding their general
fund with builder fees. When the
economy changed and the builders
stopped, there were no fees. So these
little towns would one day have a
couple hundred employees and the
next day they would have 20.
Dramatic changes were happening in the way of layoffs at that time
and Johns recognized that the city of

Riverside was not being hit proportionally. He had some friends there
and they told him that just under half
the general fund budget of Riverside
wa<; funded by the municipal utility.
Bill Carnahan, who was general
manager of the Riverside municipal
utility, explained to Johns .that they
were not an investor-owned utility like

"I carried the
project all the way
from its conception...
anditgotheavy
a few times, too. "

-Buck Johns

San Diego Gas and Electric, Edison,
and Pacific Gas and Electric which are
some of the biggest in the country.
Carnahan explained that Riverside's municipal utility buys power on
the open market and then resells it to
customers in the city of Riverside. He
said that power prices in California were
double what they were in Nevada.
"Our power rates were in fad very
high, so I went to see Pete Wilson,"
Johns said. "I said, 'Pete the power
rates are high."' He said, 'I know, I
hope to deregulate if I can ever get it
through the legislature.' That was in
'92. So, I decided to build a power
plant. It appeared to me that we did not
need to do that in the South Coast Air
Quality Management District because
the restrictions on air emissions."
Johns needed a place with power
and gas lines and water. He found
them at the top of the Cajon pass.
There the big transmission lines, the
big interstate ga-> lines and the California Aqueduct are located.
He started looking for a partner
to site a facility there. He incorporated Inland Energy in '94. He established a partnership with Diamond
Energy, the billion dollar subsidiary
of Mitsubishi. They started working
on environmental permitting requirement<; to submit an application to the
California energy commission. "I am
working right along and, low and behold, Diamond Energy decides to collapse their billion dollar North American operations and pull out of the
project," Johns said.

Just weeks after Diamond Energy decided to close their operation,
Pete Wilson was able to get the deregulation bill through the California legislature. So power was now deregulated. Power generation development
companies throughout the country
were suddenly very interested in
building new facilities.
"So, I then gathered up all my
charts and graphs and contacted all of
the big names in the energy business,"
Johns said. "I settled on partnering
with Baltimore Gas and Electric,
(BG&E) which is the nations oldest
utility." That was in '96. Baltimore
has subsequently changed its name to
Constellation.
Constellation is now the parent
company and their regulated subsidiary is BG&E. Johns partnered with
them in '96. They were able to get to
the permit data adequate in '97. "Data
adequate means that they will start
processing your application," Johns
said. It was the first application to be
filed with the energy commission after deregulation for the flfSt big merchant plant in Southern California in
the past 20 years.
They filed in '97 and in May of
2000 received the first permit to be
received in Southern California and
the fifth that had been approved. "We
teamed up with the city of Victorville
at George Air Force Base. It is a great
site, because it is not close to homes,"
Johns said. "April 5, 2001 we had a
groundbreaking at the site. Within
two weeks of the groundbreak.ing we
sold the output of the facility in a cootract with the department of water resources for 3.6 billion dollars."
Johns believes prices went up after deregulation because of simple
supply and demand. "If you go back
and look, there were 20 years between
the time the la.<;t big plant was built in
Southern California and the time we
started o\Jrs," Johns said. "The place
ha<; been growing at an almost exponential rate. You and I use more energy than people used twenty years ago,
largely because of computers."
Demand has gone up but the supply ha<; not. lbat creates an imbalance.
"It i..'i so doggone fundamental that it
is embarra'iSing," Johns said. "When
Jerry Brown established the California Energy Commission twenty-five
years ago, he established a very complicated procedure for power plants.''
(To be continued in the October issue
of IEBJ.)
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Tribal
continued from page 1
will use the money to pay for installation of cameras at major street intersections to better monitor traffic.
Additionally, some of the money will
be used to purchase or upgrade computer equipment to control traffic
lights. Better signal control means
shorter waits at intersections and that
in tum means less air pollution.
Cars forced to wait lengthy intervals at stop lights produce various
chemicals that contribute to air pollution, smog and ozone. Specifically,
cars generate hydrocarbons, nitrogen
oxides, carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide - all of which contribute to
the brown haze we call smog. Of particular concern are hydrocarbons,
which are known to cause cancer, and
nitrogen oxides, which are a key
agent in the production of ozone.
According to federal statistics,
the number of people driving each
year on local streets has more than
doubled since 1970, and the emissions those vehicles produce on a per
mile basis far outweighs the benefit
of cleaner car technology. In fact, the

At deadline ...
continued from page 3
Convention Center. Fourteen hundred-1500 attendees are expected
' to attend this year's meeting of
the Southern California Human Resource Professionals.
This year's conference features
two outstanding keynote speakers Erin Brockovich and Rita Rudner.
Sixty workshop/seminars covering a
variety of HR-related topics will be
offered. For information, caJJ (213)
622-7472 or visit www.pihra.org.

Driving Yourself Crazy???
New Ridesharing Campaign
Brightly wrapped vans, freeway billboard-; and newspaper ad"
will encourage commuters to share
rides in a new Inland Empire marketing campaign to start this fall.
SANBAG and Riverside County Transportation Commission will
team up to reach employees who
travel to work along Interstate 10
and State Routes 60 and 91. The
agencies will target commuters
caught in traffic, with the theme,

Environmental Protection Agency
states that 40 percent of all nitrogen
oxides emitted in the United States
come from cars and trucks.
Anything that reduces emissions
is a benefit, therefore, and for tho. e
who received the tribal grants, the
money is an unanticipated windfall.
"They contacted us, saying they
wanted to do something for the environment and the surrounding area, and
they asked if we could use the money," Duane Baker tells the Inland Empire Business Journal. Baker is assistant to the city manager for Rancho
Cucamonga, which received $100,000
from the tribe.
"We 'II use it for synchronization
of signals, which will result in shorter waiting times at traffic lights and
intersections," he adds. "Shorter delays means less idling and that means
less air pollution."
In all, the tribal grant<> broke down
like this: $250,000 each to the cities of
Fontana and Ontario; $100,000 each
to the cities of San Bernardino,
Rancho Cucamonga and Chino; and
$25,000 each to the cities of Highland,
Montclair and Upland.
"This contribution from the San
Manuel Band of Mission Indians al"Driving Yourself Crazy? Call 1866-RIDESHARE."
The campaign will feature 10
commuter vans wrapped in transparent vinyl, three billboards placed in
high traffic areas, and weekly advertisements in county-wide newspapers.

Lake Elsinore Outlets
Announce 82-Foot
Electronic Message Board
Lake Elsinore Outlets has announced the mstallation of an 82foot-high electronic message board at
the north end of the outlets' property.
Expected to be completed very soon,
it is one of the largest in the Inland
Empire and will act a-; a gateway to
the Lake Elsinore community.
Clearly visible to all 1-15 north
and southbound traffic, the mes...age
board screen will feature black and
white lettering with 16 levels of
shading, which will list the Lake
Elsinore Outlets upcoming promotion<;, entertainment, new merchant-;,
and many of the city of Lake Elsinore's community event-;. The sign
wac; designed and manufactured by
City Neon out of Bakersfield.
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lows us to update our effort<; and fill
gaps within our budget," says city of
Chino Transportation Manager Tom
Danna. Danna expla1ns that the city's
transportation budget has gaps between what it needs and what it can
actually fund. Some of the money for
the budget comes from local sources
and some comes from the state and/or
federal government. When it came,
however, to completing two large capital improvement projects- expanding traffic signal coordination and upgrading the traffic communication system- the city came up short.
"We add several new traffic signals annually to accommodate traffic
growth," he says, "however funding
is not always available to tie these
signals to our central computer. We
have previou ly applied for grant
money to assist with these projects
but were unsuccessful. Thanks to San
Manuel, we can move forward and
update the system."
Baker, speaking for Rancho Cucamonga, agrees.
"We're very pleased with the San
Manuel for being wonderful community citizens. This sort of came out of
the blue. They contacted us and said
they wanted to help, and they were
looking for the right issue. They settled on thi and the funds they gave
us will make traffic control more efficient."
From the tribe's point of view, the
grants are a way to help surrounding
communities; to be good neighbors;
to advance the tribe 's own agenda,
and to show that tribal gaming benefit-; more than Native Americans.
"This project is just one example
of how Indian gaming benefits the
local communities," tribal chairman
Marquez t~lls the Inland Empire
Business Journal.
"The tribe is at the beginning
stages," he says "of what we hope to
be a long and beneficial partnership
with the local communihes." "Wealready have, for example, a program
with the city of San Bernardino
whereby we gave them $1.5 million
for several fire trucks in exchange
for an agreement to serve the need-;
of the reservation for the next five
years," explains Marquez. "That agreement, the purchase of those trucks,
would not have been possible without Indian gaming."
Marquez hopes that tribal assistance, with g<~ming revenues as the
source, can benefit other community
programs such as parks, computers

for local schools, after school aide
programs and the development of
sport complexes.
''The possibilities are endless," he
states.
This first series of grants, however, are especially significant to the
tribe. First, because they are indeed
the first uch grants awarded. Second,
because the grants promote an environrtiental agenda particularly important to Native Americans.
Eddie Phillips is the environmental protection coordinator for the San
Manuel Band of Mission Indians. He
was behind the idea of awarding the
tribal grants to combat air pollution in
nearby communitie§.
"The tribe is developing an air
quality plan, and this project fits perfectly into that framework," says
Phillips.
Marquez remarked that ideas for
ways to spend gaming revenues to the
betterment of the surrounding communities comes from tribal members,
who then present the idea to the tribal business committee. That committee then tries to determine the best
way to make the idea work if it's considered to have merit. Once the "blueprint" of the idea has been worked
out, the full idea is presented to the
tribal council for full approval.
"In this way," Marquez continues, "the San Manuel have already
donated considerable funds to L1ttle
League baseball teams; Boy and Girl
Scout troops and more than 200 local
community organizations, such as the
Ronald McDonald House.
"We nor:mally don't draw attention to ourselves, but this time we
went about things a little differently,
and decided that it would be a good
thing to let the surrounding communities know what we're up to, and
what our plans hold for the future."
"It's a great way for the tribe to get
the biggest bang for its buck," says
Rancho Cucamonga's Duane Baker.
"By working with the cities to help
fund existing programs, designed to
deal with specific problems, the tribal
leadership 1s creatmg a series of joint
partnerships Those partnerships work
to our advantage as well as theirs."
When all is said and done, the programs launched by the San Manuel
Band of Mi.<;..<;ion Indians show tremendow; potential. So, the next time you
visit a tribal ca'iino, remember - part
of the money you're about to drop
into that slot machine may ultimately
find its way back to an intersection
near you.
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Airport Supplement
No Bull: SCAG Does Not Endorse El Toro Conversion
by John Elkins
Southern California serves more
than 85 million air passengers (MAP)
and transports 2.6 million tons of calgo each year, making it the largest regional airport system in the worl .
Los Angeles International Airpoll
(LAX) alone is already the country's
third large ·t passenger airport anu
second largest air cargo facility, handling 2 million tons of cargo each
year.
However, the Southern California airport system is still struggling to
serve the region 's 15 million residents, millions of additional tourists
and the world's twelfth largest economy. By the year 2025, Southern California's population will grow to more
than 21 million residents, the equivalent of adding two cities the size of
Chicago to the region. "SCAG"
(Southern California Association of
Governments) is a regional agency,
which is concerned with the entire
Southern California region. "One of
its responsibilities is developing aregional transportation plan, an all-encompassing plan of roads and highways, transit and rail," said SCAG
spokesmen Jeff Lessgarden. " It also
includes airports."
SCAG estimates that air pa<;senger demand will nearly double to
more than 157 MAP, and cargo demand is expected to triple, reaching
8.9 million tons each year by 2020.
As Southern California enters the
21st century, this anticipated population and economic growth presents
numerous policy and planning challenges for the Southern California region. The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is
developing a Regional Transportation
Plan (RTP) to address regional transportation needs in the year 2025.
SCAG developed potential scenarios
to accommodate forecasted automobile, rail, and aviation transportation
demand in the region.
"SCAG does not have any authority over whether or not individual
airports grow or to what extent they
grow," according to Lessgarden. "But
what SCAG is trying to do through its
policy process is help Southern California come up with a more regional

.~.Study

Shows Impact on Ontario

approach to accommodating the fuforward or to what extent it will go
ture requirements on the ent ire sysforward; whether or not more aggrestem." In spite of the number of passive marketing could foster othsengers that are served, the region 's
commercial airport system- including LAX, Ontario, Burbank, Long
Beach, John Wayne in Orange County, Palm Springs and Lindbergh Field
in San Diego - combi ne for onl y
8,400 acres. By comparison, Chicago's O'Hare Airport alone is 7,700
acre .
In addition, urbaniz.:1tion and development make expansion of existing commercial airports difficult. Most
facilities have operational restrictions
to minimize air quality, noise and other community impact<; a'iSOCiated with
airport activity. Existing and
recently closed military airports - along with the
~ach
Palmdale airport have the capability of
addi ng 37,000 acres
of airport space to
~
~..._ er airports in the area,
the region.
~ for example Palmdale, or the extent
Without.
/~
that high-speed rail connections bedev~l.opmg ~~
tween airports might alter the sysaddlhonal
terns ability to handle future
t'
travelers."
capacity, current projeclions indicate our airport sysSo, what they did basically was
tern will experience a 33 percent
an exercise to look at how the region
shortfall for passengers and 66 percent
could best accommodate this future
demand by testing certain scenarios
for cargo by 2020. Failure to adequately address and plan for this sigsuch as, "What if El Toro were to benificant growth in airport demand will
come an airport?" and, "What if lAX
not only result in major air and ground
stays where it is?" from a systems
congestion, it will also seriously jeopstandpoint.
ardize Southern California's position
The Southern California A<;socias a national and international trade
at ion of Governments (SCAG) began
with 10 aviation system scenarios,
center.
However, this additional capaciwhich were then reduced to four cety must be carefully planned and denarios which were recommended to
veloped to en<>ure a fair, regional stratthe Transportation an<tCommunicaegy for distributing airport capacity
tions Committee. The Southern Calithat minimizes community disruption
fornia A.<;sociation of Governments
and impacts on our quality of life.
(SCAG) is developing a Regional
SCAG "developed a system of difTransportation Plan (RTP) to address
ferent future airport system scenarios
regional transportation need<; in the
because there are a number of unceryear 2025.
tainties when you look at the present
SCAG worked with the Federal
system," Lessgarden said.
Aviation Authority (FAA) to complete
"We do not know whether or not
an air space analysis that was critical
El Toro will actually get converted for
to selecting a final scenario for incorairport use. We do not know whether
poration into the final RTP (Regional
or not the LAX master plan will go
Transportation Plan) 2001 Update.

that air passenger
demand will nearly
double to more than
157 MAP, and cargo
demand is expected
to triple, reaching
8. 9 million tons
year by 2020.

The FAA analyzed the scenarios to differentiate among them in
terms of likely impacts on the region's
airspace. Until the FAA completed its
study, SCAG used the scenario approved in the 1998 RTP which included expanding lAX. The FAA's
Air Traffic Airspace Management Program Office, in consultation with the
FAA Western Pacific Region Air TrafficAirspace Branch, tasked MITRE's
Center for Advanced Aviation System
Development (CAASD) with a highlevel airspace analysis of the scenarios described in the SCAG RTP.
This analysis was designed to
identify differences among the scenarios in terms of their impacts on
L.A. basin airspace and to flag areas
of possible airspace problems. SCAG
provided data at the outset of the
study on the number and distribution
of flight operations among all regional airports in the study area and their
associated arrivals and departures.
MITRE/CAASD analyzed the data
provided by SCAG relative to the
current airspace structure. MITRE/
CAASD did not validate or refine
SCAG data input to the analysis.
SCAG adopted the following assumptions: each flight operation was
assigned to the single fix closest to its
arrival or departure airport, and only
air carrier and commuter operations
are included in the analysis. The four
aviation scenarios that were under final consideration were: the RTP Baseline scenario -"With all the airports
unconstrained, what is the demand in
2020?" Scenario 2 - "Can Ontario
and Inland Empire airports meet future demand with high-speed rail?"
Scenario 8 -"What will the addition
of El Toro have on the airport system's ability to meet futur~ demand?"
and Scenario 9 - "What effect would.

continued on page 29
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Procrastinator's Guilt- Part 2:

The Gift That Keeps on Giving
by Marla Benson
This is the second in a two-part
series on one of the most common
syndromes afflicting our society: the
dreaded "Procrastinator's Guilt."
In part one, I shared with you the
five most common reasons (a euphemism for "excuses") that procrastinators tend to use to continue procrastinating. I discussed the root causes and
some reality checks for dealing with
them. The issues included:

•

"I'll Do It Later When I'm Not
So Busy."

• "I Need a Whole Day Just to
Get Started on This Project."
"This is a Project That I Just
Plain Old Dislike Doing."
''I Want It to Be Done Perfectly,
and I Won't Do It Until I Can Do
It to My Level of Perfectionism."
''I'm So Busy Doing Things for
Other People, I Just Can't Seem
to Get Around to Doing My
Own Projects."
How do I know these symptoms
so well? Because I've heard them
over and over again from the thousands of people nationwide who've
attended my "DeCiutter U" seminars.
And yes, even I've been guilty of a
few myself. But I've learned some
wonderfully simplistic tools that I'll
share with you in this article.
My top stress-reducing, overcome-proc:nNination technique comes
in two simple parts, plus I'll throw in
one important "cool tip." But don't let
the simplicity of the following method
fool you into thinking that it isn't effective ... to the contrary. Its simplicity is what makes it so effective and
usable for even the most accomplished procrastinator.

Make Appointments With Yourself. So many of us keep waiting for

the perfect moment to get a task done,
even though we khow that perfect
moment will never come. So it'.., especially important that we make a
commitment to begin. Get out your
calendar and make an appointment
with yourself to begin the task. Treat
that appointment just as if you were
meeting with another person. Don 't
cancel or disrespect it. This would just
cause you more "procrastinator 's
guilt," and that 's what we 're trying to
overcome.

overwhelmed by th e thought of the
entire "elephant." I take great comfort
in knowing that I can tackle just about

Make the Appointments in
Small Pockets of Time. There's no
law that says that all appointments,
meetings, etc. must. be in one-hour
blocks. When you make the appointment with yourself, make it in a small
pocket of time, meaning 20-minute
sessions or less.
It's amazing what we can ac·complish in 20 minutes. The key is
to make the commitment to do the
task and to stay focused on it for that
period of time. I liken this technique
to the famous question, " How do
you eat an elephant?" Answer: 'One
bite at a time." Those projects that
you've been putting off and that you
think need a whole day or three-hour
blocks to accomplish ... are just elephants.
You have two choices. You know
you eventually have to face that elephant. You can procrastinate and procrastinate, then eat the entire elephant
in one large gulp, get terrible indigestion and promise yourself you'll never do that again. Or you can break the
elephant into 20-minute bites, and get
started.
Will the pt10ject take longer over
time to complete? Yes. Will it get
done eventually? Yes, and with much
less stress and inner torment. Remember, the issue for procrastinators
is getting started. Most procrastinators put off projects because they ' re

time. I liken this technique

"The key is to make
the commitment to do the
task and to stay focused
on it for that period of
(o the famous question,
'How do you eat an elephant?' Answer:
'One bite at a time.'"

any "elephant" if it will be over in 20
minutes.
I use this technique for one of the
tasks that I dislike most in life. Yours
might be
(fill in the blank
with your least favorite task.) For me,
it 's cleaning closets. There's nothing
about this job that I enjoy or look forward to. So I used to put it off... and
put it off.
Now I make an appointment in a
20-minute segment. I go to the closet
and clean like mad for an entire 20
minutes. At the end of the 20 minutes,
I look at my watch and often say,
"Gee, this isn't so bad," and I ' II keep
going. Other times, I'll say, ''Well, that
was the most miserable 20 minutes
I' ve ever spent on a task," and I let
myself off the hook. I'm done until the
next 20-minute appointment.
Most importantly, I'm free of that
completely counterproductive "procrastinator's guilt." You see, I' m so
proud of myself for what I have done,
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that I don't have to dwell on what I've
put off. I accomplished exactly what I
set out to do- even if 1t wa'> only 20
minutes. I can now get on with the rest
of my life and feel good about myself
ow, I know what you're thinking. If I decide to stop cleaning the
closet after only 20 minutes, I have
20-minutes worth of clothes out on
the bed. But, no, that's not the way it
works.
IMPORTANT COOL TIP: Break
the task itself into small pieces. For
example, with the closet, can I do the
just the shoes in 20 minutes? Yes. Just
the belts? Just the suits? Yes, Yes.
Not only are the tasks scheduled
in short spurts of time that just about
any procrastinator can tolerate, but
they' re broken into stand-alone "modules," tasks so easily compl eted that
additional 20-minute segments can be
tacked on when I'm on a roll.
So, don 't procrastinate. Create a
list of tasks that you've been putting
off. Then go back and look at how
you can break each project into small
pieces. What could you complete in
the first 20 minutes? What could you
complete I' , the second 20 minutes,
and so on. Pretty soon that elephanl
looks completely manageable. Need
some help to get the job done? Ask
for it. Need to say " No" to other people 's priorities in order to take better
care of your needs? Do it.
Break out the calendar and, in ink,
schedule appointments with yourself.
Then stick with them. You'll feel so
good about what you accomplish that
you'll never again suffer the dreaded
"procrastinator's guilt!"

From Cartons ofAdidas to Cases of Drill Bits-

Pilot Air Freight Delivers the Goods
by Georgine Loveland
Bits and pieces of business apparatus or chunks of hunks of mechanical paraphernalia, apparel and
shoes--even a Coca-Cola soda fountain machine-sent from Pilot 's
Pomona Distribution Center to Anchorage, Alaska, are the stuff of success for this respected leader in the air
freight forwarding industry.
Pilot Air Freight is known as a
creative expediter, a company that relishes the toughest assignments as
much as the more mundane. It is so
important to this organization to setvice its customers in the most time and
cost efficient manner possible, an
around-the-clock staff member, a
" real person," actually is on beeper
call to fi eld last minute delivery requests, even on holidays.
Customer setvice is not just lip
setvice to Pilot, but a responsibility to
which all those affi liated with the
award-winning organization are dedicated. District manager, David Gilliland and his staff's continued commitment to companies such as Verizoo Wireless & Logistics of Pomona
to coordinate their daily shipments
from locations in Oregon and Washington, to Arizona, Nevada and Colorado, have earned the air freight company "preferred carrier status" from
Yerizon.
Pilot Air Freight, with corporate
headquarters in Lima, Pa., operates 65
offices nationwide. The Ontario loca-

Ready and waiting- a Pilot Air Freight truck is ready to roll.

-Photo provided by A Trice Photographics Inc.

tion, .3929 E. Guasti Rd., Suite F, has
been an important player in the Inland
Empire's economy since 1997.
Gilliland and operations manager
Mario L. Esqueda consider the company "the travel agent for freight. "
Regardless of the methods used in
transporting freight in an expeditious
manner, operational flexibility is the
key to success, both men commented.
"We contract out from origin to destination," Gilliland explained. "That
means we are not tied into regular
takeoff and landing times like UPS."
&queda is a logistics and distribution expert; his is an " Excedrin
headache': type of job. He is responsible for routing all kinds of cargo
through a wide variety of variables to

Marla f1enson has conducted more
than 600 seminars in 46 states and
Canada and has authored "Shortcuts to Creating Organized Files &
R ecords." She can be reached at
D eCLutter_ U@yahoo.com.

Pilot Air Freight district manager, David Gilliland and operations
manager, Mario L. Esqueda plot the most efficient freight forwarding routes for their clients in their Ontario facility.

meet the cu tamer's time and budget
constraints: dealing with bad weather; defining the freight's space requirements -wide-body or narrow
aircraft capabilities, etc. The challenge he constantly faces is to provide
the most efficient, cost-effective setvice in a highly competitive industry.
Not one of the big guys in its
field, Pilot excels through ingenious
problem solving and creativity when
dealing with risky assignments-an
ability that attracts clients who need
special attention and setvice. Just ask
Adidas America. Last June, the company was turned down by Pilot 's
competition when it searched for a
way to get its clothing samples and
footwear to its 65 locations throughout the country overnight.
Pilot pulled it off u ing its stateof-the-art PACE computer system,
maneuvering the product (one to 18
boxes per destination) on time, earning the organization a 98 percent ontime delivery rate and the continued
business of Adid:ts America as well.
Pilot studies flights from all over
the world when researching the best
plan for iL'> customen>' cargo, and is respected for its expertise in utilizing
commercial airline space to move
goods coming into or out of Ontario
International Airport. Pilot trucks transport the cargo to its Ontario facility
where it is individually processed,
checked and inspected for proper

packing, then sent on its way. Pilot also
uses LAX to service its customers,
freeing up options for international as
well as domestic traffic. It is an amazingly complex procedure.
The company offers the " Inbound Logistic Setvice," all owing a
local customer to arrange a shipment
to anywhere. Offering a setvice with
few restrictions on weight or size, Pilot is able to go ' where angels fear to
tread.' ''We come in as an option," Esqueda noted, "We ' II work with that
customer to see what the needs are for
a full container to go to Beijing."
"The company offers a Platinum
Guarantee service," Gilliland added.
" If the cargo does not arrive by the
promised time, the customer does not
receive a bill." Cost is also a factor in
the choice of transporting different
types and quantities of material. Pilot
has: fust flight setvice; next day a.m.;
next day p.m.; two-day; three-day, and
three-five day economy. There are restrictions on perishables and precious
metals, due to liability concerns.
Gilliland's staff understands which
airlines are right for which cargo, and
expects the ''lift'' capability, or capacity to move freight, will expand more
at ONT than at LAX. "Ontario is a
wonderful facility," Gilliland said.
"There is so much wide-open space
and room to expand"
Pilot 's Ontario office will do
more than $2 million this year. Because the city of Ontario is a bustling
hub of economic development for the
Inland Empire, even though the national economy is waffling somewhat,
the local office has exceeded last
year 's revenue by at least 15 percent.
Esqueda and Gilliland know that
their reputation is only as good as that
last shipment, and believe that being
honest and upfront in their business
practices adds not only to the success
of their company, but also to their
commitment to the Ontario business
community.
"Stuff happens that we can't control," Gilliland commented. "But, we
can control our integrity. This is a total team effort."

VISit pi/otair.com for more information.
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CLOSE- UP

CORNER ON THE

Arrowhead Regional Medical Center Is a Shining Example
of Compassion and State-of-the.;.Art Medical Care

Business Cycles Offer Clues to

Inve$tment Opportunitie$
Business acti vity tends to go in
cycles, and understanding the s tages
of a business cycle can provide clues
that may help you identify favorable
investment opportunities. While some
stocks tend to be immune to economic swings, others perfo rm better or
worse during different s tages of the
business cycle.
•
The business cycle can provide
insight, but it is important to realize
that the U.S . economy rarely follows
this cycle precisely, and that the
amount of time spent in each stage of
the cycle varies. In adt1ition, the economy does not always expand to its
fullest levels, nor does it always dip
into recession. It does, however, tend
to proceed through six typical stages.
Here are some gener<ll guidelines to

which market sectors are
inclined to benefit in
each cycle.

Stage 1: Economic
Slowdown
. In a period of econo mic slowdown, utilities and financial company stocks usually react
favorably a it becomes
clear to investors that the
economy is s luggi sh. Long-term
interest rates peak, and s horter rates
begin to fall as the Federal Reserve
implements strategies to stimulate the
economy. Thus, investors often buy
interest-rate sensitive stocks. Utilities,
which generally have high-debt lev-
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cycle, the major stock market indexes may dip below their 12-month
moving averages . Basic materials
companies (including chemicals
and metals) and energy stocks are
often favored by investors since inflation is probably peaking during
this cycle.

els, benefit as rates decline. Financial companies also benefit <L~ mtcs
(and therefore their
cost of funds) dccrea<>e
and loan demands increase.

Stage 2: Anticipated
Recovery

Stage 6: Economic Decline
When the business cycle reaches
economic decline, investors attempt
to protect their portfolios as the economy slows by moving back into "early-cycle'' stocks, beginning with consumer non-cyclicals, which are companies that sell products and services
whose demand is not tied to the economic cycle.

With anticipated economic recovery, consumer
stocks typically rise, as low-interest rates enco urage consumers to
spend more. Stock prices are generally very low during this stage of the
economic cycle.

Stage 3: Mid -Cycle Recovery

The Cycle Is Not Precise

In a mid-cycle recovery, interest
rates begin to go up, and early si.gns
of inflation emerge. At this stage,
stocks generally perform better than
bond-.. Industrial companies, such as
electrical equipment, machinery and
construction come into favor.

Whil e tracking the business cycle
can be a useful barometer for investors, keep in mind that the business cycle is not precise. In addition,
pinpointing particular stages of economic activity is not always easy and
even economists do not always agree
on exactly where the economy stand'>
in any particular cycle.

Stage 4: Full Expansion
During the full expan ion stage
of the busi ness cycle, interest-rate
sensitive stocks generally peak by the
time the cyclical expansiorr is fu lly
under way. Opportunities may appear
among companies that benefit during
higher inflation and in higher interestrate environments, such as chemical ,
technology and energy stocks.

Submitted or contributed by Shawn
Hochuli, finan cial advisor, Morgan
Stanley, Ontario, CA. 909-605-1318.
This article is published for general
informational purposes and is not an
offer or solicitation to sell or buy any
securities or commodities. Any particular investment should be analyzed
based on its terms and risks as they
relate to your specific circumstances
and objectives.

Stage 5: Economic Peak
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by Georgine Loveland

At the economi c peak of the

County hospitals have historically been regarded as dark, forbidding
and overcrowded facilities , understaffed and poorly equipped. This has
often been the case; the poor patients,
whom these facilities are supposed to
serve, are often punished for their
poverty by being relegated to hospitals and medical care that is substandard at best.
This is not the case at Arrowhead
Regional Medical Center, ARMC, a
teaching facil ity located at 400 North
Pepper Ave. in Colton. San Bernardino's county facility consists of five
buildings: Behavioral Health, Hospital,
Outpatient Care Center, Diagnostic and
Treatment, and the Central Plant, plus
three helicopter pads which can accommodate standard medivac and/or
military Blackhawk helicopters.
There are 90 behavioral health
and 283 hospital inpatient rooms, and
most are private. The center is truly a
"shining example" of the he..c;;t modem
healthcare has to offer. Light is everywhere, providing an uplifting and
calming atmosphere conducive to
hope ... in direct counterpoint to the
despair and fear more often experienced in less vibrant surroundings.
As CEO/hospital administrator,
Mark Uffer commented, "We gi':e
healthcare the way it was designed to
be delivered. We are the Smith Barney of healthcare." Uffer tells the sto-
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One of the Medaes Columns
used in the hospital's trauma
unit.
ry of Alex Lavruk, a Mt. San Antonio
College professor of music who had
been in an accident, resulting in badly broken bones in his leg. He was
taken to a valley hospital where the
leg was splinted and he was discharged, given a crutch, and sent to
Arrowhead Regional.
The emergency room was being
remodeled at the time, and Lavruk,
ace-bandaged from thigh to toes,
was waiting for help and in a lot of
pain when Uffer walked in. Swiftly
comprehending the s ituation, he "got
everything going" and the pat·ient was
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Only burn center for four counties:
San Bernardino, Riverside, Inyo and
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"fixed up and back to work in less
than five days. "
The grateful Lavruk had been
treated with dignity and compassion
and he called the hospital adminis~
trator to thank him. "He's a classic
human being," Lavruk said. "I was in
bad shape and the hospital was so incredible, neat and organized. The caring I experienced there was unbelievable."
Uffer commented simply, " Helping others is the epitome of this job.
This is a unique opportunity. Most
people (in the medical administration
field) never get the chance to run a
hospital in the w ay its never been
done before."
Uffer was born in San Bernardino and has a love for the people and
the dedication to better the lives of
those who need the services of the
hospital, whether residents or visitors
to the area.
He always wanted to have a career in medicine and was trained as a
respiratory therapist and worked at
the old county ho. pi tal. He left to begin a career in administration in private hospitals, but was unhappy and
wanted to return to his hometown.
Uffer lead'> a facility which offers
a plethora of services, including:

.

Pharmacists check prescriptions one last time in the Optifill I( automated section of the outpatient pharmacy.

The faci lity was constructed to
meet or exceed the year 2008 earth-

quake construction requirements. By
design, the facil ity can withstand a
magnitude 8.3 quake and still continue. to function for 72 hours, cut off
from all external services!
· The construction concept is a
"floating" building, structurally stiffened, that does not rest on t~e foundation, utilizing 392 base isolators
that stretch and absorb vibrations;
sandwiched layers of rubber and steel
plates for lateral movement; 184 viscous dampening devices (shock absorbers); diagonal cross members, an
architectural design for building support; pipe ball joints for flexibility,
adapted from ocean oil rigs, and 25
seismic portals allowing traffic between connected buildings.
The advanced technology utilized
at Arrowhead Regional Medical Center is second to none. The Medaes
Columns found in the trauma unit and
ICU contain most support features
that are attached to the wall in most
medical facilities. The columns allow
necessary support systems housing
monitors, vacuum, oxygen and electrical equipment to be centrally located. The columns themselves are movable up to 359 degrees.
Another innovation is the stateof-the-art Optifill II, featuring automated prescription filling, fou nd in
the outpatient pharmacy. From the patient's hand->, the prescription is first
entered into the computer; a pharmacist reviews it, and, if approved it is
sent to the Optifill computer. From
there, a label is printed and placed in
a coded cart; a bottle is filled and
capped; the coded cart picks it up, and
it is again checked by a pharmacist.
Another vital department at the
facility is the Radiology department's
award-winning digitized imaging and
archivi ng system know as P.A.C.S.
Dr. Carl Jansen ha'i been recognized
by no less than the Smithsonian as
one of this year's "Faces of Innovation," for his lead role in implementing this system that replaces films,
and greatly speed" up the process ofreading masses of x-rays quickly, efficiently, and without the possibility

continued on page 36
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COMPUTERS/SOFTWARE

EMPLOYERS GROUP

When Work Becomes

MAC OS X... This is your Final Warning!!

by J. Allen Leinberger
It is the best of times. It is the
worst of times. It is the end of the beginning and the beginning of the end.
MAC OS X is here and computers
will never be the same.
This revolution actually began a
couple of years ago when Steven Jobs
introduced his Bondi Blue bubble
called the iMAC. It had no floppy
disk slot. No Zip Drive. It replaced
SCSI plugs with USB. All of your old
attachments, like the printer and the
scanner, would have to be replaced.
(SCSI is pronounced Scuzzy and
it stands for Small Computer System

IDCOIP0/8111 NOW

Interface USB st,mds for Universal
Senal Bus A Bus 1s a channel betwee n devices. It IS not public trarL'>portation.)
Now comes the long anticipated
new operating sy tern, OS X. Author
David Pogue says quite simply that
this new system is, " nothing like the
MAC we've come to know." MAC
authority Bob LeVitus called OS X,
'·an elegant, powerful tool that 's the
envy of the rest of the computer industry." Jus t as th e original iMac
replaced the external equipment, OS
X replaces almost all of the internal
workings . In fact , OS X is, in its
s implest terms, a new MAC face
("Aqua") over the old UNIX system
originally designed in the '60s. This
is comparable to Windows covering
over the original DOS program.
UNIX is described by some critics as
a stable and proven 40-year- old sys-
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You can pay ZERO...
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Make over $50,000?
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INCORPORATED?
Pay only 15% ...
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state, including name reservation,
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small business can be enjoying
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er 7, Acrobat 5 and PhotoShop 6. It
w<L'> JUSt relea-!ti m the middle of July.
S1milar collecliOrL'> mclude Streaming
Media, Digital Video and Web.
Their PR firm tells me that these
will work just fi ne in the new OS X,
but their Web s ite says that these programs are not ready for the new system and that other, newer ones will
soon take their place. Recognizing
these problems, Apple has created a
fallback system. Every new OS X
disk contains OS 9.1 as well. This
"old" program is called "MAC Classic" and is in there so that you can run
all of your old programs on a system
they will still work under.
Thi means that when the Adobe
people tell me that their current programs will be OK, that's because you
can fire them up in the Classic format,
OS 9. 1. All of the Adobe programs

tem. Others have called 11 ju-,t 40
years old One thing ts clear. The bugs
have been worked out by now Experts claim to have a very hard time
trying to make it crash.
Here is where it gets expensive.
Because it rum; on a system that is
radi<;<1lly different from your old MAC
system, your old programs probably
won't run on it. You will probably
need a new FileMaker Pro program,
for example. Microsoft, which just
came out with a new Office 2001 for
MAC, has announced an even newer
Office 10 for the new MAC.
The new Adobe packages are also
suspect and this shows how confused
things are. Adobe, whose PageMaker
was an original saving grace for Apple, has just repackaged all o f their
good stuff at about $1000 per box.
Their new Publishing Collection, for
example, contains the new PageMak-
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Too Much
by Thomas K Harang, SPRHR,
staff consulram
The employment relationship is a
dance between the employer and the
employee. The employer seeks the
mo.t return on its investment of payroll dollars spent and the employee
-seeks the greatest com pen at ion for
his/her efforts. Employers desire a
fully committed workforce and employees frequently seek to balance
their lives at work with their lives at
home. There are plenty of company
executives seeking a competitive advantage in the marketplace and the
workplace through increasing individual and corporate productivity.
Many employees are wondering just
how much work is ·'too much."
The findings of a recent study,
"Feeling Overworked: When Work
Become Too Much," a report published recently by Families and Work
Institute and PriceWaterHouseCoopers, LLP, addresses a number of questions of interest to executives and human resources professionals.
The study of a national sample
of 1003 adult (18 or older) workers
addresses these specific concerns:

1. "How prevalent is feeling overworked?"
2. "What aspects of jobs contribute
to fee ling overworked?"
3. "Who is most likely to feel overworked?"
4. "How is feeling overworked related to job performance?"
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5. Personal and family relations?
6. Employee stress and health?
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The study found:
Feelings of being overworked are
pervasive in the U. S. workforce. At
least sometimes during the past three
months, 54 percent of employees said
they felt overworked; 55 percent said
they felt overwhelmed by how much
work they had to do, and 59 percent
said they did not have time to step
back and process or refl ect on the

work they were doing. early half of
employees (46 percent) indicated that
they experienced at least one of these
feelings often or very often during the
preceding three month . Managers
and professionals, baby boomers, and
women tend to feel more overworked
than other employees.
According to the study, the implicatiOrL'> for employers fall into four domains: safety in the workplace, job
performance, retention, and health care
costs.
Safety in the workplace
The consequences of feeling overworked had major implications for
these four categories. Employees who
feel overworked make more mistake~
and frequently experience a seriou.-, loss
of sleep. These factors can increase the
likelihood of workplace injuries (workers' comperLsation costs) or costly mistakes on the job. Feeling overworked
may be connected to a decrease in employee morale and an increa">C in workplace violence. ! Iuman resources professionals can take constructive action
through accessing how overworked
employees feel in their own workplace
and by developing actions plan to address employee concerns.
Job performance
The impact of feeling overworked
can have dramatic consequences on
job performance. In addition to increasing the number and frequency of
errors, a negative impag on employee health is also reported. Moreover,
the report stated, "Employers should
not assume that hy getting the most
work they can out of their employees,
they will necessarily maximize productivity." Since employers see individual job perfo rmance as a critical
variable in enhancing its competitive
position in the marketplace, it seems
that human resources professionals
need to fac il itate creating the optimum balance in the workplace
Retention
Employees who feel "chronically overworked" are the most likely to

jump ship, according to the study. Retaining stellar employees is always a
concern for the thoughtful employer.
If discussing an employee's concerns
with management is not a viable op-

"Employers should
not assume that by
getting the most work
they can out of their
employees, they will
necessarily maximize
p roductivity. "
tion, the employee may consider a
new position with a new company
with similar pay and benefits without
being overworked.
Human resources professionals
should work with management to establ ish and maintain an open communication environm ent. Employees
must feel comfortable going to management and communicating their
feeli ng of being overworked. How
management addresses such concerns
is critical to the employer's success in
retaining valuable human capital.
Health care costs
In addition to safety, job performance and retention issues, the feel ing
of being overworked could impact
health care cosLs. The study found that
the feeling of being overworked is
"strongly associated with greater uti-

lization of health care" services.
"Employees who feel more overworked tend to feel less successful in
their relationships with spouses or
partners, children, and friends; to neglect themselves; to lose sleep because
of work; to feel less healthy; to feel
more stresse'tl and less able to cope
with everyday life." The study points
out further that mental health problerrL'> are on a dramatic upturn. Indirectly then, human resources professionals can seek to control the rising
cost of health care through an effective employee relations program that
includes open communication with its
employees.
The study concludes that many
American workers feel overworked.
The strategy for employers is to conduct employee opinion surveys, facilitate focus groups, monitor exit interviews, and analyze formal internal
complaint data to keep in touch with
its most important customers, its employees. Through using these analytical methods and establishing and
maintaining open communication in
management and in human resources,
employers can identify overworked
employees as well as those who perceive themselves to be overworked
and are not, and address concerns before a \)lass exodus disrupts the organization 's productivity.

Remember the Employers Group
can be your partner in developing
and implementing these diagnostic
practices· in your organization. To
obtain more informatiOn abou t
the study, point your browser to:
http://www.familiesandwork.org.
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Labor Day Survey Reveal~ Many Top Leaders Landing in the Rough
Labor Day may be a golfer's last
chance to work on a faulty golf swing
- and many top executives may be
facing their last chance to correct
the flaws in their leadership
styles.
A new survey reveals
that many of today's leaders
have personality traits tha~ leave
them in the corporate equivalent
of a deep sand trap. Fortunately,
there is a cure: leaders can overcome
behaviors and habits that derail their
careers if companies offer high-quality development programs.
That is the lesson of a survey
from Development Dimensions International (DDI), a global human resource (HR) consulting firm specializing in leadership development and
selection system design and HR.com,
the largest Web destination in North
America for HR experts, advice, resources, products and services.
"Effective leadership is paramount
to success today, but unfortunately investment in crucial HR systems, from
selection to succession management,
is falling short at all levels," said
Richard S. Well ins, senior vice president of Global Marketing for DDI.
As part of its ongoing research,
DDI conducted its most recent bi-annual "Leadership Benchmarking" survey in partnership with HR.com.
Drawn from 187 organizations in 15
countries, more than 5,000 leaders,
HR professionals and associates (nonmanagement employees) res6onded
to the survey. The survey revealed
signs of leadership failure such as:

Low confulence in leadership:
two out of three employees have low
or moderate confidence in their companies" leadership. Even leaders
themselves are concerned, with three
out of every five leaders admitting
they do not have a high degree of
confidence in their organization's
overall leadership capability.
Leaders lack loyally: The survey
revealed that more than one-third of
leaders see at least a moderate chance
that they will leave their o~tions
for another job. Issues related to career advancement and personal development have the greatest impact
on leaders' desire to leave.

DDI research shows that development programs
can help top execs overcome flaws in their style
30% Overly Concrete
23%

Micr~manager

16% Imperceptive

failure to see themselves
clear! y and understand
how others view them is
endemic.

Organizations fail to
invest in leadership
Poor prospects for the future:
The DDI/HR.com survey uncovered
widespread and increasing anxiety
about future leadership. Today, 82
percent of organizations have a hard
time finding qualified leaders. Only
two yeaFS ago, 74 percent of organizations indicated it was difficult.

Leadership weaknesses
"Many executives are like golfers
who have one little hitch that ruins
their swings," Wellins said. "These
executives have skills and knowledge,
but one hitch in their personalities can
ruin their careers. If they identify the
problem early and practice correcting
it, they can still have a nice round and
not miss the cut." In the survey, DDI
identified 11 such flaws - behaviors
the firm calls "derailers" because they
can derail a career and knock an organization off the track to success. ,
Derailers include: impulsivene,<;.<;,
being overly concrete, arrogance, micromanaging, self-promotion, volatility, being risk adverse, defensiveness,
irnperceptivity,. approval dependence
and eccentricity. Leaders and associates reported that the most common
derailers are being overly concrete,
micromanaging and imperceptivity.
The derailers that are most frequently associated with overall poor performance include: imperceptivitiy, approval dependence, arrogance and impulsiveness.
"Being imperceptive - not being able to read others' behavior, intentions and motivations - is the
most damaging symptom of management failure," Wellins said. Leaders'

The DDI/HR.com study suggests
that too few organizations are doing
enough to fight the leadership struggle by increasing their leaders' training and development to meet these
challenges.
• Nearly 70 percent of leaders have
failed over the last two years to increase the time they spend in selecting, hiring or replacing workers.
• 77 percent of HR professionals feel
their organizations' leadership development programs are less than
high quality.
• One-third of organizations do not
have a succession management
plan, which would help to identify
leadershiR skills and competency
gaps and provide development
plans to build better leaders.
• Only 37 percent of organizations
offer learning resources over the Internet or intranet, thoogh 53 percent
of leaders desire such training.
"This is a concern l;>ecause the need
for leadership development is
•
greater, but so are the available resources," Wellins said. "Online
learning is not a panacea, but Webenabled learning tools allow leaders to Jearn when and where they
want, and what they need on a far
more cost-efficient budget, which
translates into continued success for
them- and their organizations."

On the bright side
There are some positive signs.
Nearly 70 percent of organizations
plan to increase spending on training
and development of leaders. And 45
percent of organizations have in-

creased their reliance on internal candidates for filling leadership posts, a
practice that DDI believes is the most
effective way of developing future
leaders given the uncertainty of hiring from the outside.
According to the survey, organizations with superior financial outcomes
are more likely to have high-quality
leadership development programs.
More than one-third (37 percent) of the
organizations with superior financial
performance had high-quality leadership development programs. Only 6
percent of below-average performing
organizations had high-quality leadership development programs.
"Just look at the ever increasing
number of COO and CEO failures
over the last 24 months. A lack of investment in leadership can be disastrous, especially when leaders are being asked to do more and more. Making the investment will definitely pay
off," said Wellins. A copy of the
Leadership Benchmark survey is
available for $29.95 by calling DDI
at 1-800-334-1514.
AboutDDI
Since 1970, DDI has helped thousands
of organizations achieve superior business performance through selecting,
developing and retaining extraordinary
people.
DDI's two major areas of expertise
include:
• Building leadership capacity and
capability, enabling organizations
to meet their current and emerging
business needs.
• Helping companies find and hire
better people faster.

DDI's lfnovative solutions, including
Web-based technQlogies, are customized to the needs of each client by
a team of 1,000 experienced associates in 70 locations around the world.
For more information about DDI,
visit www.ddiworldcom.
HR. com is committed to providing Human Resources (HR) professionals with the information, tools
and resources they need to successfully manage the people side of business. The Web site is: www. HR. com.

Selecting the Best Corporate Structure for Your Business
by Gregory G. Brown, Esq. and
Brian M. Hess, Esq.
A major decision facing most
business owners is whether to establish their new or existing business as
a legal entity. Understandably, the primary motive in considering a formal
legal entity is avoiding personal liability for the obligations and debts of
the business. Business owners usually realize that losses sustained by the
business may wipe out the amount invested in the business, but the other
concern is whether creditors of the
business can reach the business owner's personal resources beyond the
amount invested in the business, if the
business assets prove insufficient.
Other motivations in considering
a formal legal entity may include obtaining favorable tax treatment, creating a vehicle to facilitate capitalization of the company, and establishing
a formal organization s_tructure to assist in the maintenance and operation
of the business.
With many organizational options,
the business owner may be overwhelmed with the various choices
which include the following: "C' Corporation, "S" Corporation, Limited Liability Company, Limited Liability
Partnership, General Partnership, Limited Partnership, Professional Corporation, and the Sole Proprietorship.
Although an extensive analysis
and discussion of the various business
entities and their respective tax treatment falls outside the scope of this article, the following does present a
brief discussion of the various entities
available, as well as some of their objectives, benefits and disadvantages.

1. The Corporation:
A corporation is a separate legal
entity existing under authority granted
by state law. It has its own identity,
which is separate and apart from its
shareholders. As such, all income from
the corporation is taxed at the corporate
income tax rate. Subsequently, if company profits are distributed to shareholders in the form of dividends, they
are again taxed at the receiving shareholder's individual income tax rate.
Hence the term "double taxation."
Corporations are formed, among
other things, to shield shareholdets

from personal liability for the corporation 's activities. If properly established and maintained, the creditors
may look to the assets of the corporation for payment and not to the shareholders' personal assets for payment.
However, the corporation must
act like a corporation in order to take
advantage of its benefits. Unless all
corporate formalities and requirements are adhered to (i.e., holding of
shareholder and board of director
meetings), the shareholders may be
held personally liable for the corporation 's debts and liabilities under the
"alter ego" theory of liability (i.e., the
corporate veil may be "pierced").

2. Comparison of the "C" and
"S" Corporation:
"C' and "S" corporations are two
particular forms of corporations that are
prevalent in Califomi(!. Both "C" corporations and "S" corporations are entities having the advantages of corporate form. Both enjoy centralized management and control through a board
of directors elected by shareholders,
privacy and anonymity of shareholder
identities, as well as insulation of shareholders from personal liability.
The primary difference between
"C' and "S" corporation involves income tax treatment. For income tax
purposes, the "S" corporation is analogous to a sole proprietorship or partnership, and consequently, each item
of income and expense is "passed
through" directly to shareholders and
not taxed at all at the corporate level.
This allows the owners to take advantage of the corporate form and accompanying limited personal liability, but does not subject them to the
double-taxation of corporate profits.
As you can see, the "S" corporation is an attractive device for those
business owners who want to distribute the majority of the corporation's
net profits. However, because the tax
rate for individuals with large incomes is generally greater than the
highest corporate tax rate, shareholders of a corporation with extremely
high profits could pay more to operate in an "S" form than in a "C" form.

3. The Umited Liability Company:
A limited liability company

("LLC") is a relatively new form of legal entity in California that provides a
shield for personal liability of the owners (called "members") while permitting the "pass through" tax advantages
of a partnership. The primary benefit
associated with the LLC is its flexibility. For example, an LLC can be operated either by its members/owners
(similar to a partnership) or by appointed managers (similar to a board of
directors). The LLC also has the added
benefit that there is no "alter ego" theory of liability based on the shareholder's failure to hold meetings or observe
other "corporate formalities."

4. The Limited Liability
Partnership:
In California, the limited liability
partnership ("LLP") is typically available only to partnerships engaged in the
practice of law or accountancy. More-

over, all partners of the law or accounting firm must be licensed to practice in
their respective professions. In general,
an LLP is a general partnership with the
added feature of a corporate-style limited liability shield for its partners.

5. The General Partnership:
A general partnership is a form of
business entity in which two or more
co-owners engage in business for profit. No specific formalities are required
to form a general partnership. Although
a general partnership has some of the
attributes of a separate legal entity, general partners remain personally liable
for the partnership's obligations, and
partnership income or loss is once
again "passed-through" to t~e partners.

6. The Limited Partnership:
A limited partnership is very sirn-

continued on page 45
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· Community Bancorp Closes $3.1 Million Private Placement
Community Bancorp Inc. (Nasdaq: CMBC) announced that it has
closed a $3.1 million private placement of common stock.
"Community Bancorp is growing
rapidly, more than doubling assets in
the last two years," stated Tom Swanson, president and CEO. "This placement provides us with equity that we
plan to use to reduce debt and continue our expansion."
Under the terms of the agreement,
Community Bancorp sold an aggregate of 473,504 shares of common
stock at an average price of $6.63 per
share, generating gross proceeds to-

taling $3.13 million. No investment
banking firm was used in the private
placement. The company engaged an
investment banker to render a Fairness
Opinion on the transaction.
"After six quarters of retaining our
SBA 7a guaranteed loans and rapidly
growing our loan portfolio, we have
entered a new phase in our strategy"
added Bruce Mills, SVP and CFO. "In
this stage, we will cap our SBA loans
at about 40 percent of the total portfolio to ensure diversification. This infusion of capital will give us access to
the funds we need to oontinue building
all of our lending programs." A pre-.

ferred lender, Community National
Bank is the 7th large..<;! SBA lender in

" ... we have entered
a new phase in
our strategy. "
-Bruce Mills
C.alifornia and 38th in the nation.
Community National Bank, a
subsidiary of Community Bancorp, is
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Does your business deserve
"The Best Business Bank in California?"

a $326 million financial institution
headquartered in Fallbrook. Located
between Los Angeles and San Diego,
the bank's primary focus is community banking and commercial lending,
with additional lending niches of
SBA and aircraft lending. The bank
serves North San Diego and the Inland Empire communities with retail
banking offices in Fallbrook, Temecula, Escondido and Vista. The bank
has loan production offices in Fallbrook, Escondido, Los Angeles, Ontario, Orange, Sacramento, Temecula, Vista and in the East San Francisco Bay Area.

Many banks today are acting like a business bank, but if you
look between the marketing lines very few are 'real' business
banks. At Community Bank we are a 'genuine' Business Bank
and we have been financing the business needs of our
customers since 1945. We provide you the services and
advantages that you need and expect from a business bank.

Centennial First Financial Services Announces Quarterly Earnings
Centennial First Financial Services (OTC BB CFFX) parent company of Redlands Centennial Bank

announced its performance for the
second quarter of 2001. Earnings for
the quarter ending June 30, 2001

''No" is a word

our

lenders

have to

in the

look up

dictionary

\\'hether you arc just getting started, or your business has been flourishing
for years, Vineyard National Bank offers the full range of banking services
that you need to manage your finances and support your growth. We realize
that your business is unique, and your time is valuable. As a result, flexibility
and responsiveness are two of the cornerstones by which wp operate.
Contact us toU-free and we will meet with you at your convenience to determine the right financial solution for your spcctfic situation.
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were $236,000 compared to earnings
of $220,000 for the second quarter
2000, representing a 7 percent increase. Undiluted earnings per share
were 33 cenL<; for the current quarter
compared to 30 cents for the same
period last year. Year-to-date earntngs through June increased 6
percent from $394,000 in 2000 to
$418,000 in 2001.
Total loans increased $11.7 million, or 21 percent, to $67 million from
June 2000 to June 2001. Deposit<>, at
$101 million, represent an increa-;e of
$20.2 million, or 25 percent for the
same period. Total a<.;.-;eL<> increased 24
percent or $21 million, to Sl09 million
from June 2000 to June 2001.
Spencer, pr~ident and chief executive officer, stated, "Our re..<;uiL-; reflect our commitment to sound financial strategy combined with a focus
on customer relationships and shareholders. We will continue to build a
customer-centric company and continuously review opportunities and
services that will benefit them, and
create long-term value for our loyal
shareholders."
In a signed Defmitive Agreement,
the company announced in Decem-

ber its planned acquisition of Palomar
Community Bank.in Escondido. The
company is in the process of raising
$6 million in capital to facilitate the
$10.5 million ca<;h transaction. States
Spencer, "The synergy between these
two dynamic community banks will
provide increased benefits to shareholders of Centennial First Financial
Services as well as customers of Redlands Centennial and Palomar. The
combined resources will provide an
expanded base of service and product
capabilities, as well as provide a
spnngboanl for future expansion."
Currently a one-bank holding
company, Centennial First Financial
Services was formed in December
1999 as the parent company of Redlands Centennial Bank, which has
provided banking services since August l 990. The company operates its
main office and construction division
in downtown Redlands, a full-service
branch in Brea, and an SBA loan production office in Santa Ana.

Additional infomwtion is available on
the Internet at www.redcent.com or by
contacting Douglas C. Spencer directly at spencerd@redcent.com.
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Clinton L. Amoldus, President & CEO

Some of our Business Services are:
• Asset based financing
• Machinery and equipment financing
• Complete real estate services, including
owner occupied financing
• SBAFinancing
• International!frade Finance
• Business depository services
• Cash management services

Perhaps you are finding that your current bank does not understand your business and is
not willing to lend on your company's operating assets without other collateral. Is it time
for you to experience the value of a business bank that only our knowledgeable and
experienced professionals can provide?
Call me direct at (626) 568-2100, or one of our convenient Business Banking Center
locations, so we may detennine how we can put Community Bank to work for you. I am
certain you will receive the quality service and responsiveness that you deserve from
"The Best Business Bank in California."

COMMUNITY. BANK
Partnership Banking·
THIRTEEN BUSINESS BANKING (ENTERS • OVER
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BILLION IN ASSETS

ANAHEIM

BURBANK

(ORONA

HUNTINGTON PARK

SAN BERNARDINO

(714) 704-2361

(818) 295· 3232

(909) 808-8950

(323) 277-4360

(909) 881-2323

CITY OF INDUSTRY

fONTANA

PASADENA

UPLAND

(626) 934-1341

(909) 854-3400

(626) 568-2230

(909) 579-1490

SOUTH BAY

GLENDALE

REDLANDS

YUCAIPA

(310) 243-1560

(818) 549-7220

(909) 307-8102

(909) 797-9155

Please visit our web site at: www.communitybank-ca.com
M EMBER FDIC
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CVB Financial Corp Reports Second Quarter Operating Results
C VB F ina ncia l Corp ( A SDAQ:CVB F) and its subsidiary, C itizens Bus iness Bank, anno unced
record results of the second quarter of
2001. This included record depo it ,
record loans, record assets and record

.fb

earnings.
The company reported net income of $9.6 millio n fo r the second
quarter ending June 30, 200 1. T his
represents an increase of $ 1.2 million,
or 14.17 percent, w hen compared

with the $8.4 m ill ion in net income
reported for the second quarter of
2000. Ea rnings per share for the second quarter o f 200 I were $0.34 per
d iluted s hare. This is up $0.04, or
13.33 percent, when compared with

Mellon
Mellon l st Business Bank

earni ngs pe r share of $0.30 fo r the
second quarter.
This is the 37th consecutive quarter of record earnings for the company. Earning results fo r the second
quarter of 2001 produced a return on
beginning equity of 20 .74 percent, a
return on average equity of 19.12 percent and a return on average assets of
1.7 1 percent. The efficiency ratio was
46.46 percent.
Net income for the s ix months
ending June 30, 2001 , was $18.5 million. This represents an increase of
$2.2 milli on, or 13.2 percent, when
compared with net earnings of $16.3
million for the first half of 2000. Diluted earnings per share were $0.65.
This w as up $0.07, or 12.1 percent,
from diluted earnings per share of
$0.58 for the same pe riod last year.
Net income for the first half of 2001
produced a return on begi nning equity of 18.65 percent and a return on
average assets of 1.63 pel cent. The effi ciency ratio for the half was 48.60
percent.
At June 30, 2001 , assets were
continued on page 18
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CVB Financial...
continued from page 16
$2.33 billion. This represents an increase of $216.8 million, or 10.27
percent, over the $2.11 billion total

assets reported on June 30, 2000. Total deposits rose to $1.65 billion. This
is up $175.9 million, or 11.91 percent,
from $1.48 billion last year. Gross
loans and leases grew to $1.07 billion
as of June 30, 2001. This is an increase of $76.3 million, or 7.69 per-

cent, from the $991.4 million in gross
loans and leases on June 30, 2000.
Trust assets were $993.6 million on
June 30, 2001.
"We are pleased to complete our
first half with these positive operating
results," said D. Linn Wiley, president

@)inz r::illobinson
Executive Vice President, City National Bank
"I had a first class experience at Riverside Commumty
HospitaL I could have gone anywhere. I've been associated
with the hospital since 1979-on the hospital board, on
the foundation board. So I'm familiar with the quality of
care and the standards they perform to. I know the people
and I have total confirknce in them. I had quadruple
bypass surgery and the outcome has been great. They gave
me a nw lease on lift. I'm back playing tennis, going to
the gym, skiing. "

9Y

on't rake a chance on a hean that's imporram ro you-your own or a loved one's.

At Riverside Community Hospital's HearrCare Institute you'll have the advantage

of the most sophisticated diagnostic, therapeutic, and rehabilimrion procedures available
anywhere.
Riverside Community Hospital has been the area's acknowledged leader in treating hean
problems since 1966. Our specialized cardiac program was established in 1974. We've been
performing catheterizations since 1985 and open hean surgery since 1986.
Today, we perform nearly 3,000 cardiac diagnostic and therapeutic procedures as well as
500 open heart surgeries a year. Over the past I 00 years, Riverside Communiry Hospital
has cared for western Riverside Counry's hearts. Let us rake care of yours.
For more information on the HeartCare Institute at Riverside Communiry Hospital, or ro

and chief executive officer of CVB
Financial Corp. "Our company had a
13.19 percent growth in net earnings
over the first half of 2000 which is in
line with our objective to increase
ea.Jlllngs by 15 percent for the year.
CVB Financial Corp reported
non-performing assets of $754,000 as
of June 30, 2001. This represents a ratio of non-performing assets to total
assets of 0.03 percent. Non-performing loans were $754,000. This represents 0.07 percent of gross loans and
leases. The allowance for loan and
lease losses was $20.7 million as of
June 30, 2001. This represents 1.94
percent of gross loans and leases, and
compares with 1.83 percent on June
30, 2000. Non-performing loans and
leases were 3.64 percent of the allowance for loan and lease losses.
Non-interest income showed
continued growth. Non-interest income increased to $11.4 million for
the first half of 2001. This was up
$2.3 million, or 25.11 percent, from
the $9.1 million reported for the fiiSt
half of 2000. Non-interest income includes asset management income,
service charges and deposit fees.
CVB Financial Corp continues to
maintain capital ratios that exceed the
well-capitalized standards established
by the bank regulatory agencies.
CVB Financial Corp is the holding company for Citizens Business
Bank. The bank is the largest bank
headquartered in the Inland Empire
Region of Southern California. It
serves 23 cities with 30 branches in
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and
San Bernardino Counties. Shares of
CVB Financial Corp common stock
are listed on the NASDAQ National
Market system under the ticker symbol of CVBF. For investor information on CVB Financial Corp visit the
Citizens Business bank Web site at
www.cbbank.com and click on the
CVB Investor Tab.

be referred to a cardiologist, call 788-FIND.
TilE

HEARTCARE
INSTITUTE

AT RivERsiDE Community Hospital
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Buy, Build or Lease - a Critical Small Business mcision
by Bob Harris,
Business Bank of California
For the company owner, the decision to lease or purchase a facility
is multi-dimensional. To make the
best decision, it is important to know
and balance long-term business strategy with personal financial ohjectives. The right move can make a hig
difference in the company's and owner's future. Your business advisors:
accountant, lawyer, real estate broker,
financial planner and lender, should
be part of your planning. Their advice
will determine how and when will be
the best time to purchase a building in
relation to your lease expiration date,
market conditions, cash flow, growth
of business and additional variables
to consider for the future.
The first consideration in the lease
vs. purchase decision is the immediate
financial impact-what is the monthly payment; what are the out-of-pocket expenses to purchase, and how will
the choice affect monthly cash flow?
A company with a solid earning's
record will usually be able to asses
the necessary credit facility, and take
advantage of asset appreciation associated with ownership. Contrary to
popular perception, leasing is generally a more expensive alternative, especially for businesses that remain at
a given location long-term. Even if
ownership payments were higher than
leasing, the tax advantage of ownership can make a big difference.
On today's market, with rate at a
nine-year low, the argument for purchasing property over leasing is even
stronger. Some, but not all tax benefits
on an annual basis include loan interest,
triple net expenses (purchase or lease),
depreciation, and lease payments. When
owned personally, tax benefits go directly to the owner through the personal tax return on Schedule E. Remember
that all permanent improvements you
placed as a tenant usually remain with
the property owner and will benefit his
new tenant and not you.
To get a clear picture from a capital investment standpoint, small business owners will want a sophisticated
fmancial analysis using one of two accepted methods-net present value

and internal rate of return. These approaches quantify the actual space
costs involved and typically require
the assistance of a commercial/industrial real estate broker or certified
public accountant.
The time that is used to evaluate
the return on investment should be
factored into the decision. Often, owners choose the low-cost alternative,
based on short-term as.<;umption..-.;. To
make the best decision, owners should
evaluate alternative..<;, both in terms of
their return on inve..<;tment, and knowledge of their business' future need'i.
Owning real estate provides the
advantage of building equity and future income for retirement; for example, an entrepreneur may sell the
company and retire, but retain ownership or' the real estate and lease it
back to the new owner. Being your
own property owner can be beneficial
in how you structure your lease and
all your improvements to the property remain yours. There are positive
images associated with property ownership. Stability of business (here to
stay), successful (acquiring assets),
strong financially (larger facility),
positive image (successful), a member of the community (supportive politically and economically).

Working with an experienced
commercial/i ndustrial broker, the requirements for your building will be
matched to the inventory available for
sale. To find the perfect building, take
time and write down all your needs
and wanL'i. Interview broker.-. to im.ure
compatibility; learn what they can do
for you and what they cannot. Brokers earn every penny of their commissions from start to finish, if they
support your need<; to the best of their
ability and their company's ability.
Everybody becomes a winner.
Choosing the right broker initially is critical for future success. Jumping from one broker to another transmits a message that you are a "bounc-

Q

er." Someone who takes all their time
and energy, and then moves to another broker and continues the pattern.
Remember, this is a small community and shortly, a "bouncer" will hear
from no one! Good brokers avoid
'bouncers." Their experience and
time is too valuable to waste if there
is no loyalty for their ongoing efforts.
When you make your broker selection and begin looking at properties,
make . ure to take careful notes, based
on your needs and wants. It can be a
good idea to take along a camera to
support building features and future
questions. Remember that if a building is lacking something, your lender
continued on page 27

World Trade Finance Inc.
Fxport hnancing Specialists

0

Working cap;tal for raw maumals, /abo,., & slZrPioos
Letter of creJ;t and purchase order f;nondng
Open account & accounts recmoab/e /inondng
Tel (323) 660-1277 fax (323) 660-1470
875 N Ytrgil Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90029
www.wtfinc com

'verside County's
Credit Union

888.883.RCCU
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Banks in the Inland Empire
Ranketl by Total rhn•b as of Deamhe r JJ,

2000•

··

canlinuedanpage22
1bp Loa! Decuuve{litle
Addreso. (I.E.) if dilfemrJ
City, State. Zip
Pbone'Fax

A$ets SizeS (Millio"')
A$ets "'c Olange

BMkotAmaia
(SoudMn Ctollnil)
555 s. flowtt St.
los Angeles. CA 90071

584,284

Welts F argo Bank
420 Montgomery St.
San Franasro, CA 94163

115,539
20

10.75

6.77

7

1,420,00l

Sherry Jo Pari;s/V.P.. Branch Mgr.
334 w. 3rd St.
San Bemardmo, CA 9240 I
(909) 38-W805/381-6066

US.Baak
Mioneapoli\, MN

82,023
9

15.40

7.89

8

1,436,()6.1

David D. Dttoi\N.P/Branch Mgr.
27~ Jefferson Ave., Sic. I 00
Temecul'l, CA 92590
(909) 296-6SJOI2%.6527

Uoioa Baak of Califoruia
350 Cahfooua St.
San Fr:lllruro, CA 94104

34,819
4

1300

9.2-l

II

421,576

4.

GtygAdamson!Regroml VP
3403 I Olh SL, Stc. 605
RJver.ade, CA 92.'i01
(909) 321-3854/321-3858
grcg.ol<lam!.on<!• uboc.oom

s.

Umted Caliloruia Baak
60 I S Figueroa St.
Los Angeles. CA 900 17

9,314

15.36

9.6-l

8

126,308

Jonathan lloU)f'{)()k/VPIM.magcr
12'45 Central Ave.
Ouno, CA 91710
(909) 627 · 760 I '627-6020

20.23

6.23

10

130,060

David Fl:sber/VP./Mgr.
3484 Ccmral Ave.
Rlver.ide. CA 92.'i06
(909) 27Ml8"..2/276-8864

L

2.

3.

('ore Capital

13.43

6.59

N.a%of~

(U Moath)

onperfonning loans
& Debt Soo.. a.~ a %
of Core Capital &
Loans ~ Reserves

Income lkfore

12

6,510,00l

E."<traordinary
( lml'i ($000)

E-MJiiiAd~

2

I

(Formerly ,S'am.o &nk)

6.

C'lly National Baak

9,046

400 N Roxbury Dr

26

Bever!) H!lb, CA 90210

8arban Robinson/Execubve V.P.
3650 14th St.
Rlver.;ide, CA 92501
(909) 781-325-V781- 1595
balbrua.l.robinson@bankofamcricaoom

Imperial Bnk
9920 S. La Caenega Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90301

7,482
10

8.86

7.55

6

43,111

7.

Caroline llarkin>{RegJonal V P.
695 Town Center Dr., Stc. I 00
Costa Mo.:li<l, CA 9'?..626
(714) 641-2200/641-2219
caharkJn@•mpenalbank.com

Calif011lia Bank & 'IhN
4320 La Jolla ViUage Dr.
S.'lll Diego. CA 92122

6,953
6

10.62

6.20

5

74,079

8.

Lorie Schulenberg/Sr. V.P, Br. Mgr.
41615 Winchester Rd
Temecula. CA 9'?..590
(909) 296-24:!2/296-2-l 12
schulenberg@ calbt.oom

PfF Baak ud 1hasl

2,965

13.79

7.68

3

28,705

9.

~S

Garey Ave.
Pomona, CA 91766

-1

Larry M. Rinehart
President/CEO
(909) 621-2323/620-0096
pff@>primenct.oom

Citiz>ms BusiDess Bank
70 I N Haven Ave., Sic. 350
Onwrio, CA 91764

2,307
IS

22.14

8.13

10.

Tokai Balik ot Califonala

1,913
-3

14.69

10.30

2

28,231

Richard J. AudinorSr VP.
800 N Haven Ave., Sic. 2.'i0
On~JTio, CA 9176-l
(909) 989-8111/989-8523

1,155

15.11

7.'17

6

13,545

W. E. Scott Burger/Sr. VP
200 E. Citrus A•e.
Redl.mch, CA 92.l73
(90'1) 307-8 140/793-3653
burgers((• Jllrlner.Jupbankong.com

u.

300 S. Grand Ave., 6th Floor
LosAngel.s, CA 90017

34,963

Valley I.Ddtpea l',... BMk
14<)8 Main St.
El Centro, CA 92243

796
6

15.24

7.62

18

8,267

13.

Jack Brittain/Execuuvc VP.
3')..700 Bob Hope Dr, Sle. 216
R:mcbo Mimge, CA 92270
(760) 836-1220

Foodailllndq>eodeal Bank
510S. GraodAve.
Glendora. CA 91741

506
10

1497

9.48

5

6.988

14.

Grorge E. Langley
PTCSident/ CEO
(626) 963-855 lf)l4-5373
glangley@ footlu UOOnk.com

~Balik ofOIIironia

311
38

1190

7.86

4

2,874

Alan J.IAoe
President/CEO
(909) 888-22651885-6173
alan(Q businessbank.corn

298
14

13.23

8.75

2

3,125

o-n Commullily Balik
16.

17.

14800 La Paz Dr
VICtOrVille, CA 9"'.392

fie Balik otl~
37 1 5Sunn~Dr

7

18

7.tn

1!12
8

14.02

285

8.22

9.60

7.94

8.53

0

3,101

ing June 2000.
Total assets at June 30,2001 were
$292.2 million, essentially unchanged
from Dec. 31,2000. At June 30, 2001,
non-performing assets were $2,000
or 0.00 percent of total loans and
foreclosed real estate, compared to
$58,000 or 0.02 percent, respectively,
at Dec. 31, 2000. The bank's Tier 1
leverage capital ratio increased to
7.98 percent a<; of June 30, 2001 from
7.97 percent as of Dec. 31,2000. The
bank's total risk-based capital ratio
decreased to 10.10 percent as of June
30, 2001 from 10.12 percent as of
Dec. 31, 2000. The bank's Tier 1 riskbased capital ratio decrea<;ed to 9.09
percent as of June 30, 2001 from 9.13
percent as of Dec. 31, 2000. The
FDIC considers Tier !leverage capital, total risk-based capital, and Tier 1

risk-based capital ratios of 5 percent,
10 percent and 6 percent respectively, to be characteristic of a "well-capitalized" bank. At June 30, 2001, the
number of outstanding shares of common stock was 871,970 and total
stockholders' equity was $23,268,000.
The bank announced the declaration of a common stock cash dividend
of $0.60 per share of common stock
payable Aug. 15, 2001. ·The bank last
paid a common stock cash dividend
in May 2001.
In addition, the bank announced
the commencement of a common
stock tender offer. The offer invites
stockholders to tender shares of the
bank's common stock at a price, net
to the seller in cash, of $44.00 per
share, upon the terms and conditions
set forth in the offer to purchase
continued on page 23

What a pair

Ronald Wilson

James B. Jaqua
President/ CEO
(909) 784-5ntfiR4-5791
lJIICJU<l(i!bmkolhemet.oom

4

2,366

David Wilson/S.V.P., Reg. Loan Adm.
J ackie M aldoo ad o/VP., Ops. Mgr.
(909) 687-2265/681-1095

1,582

1bomas E. SWliASOII/P=./C£
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l'y NMiou!BIIIIk
130 W Fallbrook St.
Fallbrook. CA 92028

27541 Ynez Rd
Temecula, CA 92591
(909) 693-5253/693-5265

(Fonnel1y Fallbrook NaliooaiBank)

Your bueineee and our bueineee bank!
BUSINESS BANKS ON

~&::BUSINESS BANK
t=J
OF CALIFORNIA

NIA =Not ApPlicable WND= Would Not D=lou na=Not Am liable. S tatiSiical data prm'ided by Sheslumof! Information Servtus, Inc. (*Figures from December 2()()() as March 2001 data wos not al'ai/able from sheshunoff at deadlme.)A/1 otMr mformattotl prm·•ded b) banks listed IVe behe>·e the mformation to be accurate and reliable, but because of the poss•bliuy of human or mi!chtmical error, its
accuracy and cotnpleteness QIT 1101 g~~aranteed Researched by J erry Strauss. COfl}·right 2001 Inland Emp~re Busmess J ournal., 8560 Vineyard Al'e., Suue 306, Rancho Cucamot•ga, CA 91730-4352.
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Tht· BooJ.. of l.i-.h

come of $271,000 and a decrea e in
non-interest income of $42,000, partially offset by a decrease in noninterest expense of $218,000. The
decrea e in net interest income of
$271,000 is primarily due to a decrease in the bank's net interest margin by 76 basis points when compared to the same period in 2000.
Non-interest income for the three
months ended June 30, 2001 also
decreased by $42,000 because of
reduced income generated by the
bank 's data proce sing subsidiary,
Bank Link Corporation. The decrea<;e
in non-interest expense of $218,000
is primarily due to a one-time charge
made in June 2000 for salary expense
of $234,000, related to severance
payment<; to two executive officers of
the bank who retired or resigned dur-

(760) 243-2140!243-0310
rlwihon@dcbk.org

c19.

The Bank of Hemet (NASDAQ
Bulletin Board: BHEM.OB) announced the net income for the three
months and the six months ended
June 30, 2001. Net income for the
three months ended June 30, 2001
was $683,000 or $0.78 per share (diluted), compared to net income of
$743,000 or $0.86 per share (diluted)
for the same period in 2000. Net income for the six months ended June
30, 2001 was $1,463,000 or $1.67 per
share (diluted), compared to net income of $1,445,000 or $1.66 earnings
per share (diluted) for the same period in 2000.
Net income for the three months
ended June 30, 2001 decrea ed by
$60,000 or 8.1 percent compared to
the same period in 2000, primarily
due to a decrease in net interest in-

OlairmanJPresJCEO

Rlversode, CA 92506

BYL Balik Groap
7710 Ltmorute Ave
Riverstde, CA 9"'..509

The Bank of Hemet Reports Earnings for June 2001, ·Declares Cash
Dividend and Commences Common Stock Tender Offer

D. Linn Wiley

COIIUDUIIRy Bank
100 E. Croon St.
Pasad.:ru. CA 91103

140 S. Anowhead Ave.
San Bt:mardmo, CA 92408

Banking Supplement

PrC!>ldent/CEO
(909) 980-4030/481-2130
a..'O@ cbbank.rom

12.

15.
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Dave Weiant, Manager, Riverside office

(909) 346-1500
3400 Central Ave., Suite 245
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Banking Supplement

Ra11kttl by Total Asst'/s a.\ of Dt>ctmbu 3 I, 2000•
Bank Name
Add~

(Headquarters)

City, State, Zip

•

tnt l'rofewiouJ Balik, NA.

606 Broadway

Santa Monica, CA 90401

Mdro CCIIIUtln'ce Buk
21.

1248 Fifth Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94901

A,ssc,ts iuS (l\1illloll.'t)
A,ssc,ts '"c Cbange

(UMonth)

268

-I

Return on A>erage
Equity (R.O.E.J

As

Core Capatal
8 t"D Of Assets

on(M'rfonning loan>
& D•bt Seo. a' a %
of Core Capital &
Loans Lo,.. R~nes

Income Before
E.'traordinary
Items ($000)

3. 14

5.36

69

460

Top Local E~ecu ti>e{l'itle
Addre;s (l .E.) if difluml
City, Statt. Zip
Phone/Fax
E-Mail aAddress
10 N Fifth Sl
Rcdland>;, C A 92373
(909) 335-85321335-8534

209
7

21.35

7.62

0

3,183

Russell E. SlTAnton/Sr V P.
188. N Eucltd Ave., Upland, CA 91786
(909)946-0551~71

mcbupland0 ool com

22.

FlrstBuk
11747 W. Ken Caryl Ave.
Littleton, CO 80127

165
20

24 92

5.73

2J

Palm Desert National Bank
73-745 El Poc.eo
Palm De.cn. CA 92260

136

23 91

665

27

24.

First Comm. .lty Buk
74-750 Hwy. Ill
lnd1an 'Well<, CA 92210

9

15.18

25

S•n Country Baak
13792 Bear Valle} Rd.
Victorvalle, CA 92392

21

26.

Raadlo Bank
530 W Bonita Ave.
San Dim~ CA91n3

21

27.

Tm!Killa \'alley Bank, N.A.
POBox 690
Te!mecula, CA 92593-0690

38

Zl.

\W)anl N8timual Bult
9590 FoollnJI Blvd
Rancho CUa.monga. CA 91730

2.051

David E. ll.choppiPrcsideni/CEO
73-000 Haghway Ill
Palm O.:.Cn, CA 92260
(760) 3-11-7000
don thuenw@dir..tbank.com

59

1,785

Ke\ in McGuire
Chaorman CEO
(7(.0) 340-1145, J.j()-1387
kmcgu.rc0 pdnb.com

7.40

28

1,456

William T. Po...ers
PrL~idenl CEO
(760) 831i-0870 836-0878
b1llpower.@ firstcommunitybank com

19.35

8.30

11

1.872

Michael Wilson
Prc\adcnt CEO
(7(.0) 2-13-1240/243-3362

13.76

9.16

6

1,311

john Giamhi./Presidcnt CEO
2009 W Foothtll Blvd.
Upland, CA 91786
(909) 599-1213/39-1-0031

16.08

7.54

3

1,260

Stephen II. WacknilL
Pres1dcnt/CEO
(909) 694-99.j() 169-l-919-l
s"acknat.r.(<• temvalbank.com

Ill
-4

6.88

824

3

619

29

UplaadB. .k
100 N. Eudad Ave.
Upland, CA 91786

105
31

18.75

30.

RedlaDds Ce.Uuial B. .k
218 E. State St.
Redlands. CA 92373

94

15.81

133

128

126

118

Norman Morales

l'rcM!cni/C'EO
(909) 987.{) 177~5-2975
9.66

27

1,7 14

Fred Sca~lla
Presadcni/CEO
(909) 9-16-2265/985-5376

24

727

3

983

Douglas C. S(M'ncer
Pr<!!>adcni/CEO
(1188) 673-32361(909) 798-1872

NtA =NOI Appllcabltt IYND= llcmld Not DucloSt! lla=Nor A>·al'able. Stallsllca/ data pro>ult'd b) Shcllumo!J Jnformallmo Sen 1ces, hoc. (*Figures from Den!mber 2()()() al Murch 2001 data was 11o1 a>·atlable! from sJu~slauno!J at ckad/mt:.)A/1 other mfonnafloll prO\ 1ded by ba11ks hstt·d \\e bd~t·> <' rite mformallon to lx: accurate and rdwb/e, but lx.·caust! of rltt• poss1bl'll) of human or mecloamca/ error, us
L.._ _ _...J aauraq and compkteness a"' not guaralllet·d Researcltt·d b1 Jerry Strauss. Cop)'nght 2001/nland LmpiT<' Busmt:Sl Joumal., 8560 \'rneyard AH•., Smte 106, Ra"'lto Cucamonga, 01 9/7.10-4.152

Thl· Bunk nf Lish a\ailahll' on Disk, Call 909-·UC~-9765 or· Download Now from www.To List.c om
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New Chino Commercial Bank Receives
Overwhelming Community Support

The new ~fission

Inn

Gift Card works like
a Gift Certificate...Only Bener!

The J/ission bm Gift Card is great
for rlifllt Kifts, business meeti11J;S,
or for rm_v special ormsion.
The Jli.uion hm Gift Card am be used
for hotel accommodations, res!ml!cmts
or any Jlission l1111 outlet.

Chino Commercial Bank N.A/
reported its first monthly profit in
June, with net earnings of $1,148.
Dann H. Bowman, president and
CEO stated, "We are very pleased
with the overwhelming community support of the new bank, and the
growth in deposits and loans,
which have allowed the bank to
achieve a month-to-month profit in
only 10 months since opening."
The new bank, which opened
in September 2000, also announced
results for the second quarter ended June 30, 2001, which showed an
increase in earnings, as the posted
los.<; for the second quarter was re-

duced by 38 percent to $52,429
from a loss of $85,239 for the first
three months ended March 31,
2001.
The bank was able to achieve
profitability for the month of June
as loan value increased to $6.5 million funded by deposit growth to
$17.4 million. The growth in depo its wa'i primarily due to the increase in non-interest bearing demand deposits, which increa<;ed by
$7.9 million to $13.5 million at
June 30. Total assets increased to
$23.4 million as of June 30, 2001,
up from $13.6 miHion at Dec. 31,

2000.

Vineyard National Bancorp Announces Beneficial Change in Banking Charter
Vineyard National Bancorp
(NASDAQ: VNBC), and its principal
subsidiary Vineyard National Bank,
announced that the bank has been
formally approved to convert from a
national to a state banking charter by
the California Department of Financial Institutions. Concurrent with this
approval, Vineyard National Bank
has changed its name to Vineyard
Bank.
"I'm extremely pleased that we
have been approved to convert banking ~harters in s uch a short period of
time," said Norman Morales, president and chief executive officer of
Vineyard Bank. "The state charter
will allow Vineyard increased flexibility in meeting our clients' financial
needs. We will be better positioned to
grow with their success."
Vmeyard's initial implementation
of its strategic plan has produced increases in its assets, deposits and
loans through the first six months of
2001 , which totaled $146 million,
$130 million and $95 million, re-

spectively. The bank continues to be
"well capitalized" as defmed by regulatory standards.
Vmeyard National Bancorp OJr
crates Vineyard Bank, a community

bank located in the Inland Empire region of Southern California. The bank
operates five full-service branches located in Rancho Cucamonga, Chi no,
Diamond Bar, Crestline and Blue Jay,

in addition to a loaD po.. •+ • oftiac
in Manhattan BeadL Sllares of lk
company's coolllXlll sloc:k are aadcd

on the Nasdaq u:ndlcr tile ticUr ~

bot VNBC.

••••
r•••••
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Bank of Hemet...
continued from page 21
which is about to be mailed to all
shareholders. The bank will purchase
up to 70,000 shares, or 8.0 percent of
the bank's total outstanding shares.
The bank is making the offer primarily to reduce the number of its shareholders to fewer than 300, in order to
reduce shareholder communication
costs and to eliminate the costs of
public reporting. The expiration date
for the offer is Aug. 31,2001.
The Bank of Hemet wa<; established in 1974 and operates five banking offices in Riverside County, which
specializes in providing both consumer and business banking services.
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Ra11ked by Total A~~ets a.\ of Deum~er 31, 2000•
Assds Size $ {Millions)
Assds % Change
(U Month)

,...........,..._

87

4086S Bia Be. BIYd.
Bia Be. Late, CA 92315

31.

I

C..y• Na..... Baak
32.

33.

Core CapitJal
As a % of AsseiS

onperfonning loans
& Debl Sees. as a '»
of Core CapitJal &
Lo.ans Loss Reserves

locome Before
Extraordinary
Items ($000)

Top Local Execulive{litle
Address (I.E.) if diflerent
City, Stale. Zip
Phone/Fax
E-Mail aAddress

12.64

8.70

3

911

Dave Perry
Presideni/CEO
(909)866-5861/866·351 1

12.17

9.51

6

832

llernp s,.wp Balik
nn Alvarado Rd.

Slepben HolTmann
Presidcn t./CEO
(760) 325-4442/325-1138

85
29

13.24

7.50

t5

773

....... E.pft Nm.a~Baak
37r/ Arliagtoa Ave.. S1e. 202A

jordan BlancbardN.P.
27555 Ynez Rd., Sic. 410
Temecula, CA 92591
(909) 694-9534

74
7

13.65

9.03

3

855

Candace Wiesl
Prcsideni/COO
(909) 788-226snss.9683

73

-48.81

La Mesa, CA 91941

J.C.

Return on Average
Equity (R.O.E.)

86
28

1711 E. Palm Canyoa Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

Rivemde. CA 92506
V..,Buk

35. 24010 Souulymead BIYd.
Mnm.o Valey, CA 92553

Netwwtt Bak USA

·18

6.22

60

-3,441

Gene Wood
Presideni/CEO
(909) 242-t959{l42-1903
genewood@valleybank.com

55
50

4.83

...... c
My Bulr, N.A. 49
71. 851 w. FoodliJJ Btvd.
21

7.23

8.33

3

264

James S. Cooper
President/CEO
(909) 481-8706

.{;.27

40.85

0

·315

Dan n IL Bowman
Presideni/CEO
{909) 39J.8880/590-1609
dannbowman@c5.com

X

845 N. Eactid Ave.
Oataio, CA 91762

12.79

0

292

31..

OU.. C
acial Balik
I 4345 Pipc1iae Ave.
OaiDo, CA 91710

Fred D. Jensen
Prcsidcni/CEO
(909) 983-4600,<}83-0526
fjensen @nelworkbanlrusa.com

Riallo, CA 92376
14
N/A
(&nk opened Sept. I. 2000)

NIA=Noi_Applic:ti/Jie ~~Not f?isclose Nl=ND! A110ilable. StansticJJ~ data pr~·ided by Sheshwwff lnfomration Services, Inc. (•Figures from December 2000 as March 2001 data was not a110i/able from sheshunoff
~)tt/1 Ollter irttfar-tiott proMded by ~rJcs liSted We belre>'t! I~ Ulformatwn to be accurate and reliable, b111 becaust! of the possibility of human or mechanical error, ils accuracy and completeness are not
~ ~by Jeny Strauss. Copyrrght 2001 Inland EmfJire Busmess Journal., 8560 Vmeyard Ave., Suite 306, RaiiCho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352.
111
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. THE .GAINER.S
Top five, by percentage ·
Company

Current
Close
Hot Topic Inc.
34.090
American States Water Company 37.790
CVB Financial Corp.
20.870
Keystone Automotive lnds. Inc. (H) 14.001)
Foothill Independent Bancorp
13.500

Beg. of
Month
26.800
34.280
18.970
13.400
13.000

.

Point % Change
Change
7.290
27.2
3.510
10.2
1.900
10.0
0.600
4.5
0.500
3.8

Name

Ticker

8/29/0i
Close Price

American States Water Co. (H)
Channell Commercial Corp.
CVB Financial Corp. (H)
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.
Foothill Independent Bancorp (H)
HOT Topic Inc.
Kaiser Ventures Inc.
Keystone Automotive !nels. Inc. (H)
Life Financial Corp.
Modtech Holdings Inc.
NatiQnal RV Holdings Inc.
PFF Bancorp Inc. (H)
Provident Financial Holdings (H)
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc.

AWR
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
FOOT
HOTI
KRSC
KEYS
LFCO
MOOT
NVH
PFFB
PROV
WPI

37.790
4.680
20.870
14.730
13.500
34.090
12.500
14.000
2.050
9.500
12.300
24.950
22.260
57.380

THELOSERS
Top five, by percentage
Current
Close
2.050
57.380
4.680
22.260
14.730

Company
Life Financial Corp.
Watson Pharmaceuticals
Channell Commercial Corp.
Provident Financial Holdings
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.

7131/01
Open Price

%, Chg.
Month

52 Week
High

34.280
6.300
18.970
16.300
13.000
26.800
12.650
13.400
3.050
8.300
12.800
25.600
24.600
65.850

10.2
-25.7
10.0
-9.6
3.8
27.2
-1.2
4.5
-32.8
14.5
-3.9
-2.5
-9.5
-12.9

37.94
14.13
22.44
17.25
13.70
38.20
14.00
16.23
17.19
12.50
15.10
28.85
25.82
71.50

52 Week
Low

25.50
4.12
14.38
8.10
8.88
13.70
8.50
4.56
1.09

6.06
7.75
15.75
17.00
42.25

Beg. of
Month
3.050
65.850
6.300
24.600
16.300

Point % Change
Change
-32.8
-1.000
·12.9
-8.470
-25.7
-1.620
-9.5
·2.340
-9.6
·1.570

.

Curre.nt
P/E Ratio

19.4
27.5
16.1
NM
11.9
29.4
7.2
37.8
NM
12.0
111.8

.

11.3

9.0
45.5

Exchange

NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
AMEX
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE

Notes: (H)-Stock hit 52-week high during the month, (L)-Stock hit 52-week low during the month, NM- Not Meaningful
Month!~· Summar·~·

Five Most Active Stocks

Stock
Watson Pharmaceuticallnc.
HOT Topic Inc.
Keystone Automotive lnds. Inc. (H)
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.
CVB Financial Corp.
D&P!IEBJ Total Volume Month

Month Volume
-

23,084,400
19,349,400
4,364,400
3,230,800
1,465,500
54,322,900

Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

H/29;01

6
8
0
5
0

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation's leading investment banking and financial advisory
organizations. All stock data on this
page is provided by Duff & Phelps,
LLC from sources deemed reliable.
No recommendation is intended or
implied. (310) 284-8008.

CVB Financial Corp. Joins Nasdaq Financial-100 Index

f;

aust pnnted the highest resolutiOn m recorded
history and Won a ma1or award m International
competrtJon Out of 5600 entnes from 16 dlfterent
countnes. a panel of experts JUdged our h!gh·resoluuon
poster (at 1 110 80 line screen or 5 million dpi) as the
Wmner! By pushmg the /lm1ts of resolution. we know more
alJout what 11 takes to pnnt sharper and more colortul1mages
than anyone else. What we have achteved IS far beyond what
other pnnters pnnt. so doesn't 1t stand to reason that we
can print the standard lower resolutiOns. that are much
eas1er to pnnt better than anyone else Let Faust
Pnntmg prove that they can 1mprove your pnnted
1mage at no more than what you're paying now
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INVESTMENTS &

Banks in the Inland Empire

111

· "'.'1:1/[1"'''" 1'·'>:' ::::
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This could be you! All it takes is a loan from us and you
could be cruising the highway in no time at all.
• 2• hour loans with instant approval
• Personal loans and VISA credit cards
· Incredible Auto, Boat, RV and Real Estate loan rates •Internet 24 (onhne account access)
• Fleet dealer discounts and direct leodlng
• Plus Internet Brll Payment'
You can pn d you live. wor1< 01 'Ml<Shop "'
San8emardlno Counly f01 !llOl9 V!lomlailoo. VISit
our website 01 call U6 at (909) 382·7900

WW\\'.norcomcu.org

CVB Financial Corp (Nasdaq:
CVBF) announced that it became a
component of the Nasdaq Financial 100 Index. CVB Financial Corp
joined the Nasdaq National Market
on June 19, 2001, after delisting with
American Stock Exchange. CVB Financial replaces National Commerce
Financial Corporat~on (Nasdaq:NCBC)
which is delisting from the Nasdaq
Stock Market.
'
CVB Financial Corp has
27,750,000 shares outstanding. The
market value of $19 a share on July
27, 2001 represented a market capitalization of $527.3 million for the
company.

CVB Financial Corp reported total assets of $2.33 billion as of June
30, 2001. This represented an increase
of $216.8 million, or 10.3 percent,
over the $2.11 billion in assets reported on June 30, 2000. Total deposits
were $J .65 billion. This was up
$175.9 million, or 11.91 percent, from
$1.48 billion last year. Gross loans and
leases were $1.07 billion as of June
30, 2001. This represented an increase
of $76.3 million from the $991.4 million in gross loans and leases on June
30, 2000. Trust assets were $993.6
million on June 30, 2001.
Net income for the six months ending June 30, 2001 was $18.5 million.

This is an increase of $2.2 million, or
13.2 percent, when compared with net
earnings of $16.3 million for the first
half of 2000. The net income of $18.5
million produced a return on beginning
equity of 19.73 percent, a return on average equity of 18.65 percent and areturn on average assets of 1.63 percent.
CVB Financial Corp is the parent
company oCCitizens Business Bank.
Citizens Business Bank is the largest
bank headquartered in the Inland Empire region of Southern California. It
serves 23 cities with 30 branches in
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and
San Bernardino counties.
Shares of CVB Financial Corp

common stock are listed on the Nasdaq under the ticker symbol of CVBF.
Wormation regarding CVB Financial
(CVBF) common stock can be obtained through:
• Frank Doyle - Keefe, Bruyene &
Wood, (212) 323-8450
• Lisa Gallo or Dave Bonaccorso Hoefer & Arnett Inc, (415) 3627211
• Greg Madding - Dain Rauscher,
Inc, (415) 633-8576
For more information about CVB Financial Corp and Citizens Business
Bank visit the Citizens Business Bank
Web site at www.cbbank.com.

•
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Inland Empire's Largest Hotels
Runk~tl by

Hotel
Address
City, State, Zip

II of Rooms
II of Suite:.

.

•

74855 Country Oub Dr ·
Palm Desert, CA 92260

La QuiD Ia Resort & C111b
49-499 Eisenhower Dr
Ll Oumta. CA 92253

2.

884

~

Indian Wells 1...tne
lodian Wells, CA 9221~9971
Doubletnoe Howl
222 N Vineyard Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

4.

him Spl"illzs Rlvlrn Resort
1600 Nonb ID<tian Canyon Dr.
Palm Sprin~ CA 9"'..262-4602
Wf$lia Missioallilk Resort

s.
6.

Dinah Shore & Bob HoPe Dr
Rancho Mirage, CA 92170

Marriou's Ra8Cbo

7.

Sq. Ft.

Max. Sq. Ft.

E.~bibit

Arta

Rate Range
• May be
Stasoaal

Amenitie>

Las.,.._ Reson & Spa

41000 Bob Hope Dr.
Raocbo Mtrage, CA 92270

51

$175-495

Bi&CR,F,FP,G,GS,
,L,N,P,R,T,W

796
116

45,000
1.200

17,000

$285-475/Winter
$165-290/Summer

B,C,CR,FP,G,GS,
H,I,L..,P,R,T, W

560

22

33,000
1,100

20,100

$145-1,200

B, C, R,f~,~GS,
H,I,L..,N,P,R, ,W

484
15

26,000
1.200

12.ROO

$79-500

B,CR,F,FP,G ,II,
I,L..,N,P,R,RS,SD,W,X

476
36

50,000
2,000

19,670

$85-515

FP,N,C,P~

472
40

75,000
2,500

17,325

$99-470

B,C,F,FP, G,GS~I,I,

L..,N,P,R,T,C

BuntyAbmed
General Manager
(760) 770-21011770-2173
ranch(a'weslln .com

450
22

41,000
1,950

12,900

$99-299

B,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H,l,
L..,N,P,R,T,W,C

FnnkG..-abaa
General Manager
(760) 568-2n7t568-5845

G,T,I,R,F

General Manager
(760} 341-2211/341-1872
Johnny So
General Manager
(760} 564-4111/564-7625
~nalliWagner

General M:~:!er
(760) 773
1346-9308
Ilennana Ilaastrup
General Manager
(909) 937-00001937-1999
Jim Manion
Managing Duector
(760) 327-83111327-4323

8.

Wyudlaam Palm Springs
888 E. Tahquuz Canyon Way
Palm Spnngs. CA 9:!262

410
158

25,000
2.000

16,000

$109-275

C,CR,F,FP,GS,
H,I,L..,N,P,R, W,X

Onofre Gallegos
General Manager
(760) 322-60001322-535 I

9.

~ Indian Wells La
Indian Wells, CA 92210

Hyatt Gnlld ClaaiiQiiolls Resort

338
All

19,000
800

8,000

$119-925"

B,C,F,FP,G,GS,H
l,L,N,P,R,T,W

Headrick Santos
General Manager
(760} 341-1000/674-4382
jbernst@champpo.byatlcorn

10.

Hiltoa Oatario Airport
700 N. Haven Ave.
Ontano, CA 91764

309
9

15,000
650

5,300

$79-201'

B,C,CR,F,FP,GS,I,L..,N,
W,P,R,JI,X

CiDdy Boulton
General Manager
(909) 980-0400/980-8493
cboulton@starlodge.com

B"'Bdltc:s. Sen-ice, C=Cakrwre, CB•Comp/immldry ConliMnkJI BJT<Jk{U>I, Clf,.Comp/tm<'POJ<Jry Coc.ktail Hoo.r, CR=CurptxUk RDtt>, F=F'IIMM Fucilrl): FP:Frt< Purkmg. G=Gu/fCtM~ GS=G•ft Shop, H=Hundit:uppcd ROOIIU, (cfn-Room MovieJ,
La~"'NOff-SIIIolriltK~ OC=~CuJrrmg. P•Pool, R:RutaurUIII, RS=RoomScrmt, S=Sp;l, Si\=Saw!u, SDzSn!itx D~.><YJW~ts. SR=S~amRoom. ST=SutdllltTttevuioft, T=Tt~~~~is. W=l+ukmd Puctago, X=TrutUftr>fromNetiTe>lAirporl

=

NIA. NotA.pplu:ablt 'WND = KOoJd /'VJI Duclos< na =not 11\'tltlabl<-. Tht mformoiiOtt tn tht abm <fist oms obtam.dfrom tht hot<-lslisted To th<- ~51 of our knot>ltdgt th< UJforma/lon supplttd IS accurat<- as ofP"'SS ltmt. IVhil<- ''''"7 t!Jort
IS IIIIUk t o = lh<- acauacy and dtoroughnas oflht list, omwtonS and l)pographtca/ m-ors som<'ltma ocnu Plftl5~ rmd corrtrnons or additions on company lmtrhtud to. Tht Inland Empt~Y Busm= Jourfill I, 856IJ Vintyard Art'. Suitt
306, Rancho Cucamonga. CA 9/730-4351; Rt5<'11n:h<-d b) Jm} Strauss COfl)rt~ltt 20()( fnland Empirt Busin<-sslourna/

Thl· Book of Li-.h :1\ailahll' on Di-.h.. ('aii9U9--IH-I-CJ765 o1· Donnload :\on fn1111 \\\\\\.To >List.com

Arrowhead Credit Union is the
first financial institution in the nation
to open a fuJI-size branch at an auto
dealership. The recent grand opening
of this innovative branch was cel!!brated at the R&B Auto Center,
16020 Foothill Blvd. in Fontana, and
featured a 1967 Mustang giveaway to
commemorate the location's nostalgic "Route 66" theme.
"Now, all R&B customers will
have direct access to auto loans and
fmanciaJ assistance," commented Arrowhead CEO Larry Sharp. "Car
buyers have traditionally had to go
through a middle-man or speak to
someone on the phone to get a loan.
By having a full-service branch right
at the source, car buyers have direct
contact with a loan professional who
can give them immediate, personalized service."
The new Arrowhead 3.300-sq.ft. branch offers six service stations,
including five teller windows and one
merchant teller window, two inbranch computer service stations, and

walk-up and drive-up PJ'Ms that are
open to the public. In addition, the location will feature an international
wire transfer service and will serve
members from other credit unions.
"We have always wanted to open
a branch in Fontana and we are hoping that this new approach wiU initiate
other unique partnership and branching -opportunities," added Sharp. "Financial institutions have thrived in supermarkets, and now Arrowhead is pioneering a totally unique way to serve
the member."
The new Arrowhead branch is
decorated with a "Route 66" theme,
featuring restored Tolkeim Fire Chief
300 gru; station pumps, gas station island lights, Duncan parking meters,
and a nostalgic mural showing sites
from the actual Route 66.

Arrowhead Credit Union was established in 1949 and serves more than
110,000 members in the Inland Empire. Arrowhead has more than $548
million in assets.

INTEREST

OF

MANNERINO
LAW

by Tessa Goodrich

Tim Sulllvaa

24,816

--------· i'•*'#i;i C.l;l@ ·1-------Arrowhead Credit Union
Takes the Road Less Traveled

THE

WOMEN

Pin Me on Your Wedding Tree

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone & Fax
E-Mail Address

51 ,000
3.050

1

Aa.issaa<-e Esmeralda Raor1

3.

Total Met!tiog

I N

cmuimu:donpagc:28
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;\'umber of Rmml\

Largest Group

Marriott's Desm spr;q, Raor1 & ipa

1.

SEPTEMBER 2001

SEPTEMBER 2001

OFFICES

•

Evelyn Ram1rez has set out to
prove that money really does grow on
trees. When she got married 27 years
ago, s he received a lot of nice gifts.
But what Ramirez said she and her
husband really needed at the time was
money.
Now, s he is making it easier for
couples getting married to ask for
money in lead of gifts.
Her online business, " Pin Me on
Your Wedding Tree," is a wedding
registry. It is similar to popular wedding registries like Target and Macy 's
sponsor, except instead o f asking for
crock-pol<; and china, couples are asking for what they really need to get
started - cash.
"It's a new, convenient way for
wedding couples to receive money as
a gift," Ramirez remarked. "When I
got married, we had a nice little garden wedding. We got a little bit of
money, but the re was nothing like
this. I wish there would have been
something like this."
She came up with the idea in October
1999, when a friend of her daughter
became engaged.
"She said that she wished she
could ask for money because that's
what they really needed," Ramirez remembered.
Ramirez figured that if couples
were now able to specifically a<;k for
what they wanted through gift registries with home improvement, sport-

Buy, Build...
continued from page 19

"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
933 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUIT£ 110 RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 91730
(909) 980 1100 • rAX (909) 941 8610

online account.
Couples include a note informing
guesl'i of their registry with " Pin Me
on Your Wedding Tree" in their wedding invitations. Guests then log on
to the site: HYPERLINK http://
www.pinmeonyour weddingtree.com
or www.pinmeonyourweddingtree.com,
and use their credit cards to deposit
ca<;h in the couple's online account up
until the day of the wedding.
Ramirez then sends a check for

may be able to add the item(s) to your
loan request, or even add money to
help you move.
With lack of real estate inventory
or special requirements of your business, you may consider ground up construction. This could save you money
and could fit your business needs more
precisely. Be prepared for some stress
and los.<; of time from your exi<;ting business. No construction ~ a simple task. It
requires planning and more planning
subsequent to a contract. Your choice

Evelyn Ramirez is the entrepreneur behind " Pin Me On Your Wedding
Tree," her new online bridal registry, featuring greenbacks instead of
china and silver patterns.
ing goods and even travel agencies,
then why shouldn't they be able to
register for money.
" My research found that traditionally, and even now, you don' t ask
for money," she said. "But all of
these other wedding registries are
used to tell g'Jests exactly what you
want them to buy, so why not ask for
money?"

"Choose your lender
for its capabilities...
reputation, as well as
rates and expenses. "

of lender and contractor will determine
if you take a smooth and planned approach, or a. bumpy road. Experience
counts greatly, and do not be afraid to
a-;k for three or four referrals.
When a decision is made to buy

She then found a mentor, got assistance in writing a business plan
from the Small Business Development Center in Pomona, and went online with her idea this July.
"Pin Me on Your Wedding Tree"
charges a service fee of $100 to the
couples who use the registry, plus a 6
percent processing fee to individuals
who deposit money into a couple's

or build, the next important decision
is how best to finance it. One attractive solution is the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) loan guaranty programs. The SBA is virtually
the only source of long-term financing for small business. Loans provide
terms up to 25 years; competitive
variable, adjustable, or ftxed rates, depending on the program, and typically require only 10 percent down.
Paperwork for an SBA Joan program or a conventional loan program
are virtually the same. Ask your lender
for a "Prequalification Letter." This can
give suggested guidelines for loan size
-and expenses associated with that par-

the total amount to the married couple, along with a Jist of who gave and
how much.
She commented that the site can
also be used for other individuals or
groups planning special occasions,
such a : anniversaries, retirement or
birthday parties.
Ramirez, who has been a homemaker since she got married when
she wa<; 21 years old, has never had a
career nor has operated any other
business, she said. She never had any
aspirations to go into business either.
"I can't believe I did all that I
needed to do to start this business,"
she added. "I had such belief in it that
I had to go for it." Ramirez, 47, has
invested more than $20,000 to get the
business started.
It wasn't ~y. but she said she is
glad that she did it. Her husband at first
was leery of her going into business
but is now supportive. The site, online
for just more than one month, has already attracted several customers, the
new entrepreneur noted.

ticular Joan size. This Jetter is without
obligation or expense and will show
your commercial broker that you are
serious in your decision to own your
property. Formal lender approval time
runs from one to 14 days, and typical
funding is from 25 days out to 45 days.
Choose your lender for its capabilities... reputation, as well as rates
and expenses. The lender's business
development officer, "BOO," is your
flrst step in opening the doors to property ownership. They await your call!

- Bob Harris, Business Bank ofCalifornia, "SBA Preferred Lender," can
be reached at 800-881-2489.
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Inland Empire's Largest Hotels
Rankrd by Numbt r of Rooms
I of Rooms

Addnss
City, Stat., Zip

I of Suit..

IArgHt Group

~ s-.es nold
u. su.
31011tm!lleAve.

12.

M~tmg
~-Fl.

Toto!

Pomooa. CA 91768-3:!83
O.tario Air1»ort MArriott
2200 E. Hoh Blvd.
Ontano. CA 91761

~Ia,

1:\rra
H.

E'hibu

..

.·

·

ifRrLoc.-1 E\tcuta\t

Amtnitlrs

Rarr Rangt

'MaybtS.asonal

Phont & Fa'
E·MaliAdd....,.

300
130

Ill,!XX)
700

N:A

$79-154

~~5R, W,CB~{;R,C~
,
A,N,SD, ,OC

299
6

21.000
600

5,900

$79- 178

BCCBC~' FP&
GS,fi,J,i..,N, ,T,W,X

Stevrn Goldman
Gcncr•l MaO(\Iier
(909) 975-5
ms-5050

288
23

9~

50,000

$79-350

B,C,CN~S~JJ,

RobutSmll
General MaO(\Iier
(909l784-8
(369-7127
rsmi @sunslo ne ho leb com

$49·235 '

Cf~'rfli.GJG
,L, , , 1,W,.~1,

lltioz ~bDtr
General Ma~er
(909) 598·766615 •5654

lJ.

Holiday In•~
3400 Market St.
Rtverside., CA 9250 I

14.

Doni P*n ~ R-.1
67967 Vi~ Ctuoo
Cathalral Ot}. CA 9::?.234

285
13

18,000
740

18,000

Palm Soria.s lliltoa Resort
400 E. iabqunz Canvon Way

260
71

15,000
700

10,000

$59-225'

c,c~~G~okl.F.
,P: ,T, ,

Aftab Dada
GenemiMmer
(760) 320
1320-2126

256
10 '

16,836
400

4,4<)()

$59 +Up

~Gs,rn'P.w'k

William Samp..on
General M.tna~er
(909) 626-:!41 624-0756

251
12

·~

5,000

s110-275

:!47
247

11.519

247,000

$79-159

B,FP ,C, I'GS,CR,

15.

Palm Spnng:>, CA 9:!262
Cla~monllnn

16.
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on a single airport anymore. No maing up to 167 MAP. The air cargo dethose three. You are till going to have
jor metropolitan area in the country
John Wayne operating at its current
mand is actually going to triple;
continued from page 5
the size of Southern California relies
capacity. Long Beach and Burbank
from 2.9 million tons
on
a single major airport. New York
both have flight caps, as does John
per year to just under
LAX Ma..<;ter Plan imexample has three, DC has two,
for
Wayne. And you have got March and
9 million tons. Lessprovements have
and
Chicago has two. I am talking
Norton too. They will probably be
on the airport _ ,~
~
garden thinks the congood-sized
commercial airports exmore cargo oriented but certainly part
system?"
'
vers ion of El Toro to a recluding
general
aviation facilities," he
of the regional system, as well as Palm
They ultimately adopted a
gional airport will not impact
said.
"given
the
kind of population
Springs and Palmdale."
ntario over the long run.
scenario which does recommend
and
job
growth
that
we are going to
Lessgarden believes the entire
"There really will be enough busia more regional approach. The
see
in
our
region
overall
in the next
system needs to be utilized. "We are
one they adopted would recommend
ness for all three airports," he said.
continued on page 30
at a point in time when we cannot rely
that LAX be constrained to about 78
"There will be plenty for more than
million air passengers (MAP) which
would basically be its current configuration maxed out. They also assumed in this scenario a rather large
El Toro of around 29 MAP as well as
a fairly significantly expanded Ontario of about 29 MAP. There is room
to grow in Ontario's existing facilities.
There is also an additional runway
there. There was concern just before
this plan was finally adopted. Concerns were raised by the city of Ontario that if they were going to move
forward with this kind of airport scenario (Ontario at that size) there was
not sufficient funds included in the
rest of SCAG's plan to accommodate
for the necessary ground improvements.
One of the last things that was
done just before this entire plan was
adopted was a shifting of funds to allow for approximately $250 million.
This would allow for additional
ground access improvements for the
Ontario airport area. Les.<;garden said
it includes improvements to access
roads, perhaps a new interchange;
things that would facilitate ground
movements in and out of that airport.
In the regional approach that SCAG
ended up endorsing, LAX would still
be the predominate airport but there
would really be a triad of three maJOr
airports LAX, El Taro, and Ontario.
These scenarios were forecast out
to 2025, which is a considerable
Small Corporate Retreats are Our Specialty.
amount of time. SCAG has never nor
will they ever get into the business of
Ask about our Agua Advantage Club Preferred Corporate Program.
endorsing individual airport expanCall the Sales Office at (760) 77 -1550
sion proposals. They will never come
www.sparesortcaslno.com
out and say, "we endorse this expansion" or "we endorse the conversion
of El Taro. But what they are trying
to do is to look at this regionally and
globally how the system can best accommodate the future demand,"
Lessgarden said. "What they are talkDOWNTOWN PALM SPR I NGS
ing about from a regional standpoint
TahcJUit: & lndwn Canyon
is a virtual doubling of the amount of
A Derelopment of the Agua Caliente BanJ vf Cahuillu Indian.,
passengers we are going to have."
Southern California currently
setves 89 MAP per year right now and
SCAG forecasts for 2025 sees that go-

SCAG

Who says you can't
mix business•••

•.•with pleasure

~Spa 1\esort (?sino
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SCAG
continued from page 29
20 years. We are talking about 6 million plus new residents that will be in
our region by the year 2025, 75 percent of that is going to come just from
the natural population growth."
So, even if it were possible to wall
off Southern California from the rest
of the world and block the immigration into the region, there will still be
4.5 million more residents by 2025.
The biggest portion of that growth is
going to be taking place in the Inland
Empire, and in Northern Los Angeles
County. Despite the expected growth
of the Inland Empire some, like Ontario's Deb Acker, feel an El Toro conversion will come at the expe~ of
Ontario's growth. "We cannot even get
major carriers like United and American to put more than a couple of flights
at Ontario," according to Acker.
The major carriers at Ontario are
UPS (United Parcel Service) and
Southwest Airlines, with Southwest
having more than 50 percent of the
flights. "Ontario is basically a westem regional airport," Acker said.

LAX has over 1,031 international
flights while Ontario just has seven
international flights. (Three to Mexico and four to China.) "It is very difficult for us to grow east coast service now with landing fees that are increasing even faster than those at
LAX," sbe said.
"Meanwhile, Denver just offered
German carrier Lufthansa $700,000
in landing fee incentives to come to
that airport. ln '98 they offered a UK
airline $800,000," Acker said. "What
are we doing for air service? Lying
down asleep at the wheel. People out
here don 't get it. We are going to lose
our economic opportunity to Orange
County." The Ontario airport does
have a $6 billion economic impact on
the Inland Empire's economy. (Much
greater than the $3 million from the
Ontario Mills Shopping Center or the
$5 million from local auto dealerships.)
Hotel tax alone in Ontario brings
in $7.4 million, airport parking $5
million. UPS brought 3,500 jobs. "I
know there are some members of the
Ontario City Council who have made
that assertion," Lessgarden said.

SEYfEMBER 2001
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"There really is plenty of demand to
go around here. It really is not a matter at this point of one airport's
growth at the expense of another's.

ing to take a collection of airports; an
integrated system working cooperating with the airlines for it to work.
We have to get beyond too
much of a focus on
the local impact
that airports have.
"That is not to
say that SCAG minimizes
the community impact that
airports have. "They do have impact.
In certain cases, they can be fairly severe; including noise, air emissions
and ground emissions. Those issues
have to be addressed. They have to be
mitigated to the greatest extent that
they can. But that should not preclude
us from looking at the bigger picture,"
he said, "looking at the fact that our
economy, by the day, becomes increasingly reliant on trade and commerce. And if we fail as a region to
begin planning for what our air infrastructure needs are going to be 10-20
years down the road, there could very
well be serious economic consequences," he continued. "It could
mean literally billions of dollars of
economic activity flying out the window. If we do not accommodate the
demand here, it will gO-to Vegas. It
will go to Seattle. It will go to San
Francisco. It will go to Phoenix."
"It will go someplace. But it will
not go here," Lessgarden concluded.
"And we will pay the price in our
pocketbooks for it. There are certainly very important issues that need to
be looked at on an individual airport
basis in terms of the community impact associated with each of these various facilities but we also cannot lose
sight of the bigger picture."
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"People out here
don't get it. We are
going to lose-our

economic opportunity
to Orange County. "

Ontario would not be seriously impacted by development at El Toro because there is just so much demand.
A lot of the demand is going to be
taking place east of Ontario if you
look at population growth.
"In the next 10-20 years, there is
going to be a very viable air market
for Ontario airport. That will be almost exclusive to that airport just by
virtue of the growth in the Inland Empire. It has already begun." The one
thing that SCAG is trying to get across
is that it really does no good to look at
our airports from an individual airport
standpoint. "We have to look at it
from a regional standpoint," according to Lessgarden. "We have to look
at it from a systems standpoint because no one airport is going to represent the silver bullet to. accommodating the future airport deffi;!U~d. It is go-
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alking up to the first tee at
CrossCreek is like taking a step
back in time. It's here you begin

an l8-hole journey into golf's golden age-

1

a time when Tillinghast, Ross and Mackenzie
were creating many of this country 's greatest
classics. Reflecting the philosophy of these early
masters, CrossCreek has been designed to foster
the traditional values of this exceptional game
by nationally acclaimed course architect Arthur
Hills, the first to captu re Golf Digest's awards
for Best New Private Course and Best New
Public Course in the same year.

skills on every hole. While there are plenty of
challenges from the multiple tee positions, the
course's exceptional playability makes it enjoyable
for everyone from beginners to tournament
players. Throughout the course you'll be
continually treated to an enticing array of
risk/reward alternatives that offer achieveable
opportunities ro lower your score.
True to its classic heritage, aesthetics are
also a big part in the CrossCreek experience.
A stunningly beautiful course, it lies gently
within a picturesque setting of rolling hills
covered with well-aged sycamores and oaks.
Lined with trees and crossed with vibrant streams
and creeks, the fairways show a gracefulness
you'll not find on many contemporary courses.
both natural and manicured beauty, CrossCreek
provides a truly pristine golf experience.

Announcing the acquisition of

Citrus Gardens Apartments
200 Units

WE INVITE YOU TO PLAY THIS
REMARKABLE COURSE SOON. FOR
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
READERS, YOU ARE ENTITLED TO
PREFERRED TEE-TIMES AND PRE-OPENING

Sierra Lakes Golf Course
16600 Clubhouse Dr.
Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 350-2500

$9,450,000

RATES BEFORE OCTOBER 31. FOR
RESERVATIONS, CALL (800) 871-1367.

Fontana, California

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEB SITE TO REGISTER
TO WIN A FREE YEAR OF GOLF.

Wednesday, October 25, 2001
Registration: 6:30AM
Scramble:
8:00 AM
For Tournament information,
please call: 909 580 6110

Oracle Communities Corporation
323-838-9600 Office
323-838-9606 Facsimile

your
next tee

You'll find CrossCreek's distinctive layout
emphasizes strategy, finesse and shot making

Unencumbered with homes and lavished with

Thi-rd Annual
Arrowhead Regional Medical Center
Golf Tournament

~ake

1918.
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Be a part of
PGA TOUR History.
The 2001 BUY.COM Inland Empire Open is coming
to Empire Lakes Golf Course in Rancho Cucamonga.
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Golf Courses in the Inl~nd Empire

·

•

Course Name
Address
City, State, Zip

TYPe of Course

Caliente Springs R. V. Resort
& Golf Course
70-200 Dillon Rd.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92241

.

Mgmnt Co. or Owner

Li.wed Alphabetically

-

·

continued on Page 34
·

Green Fees:
Weekdays
Weekends

Length of Course (Yds.)
#Rounds played Yearly

Year Built
Course Designer
Reservation Phone

Thp Local Pro or Manager
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

lim Manthei
Resort/Semi-Private
N/A

$12
$12

785
na

1997
Ray Ramirez
(888) 894-TI27

Dee Coleman

Calimesa Country Club
1300 S. Third St.
Calimesa, CA 92320

Calimesa Country Club, Inc.
Public
$1,500 lndvj $1,800 Family

$27 (w/cart)
$35 (w/cart)

5,970
40,000

1965
William Bell
(909) 795-2488

Bill E. Bracy
General Manager
(909) 795-2488/795-3578

Canyon South Golf Course
1097 Murray Canyon Rd.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

Canyon Vista LP.
Public
N/A

$50
$60

6,536
40,000

1964
Billy Bell Sr.
(760) 327-2019

Mary Ann Quijada
Head Golf Pro, LPGA
(760) 327-20191327..0161
canyonsouth@earthlink.net

Cathedral Canyon Country Club
683 II Pasco Real
Cathedral City, CA 92234

Club Corp.
Semi-Private
$1,500-$2,500

$40 - $85
$45- $85

6,502
68,000

1972
David Rainville
(760)]28-6571

Jay Foni
Head Pro
(760) 328-6571!328-6716

Colton Golf Course
1901 W. Valley Blvd.
CA97324

Public
N/A

$15
$20

3,108
70,000+

1961
Robert Trent Jones Sr.
(909) 877-1712

Tad Judlly
GM/Superintendent Colton,
(909) 877-1712/877-2226

Cross Creek Gnlf Club
43860 GI~n Meadows
Temecula, CA 92590

Links Management
Semi-Private
$17-20,000

$60-$65
$85

6,803
N/A

2001
Arthur Hills
(909) 506-3402

Thdd Keefer
Head Golf Pro
(909) 506-3402/506-6802
crosscreekgolfclub.com

Date Palm Country Club
36-200 Date Palm Dr.
Cathedral City, CA 92234

M.H.C.
Semi-Priv"a tc
$2,000

$45/$35*
$45/$35*
(*1\vilight)

3,083
35,000

1972
Ted Robinson
(760) 328-1315

VictorFalo
Head Starter
(760) 328-6514/321-2473

Desert Dunes Golf Club
19-300 Palm Dr.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Dennis Lee
Public
$200

$100
$110

6,876
45,000

1989
Robert Trent Jones Jr.
(760) 251-5370

Kerry Walker
Head Golf Professional
(760) 251-5370/251-5371
desertdunes.com

Desert Willow Golf Resort
38995 Desert Willow Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92211

Kemper Sports
Resort
N/A

$65-$75

7,056/6,913
75,000

1997/1998
Michael Hurzdan,
Dana Fry, John Cook
(760) 346-7060

Rich Cessna
Head Professional
(760) 346-7060!346-7444
info@desertwillow.com

Eagle Glen Golf Club

1800 Eagle Glen Pky.
Corona, CA 92883-0620

Troon Golf
Public
N/A

M-Th $75/$60/$45
F-S $1 00!$85/S60

6,930
na

1999
Gary Roger Baird
(909) 272-4653

Thomas McCoy
General Manager, PGA
(909) 272-4653!278..0322
eagleglencg.com

El Prado (2 Courses)
6555 Pine Ave.
Chino, CA 91710

Public
N/A

$24
$32

6,508/6,671
55,000/57,000

1976
H. & D. Rainville
(909) 597-1753

Bruce Janke
Director of Golf
(909) 597-1753!393-5061

El Rancho Vente Royal Vista
355 E. Country Club Dr.
Rialto, CA 92377

Waterhouse, Inc.
Public
N/A

$25
$40
(w/cart)

6,844
55,000

1957
Harry Rainville
(909) 875-5346

David Sanicks
Director of Golfi'GM
(909) 875-5346/875..0228

El Rivioo Country Chili
Rivino Rd.
Riverside, CA 92519

El Rivino Country Club, Inc.
Public
$48

$18
$31

6,437
na

1956
na
(909) 684-8905

William Anderson 5530 El
Golf Pro
(909) 684-8905/684-7964

Empire Lakes Golf Course
11015 Sixth St
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Crown Golf Properties
Public
Yes

$55/$35*
S80/$50*
(*1\vilight)

5,200/6,923
na

1995
Arnold Palmer
(909) 481-6663

Randy Shannon
GM/Dir. of Golf
(909) 481-6663/481-6763
info@empirelakes.com

General Old Golf Course
6104 Village West Dr.
Riverside, CA 92518

Donovan Bros. Golf
Public
N/A

$20/$13*
$29/SI8*
(*1\vilight)

6,753
na

1956
na
(909) 697-6690

Kikl Garcia
Head Golf Pro
(909) 697-6690/697-6694

The Golf Resort at Indian Wells
44-500 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

Public
N/A

1986
Ted Robinson
(760) 346-4653

Mike Pease
General Mana~er
(760) 346-465 1773-9032

Green River Gnlf Club
5215 Green River Rd.
Corona, CA 92880

Green River Golf Corp.
Public
N/A-

$30 (Sr. $25)
$37
(Jr. $10)

6,470/6,275
150,000

1958
Lawrence Hughes
(909) 737-7393

RogerTeel
PGA Head Professional
(909) 737-73931737-7432

Green Tree Golf Course
14144 Green Tree Blvd.
Victorville, CA 92392

City of Victorville
Public
$100/Month

$19
$23

6,643
32,000

1964
Bill Bell
(760) 245-4860

Janie Lynch
Golf Activities Supervisor
(760) 245-4860/955-5279

Heritage Palmi Golf Club
44291 Heritage Palms Dr.
Indio, CA 92201

Public
N/A

$40-$120
$40-$120

6,727
na

1996
Arthur Hills
(760) 772-7334

Randy Duncan
Director of Golf
(760) 772-73341360-4124

Hesperia Golf & Country Club
11970 Bangor Ave.
ria, CA 92345

Mega Factors LTD
Semi-Private
$125

$20
$25

6,996
na

1955
Bill Bell Jr.
(760) 244-9301

Alexander Rickanls Sr.
General Manager Hespe(760) 244:-9301/244-9238
hesperiacc@aol.com

Membership Fees

$45-$140
$55-$140

· 6,232 (Mens Reg.)
98,000

Corp. Marketing Dir.
(760) 329-2979!251-2672
calienlespl'ingl@lcalienii:Spring;.axn

List d«s 11()( include privole c:cur=. N/A = Not Applicable WND = 14btr/d Not Disclost na =not al'tlilablt. The information in the above list was obtained from the courses listed. To the best ofour lcnow/edge the in{omrtlliofl
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire

from page 33

Course Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Hidden Spring Country Club
15500 Bubbling Wells Rd .
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Mgmnt. Co. or Owner
Type of Course
Membership Fees

Public
N/A

Green Fees:
Weekdays
Weekends

Length of Course (Yds.)
# Rounds played Yearly

Year Built
Course Designer
Resen<ation Pbone

$10-$15
$10-S 15

3.054
na

1977
Unknown
(760) 329-8816
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire

conlinued from Page 34

l.i,ted ,\lplwb.-timlly
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Thp Local Pro or Manager
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Director of Golf
(760) 329-8816/329-44 14
hiddenspringscc@juno.com

Course Name
Address
City, State, Zip

Mgmnl Co. or Owner
Type of Course
Membership Fees

continued on page 37

Li.\·ted Alpltubetically

Green Fees:
Weekdays
Weekends

Length of Course (Yds.)
# Rounds played Yearly

Year Built
C ourse Designer
Resen<ation Phone

Top Local Pro or Manager
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

$70
$90

6,502
65,000

1964
Dick Rossen
(760)728-5881

Dana Gunderson
Head PGA Professional
(760) 728-5881n23-B292

Pala Mesa Resort
2001 Old Highway 395
Fallbrook, CA 92028

Resort Public
N/A

Palm Desert Country Club
77-200 California Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 922 11

GP Golf
Semi-Private
$2,500 Ful V$1 ,500 Single

Sz0-$75
(Seasonal)
(Twil ight Ava ilable)

6,800 (Blue Tees)
40,000

1958
Bill Bell Sr.
(760) 345-2525

Rusty Ubi
PGA Gol f Pro
(760) 345-2655/345-{)558

Palm Desert Resort Country Club
77-333 Country Club Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 9221 I

Guymo Mngt. Corp.
Resort
$3,500/Full

$25-$90

6,585
36,000

1980
Joe Mullenux
(760) 345-2791

Ernie Hamby
GM, PGA
(760) 345-2781/345-6523

Hidden Valley Golf Club
10 Clubhouse Dr.
Norco, CA 91760

Riverside Golf Courses
Public
N/A

$70
$90

6,721
51,000

1997
Casey O 'Callaghan
(909) 737-1010

Indian Hills Golf Oub5700 Clubhouse Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509

Cox/West Properties
Public
$80 (Men's Club)

$29
$47
(w/cart)

6,140
60,000

196,5
Harold Heers
(909) 360-2090

Paul Dietsche
Head Golf Pro PGA
(909) 360-2090/685-0990
karenv I@earthlink.net

Indian Palms Country Club
48-630 Monroe St.
Ind io, CA 92201

Dave Weimert
Resort
$2,100

$45-$70
$45-$70

6,400
40,000+

1948
Cochran/Detweiler
(760) 347-2326

Dick Krajnik
General Manager
(760) 775-4444

Palm Meadows Golf C lub
1964 E. Palm Meadows Dr.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

Inland Valley Dev. Agency
Public
N/A

$20 (Sr. $14)
$37

6,700
60,000

1958
na
(909) 382-2002

Troy Burton
General Manager
(909) 382-2002!382-0020

bdm~~& Oleary Oil>

46-080 Jefferson St.
La Quinta, CA 92253

Roger Snellenberger
Semi-Private
N/A

$65 (N.-D.Y$75 (J.-Mar.)
$75 (N.-D.Y$85 (J.-Mar.)

6,713 (Gold Tees)
30,000

2000
Dave Ginkel
(760) 775-3360

Neil Finch
PGA, GM, Dir. of Golf
(760) 775-3360ms-3363

Paradise Knolls Golf Club
9330 Limonite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509

American Golf Corp.
Public
N/A

$33
$46

6,200
65,000

1961
M. Wood
(909) 685-7034

Marc McGinnis
General Manager
(909) 685-7034/685-8504

Indio Golf Course
83-040 Ave. 42
Indio, CA 92201

Ci ty of Indio
Public
N/A

SIS
SIS

3,004
50,000

1964
Larry Hughes
(760) 347-9156

Mike CarroU
PGA Golf Professional
(760) 347-9156/347-5282

All Championship Length
250,000

Robela Corp.
Public
N/A

$27 (Sr. $24)
$44
(w/cart)

6,020
na

1960
Billy Bell
(909) 685-7214

1986-1999
Dye, Nicklaus, Pal mer,
We iskopf, Norman
(760) 564-7606

IB'C DomtU;a1lglrt

Jwupa Hllk Country Club
6161 Moraga Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509

KSL Recreation
4 Private/2 Resort
$100,000

$235-$250
$2..15-$250

Ron Robinson
Director of Golf, PGA
(909) 685-7214/685-4752

PGAWEST
PGABivd.
La Quinta, CA 92253

(760) 564-7100/564-7 156
ltaggart@ kslmail.com

La Quinta Dunes Course

KSL Recreation
Resort
N/A

$145 (Nov.- Apr.)
$145 (Nov.- Apr.)

6,750
30,000

1985
Pete Dye
(800) 742-9378

Tim Walton
General Manager, PGA
(760) s64-7686n7 J-573s

Quail Ranch Golf Club
15960 Gilman Springs Rd .
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

lnovative Business Mgmt.
Semi-Private
N/A

$29
$40

6,804
40,000

1964
Desmond Muirhead
(909) 654-2727

Doug Dannerik
GM/Head Pro, PGA
(909) 654-2727/654-5692

6,750
40,000

1985
Pete Dye
(800) 742-9378

Tim Walton

6,111
40,000

49-499 Avenida VISta Bonita
La Quinta, CA 92253

$235 (Nov. -Apr.)
$235 (Nov. -Apr.)

RMDI Corp.
Semi-Private
Varies

$25-$80

KSL Recreation
Semi-Private
N/A

Rancho Mirage Country Club
38-500 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

1983
Harold Heers
(760) 324-4711

Eric Cbaros
Head Golf Pro
(760) 324-4711/324-1165

Redbawk Golf Club

Marriott's Rancho Las Palmas
42000 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 9?...270

Marriott
Private/Resort
$5,300

$109
$119

6,089
45,000

1977
Ted Robinson
(760) 862-4551

Steve SchaUer
Director of Golf
(760) 862-4551/862-4582
sschaller@ezlinksgolf.com

$50 ($60 Fri.)
$70

6,755 (Blue Tees)
42,000

Temecula, CA 92592

Pacific Golf
Public
$2,750-$3,250

1990
Ron Fream
(800) 451-HAWK

David Tung
General Manager
.
(909) 302-38501302-3851

6,760
70,000

James Duffin H
Public
N/A

$20
$25

1966

Dan Larsen
PGA Professional
(909) 593-8211/593-3050
www.marshallcanyon.com

Howard Smith Corp.
Public
N/A

$19 Walk/$31 Ride
$24 Walk/$36 Ride

MarsbaD Caoyoo Golf Club'
6100 N. Stephens Ranch Rd.
La Verne, CA 91750

Riverside Golf C lub
101 LN. Orange St.
Riverside, CA 92501

1948
Gordon Brunton
(909) 682-3748

Dennis Kahn
PGA Head Professional
(909) 682-3748/682-9567

San Bernardino Golf Club
1494 S. Waterman
San Berf\ardino, CA 92408

J.G. Golfing
Public
$40 (Men's Club)

$19
$28

5,779
75,000

1967
Dan Brown
(909) 885-2414

Cheryl Thomas
Head Golf Professional
(909) 381-7557

Mesquik Golf & Country Club
2700 E. Mesquite Ave.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

American Golf Corp.
Resort
$2,500 Single/S4,500 Fam. (2)

$30-$801$25-$60*
$30-$901$25-$60*
(Seasonal)
(*Twilight)

6,328
na

1985
Bert Stamps
(760) 323-9377

Reggie Cox
General Manager
(760) 323-9377/323-7108

The SCGA Members' Club
38275 Murrieta Hot Springs Rd.
Murrieta, CA 92563

So. Cal. Golf Association

$45 Memberl$60 non-member
$60 Memberl$75 non-member

7,060
60,000

1971
Robert Trent Jones Sr.
(909) 677-7446

Patrick G. Kimball
Head Golf Pro, PGA
(909) 677-7446/677-7449

$140
$160

7,062
40,000+

1991
Gary Player
(760) 770-2908

Bill O'Brien
Director of Golf
(760) 770-2908/321-5927

Shandin Hills Golf Course
3380 Little Mountain Dr.
San Bernardino, CA 92407

American Golf Corp./GEl
Public
$29.95-$49.95/$60

$20-$27
$23-$30
(carts extra)

6,517
68,000

1982
Henry Bickler
(909) 886-0669

$55

6,737
40,000

1971
Ted Robinson
(760) 329-8061

Robert Duncan
Head Golf Professional
(760) 329-8061/329-9286

Matt Kross
General Manager
(909) 886-0669/881-2138
americangolf.com

1988

John Klug
Head Golf Professional
(909) 924-4444/247-7191

Donovan Brothers Golf Inc.
Public
N/A

$39-$52
$65

6,805
N/A

Pete Dye
(909) 924-4444

Sierra Lakes Golf Club
16600 Clubhouse Dr.
Fontana, CA 92..136

2000
Ted Robinson
(909) 350-2500

Rick Danrutber
General Manager, PGA
(909) 350-2500/350-4600
www.sierralakes.com

Sobobll Sping'i Royal Visa~ Goi"Crse.
1020 Soboba Rd.
San Jacinto, CA 92583

Royal Vista Golf Courses
Semi-Private
Variable

$35
$50

6,888
60,000

1967
Desmond Muirhead
(909) 654-9354

Karl Reul
General Manager
(909) 654-7111
sobobasprings.com

Tabquitz Creek Golf Resort
1885 Golf Club Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

Arnold Palmer Golf Mgmnt.
Public
N/A

$20-$35/$25-$50
$30-$65/$50-$80 .
(Legend/Resort)

(L) 1957/(R) 1995
Billy BeiVTed Robinson

Rick Hickman

Temecula Creek Inn

JC Resorts
Public/Resort
Call for Details

$50 ($60 Fri.)
$80

6,605/6,690/6,784
85,000

na
Dick Rossen!fed Robinson
(909) 676-240,5

Greg Botti

44501 Rainbow Canyon Rd.
Temecula, CA 92592
Upland Hills Country Club
1231 E. 16th Street
Upland, CA 91784

American Golf Corp.
Semi-Priv./Publ. & Memb.
$2,200-$3,740

$36
$47
(w/cart)

5,827
60,000

1980
David Raineville
(909) 946-4711

Brian Bode

$140
$160

6,706
40,000+

1988
Pete Dye
(760) 328-3198

Bill O'Brien

$19
$23

6,700
70,000+

1960
Wm. A. Thcker
(909) 923-3673

Tim Walsh

49-499 Avemda Vista Bonita
La Quinta, CA 92253

La Quinta Mountain Course

~ llial

North- G. Player Crse. Troon Golf
70-705 Ramon Road
Resort
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
N/A

6,100
80,000

Adams, Latham, Kripp & Wright

(909) 593-8211

Jason T.L Wood
Director of Golf/GM
(909) 737-10 10/737-2424
jwood@hiddenvalleygolf.com

.

General Manager, PGA
(760) s64-7686m 1-5735

45100 Redhawk Parkway

Public
N/A

~lf@;cgam:mbcrsclub.com

I

Mfision Lakrs Country Club
8484 Clubhouse Blvd.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Equity Owned by Members
Semi-Private
Must Be Property Owner

Moreao Valky Randa Golf Club
28095 JFK Dr.

Arsugi Kokusai Kanko(USA)

$42 ($45 Fri.)

$65

6,898
na

Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Public
N/A

MountaiD Meadows Golf Course
1875 Fairplex Dr.
Pomona, CA 91768

American Golf Corp.
Public
N/A

$20
$25

6,440
100,000

na
Ted Robinson
(909) 623-3704

John van Slitter
Assistant Manager
(909) 623-3704/469-1179

MOtlldaJD View Golf Club
2121 Mountain View Dr.
Corona, CA 91720

Privately Owned
Public
N/ A

$35
$45

6,500
50,000

1960
Billy Bell
(909) 737-9798

Emil Srodeller
Director of Golf
(909) 737-9798/371-0721

Mountain Vhta Golf Course
At Suo City Palm Desel1
38180 Del Webb Blvd.
Palm Desert, CA 92211

Sun City Palm Desert
Semi-Private
N/ A

$30-$89
(Seasonal)
(fwilight Available)

6,700
65,000

1992
Billy Casper & Greg Nash
(760) 200-2200

Jeffrey Hochman
Director of Golf
(760) 200-2200/200-2230

$25 (Jan. - Mar.)
$25 (Jan. - Mar.)

6,222
56,000

1961
na
(760) 326-3931

J.C. Bacon
PGA Professional
(760) 326-3931/326-6606
ndlsgolf@ctaz.com

Semi-Private Corp.
Semi-Private Equity
Sun City, CA 92586

$17/$ 15 Seniors
$20/$ 17 Seniors
Varies

4,010
50,000

1970
Del Webb

Gene CampbeU
Pro Shop Operations Mgr.
(909) 679-9668/same

Oak. Valley Mgmnt., LLC
Public
N/A

$50-$32
$75-$42

7,003

1990

Scott Arnold

Westin Mission HUts Pete Dye Crse. Troon Golf
Resort
71-501 Dinah Shore Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
N/A

Landmark Signature Design
(909) 769-7200

PGA Professional Beau(909) 769-72oon69-1229
oakvalleygolf.com

Whbpering Lakes Golf Club
2525 Riverside Dr.
Ontario, CA 91761

Needles Muldpal Golf Coune
144 Marina Dr.
Needles, CA 92363
North Golf Course

26660 McCall Blvd.
Sun City, CA 92586

Oak Valey Golf Club
ISss Oubhouse Dr.
mont, CA 92223

Public
N/A

$75

4,01?0

Head Golf Professionals, PGA

L · does not tncludt ri~·ate courses. NIA =Not Applicable IVND = Would Not Duclose na =not avatlable. The mformatwll m tire abo1·elist was obtamedfrom tlte courses listed To the_best of Oltr_knowledge the ill/Ormation sup-_
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City of Ontario
Public
N/A

6,775/6,705
. 90,000

G.M/Director of Golf, PGA
(760) ..128-2375/324-8122
rhickman@palmergolf.com
Head Professional
(909) 676-24057506-9640
gbotti@jcresorts.com
General Manager
(909) 946-4711/946-1961
Director of Golf
(760) 328-3I98mo-4984
Head PGA Professional
(909) 923-3673/923-369

List does not include private courses. NIA =Not Applicable WND =l*>uld Not DISclose 110 =noravatlabk. The mformatton in the abol·e list was obtained from the courses listed. To the best ofour knowledge the infomtatWII ~
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Holistic Health Care in the 21st Century
by Cindy Holt RN, BSN, CMT
The practice of holism teaches
that we can not separate the physical
from the mental and spiritual aspects
of our being. I believe true health is
achieved through attention to this
principle. Western science has made
great strides in controlling infectious
disease and providing access to a varied diet year-round. Life expectancy
in the last 100 years has increased
dramatically, largely due to advances
in technology and our understanding
of the physical cause of disease.
Yet, many of us are dissatisfied
with the present health care system.
Why? Yes, the advent of the Health
Maintenance Organization (HMO)
has produced some very controversial
benefits and problems, but the moral
dilemmas I experienced as a nurse began long before we knew what an
HMO was. If a man is treated for a
disease by amputating his leg, and
this cures the disease, was the man
healed? Not necessarily, according to
holism.
In a physical sense, yes, but what
if his wife divorces him because she
cannot love him any more? What if
his religious beliefs were that he
could not go to heaven if his body is
not whole? What if he abandoned
God because he believed God failed

him? Holism looks at the whole person who has the disease. Holism understands that diseases in the body
can be a direct result of mental and
spiritual imbalances, as well as nutritional or chemical deficiencies.
Just by breaking down the word
into its two syllables, one can see that
it means a lack of ease within the
body. I believe much uffering could
be prevented or alleviated using holistic principles.
Holistic medical care is also heavily preventative. In nursing school, I
learned about primary, secondary, and
tertiary prevention. Primary prevention
is what we do long before even the
threat of disease develops. We don 't
smoke; we eat whole, unprocessed
foods; we take the right supplements;
we exercise; we maintain a positive attitude, and we get enough sleep.
Secondary prevention is what we
do when there is a good chance disease will strike, such as when we get
a flu vaccine during the flu season.
Tertiary prevention is what we do
to prevent relapses, such as entering
a cardiac rehabilitation program after
a heart attack. Prevention of illness is
not only cost effective, it is the only
way any condition will be 100 percent "cured." Education is the main
key to bringing holistic care into the
mainstream, but it will be up to soci-

Child Care Food Program
Helps Children Eat Healthier
· Providing children in daycare settings with nut.Jitious, balanced meals
is the purpose of a federally-funded
program available to licensed family
daycare providers operating in San
Bernardino and Riverside counties.
Administered locally by the San
Bernardino County Superintendent of
Schools (SBCSS), the Child Care
Food Program provides financial and
educational assistance for the purchase, planning and preparation of nutritious fooc5 and snacks.
''We find that children in our daycare programs receive 50-100 percent
of their nutritional needs through their
daycare providers," said Pat Talley,

child development services director.
"Our job and our goal of the program
is to assist daycare providers in meeting those needs."
According to Talley, the Child
Care Food Program served more than
19,000 children per month in more
than 1,060 participating family daycare
homes last year. The federally-funded
program provides the caregiver with
guidelines for a nutritionally balanced
diet following the basic food groups.
For more information, call the
SBCSS Child Development office at
1 (800) 722-1091, or visit the office
located at 144 N. Mountain Ave. in
San Bernardino.

ety to decide the motivating factors
for change.
It is easy to blame outside forces

"Many sffJdies have
shown that emotional
depression is linked to
immune system depression
... Simply put, we need
to put more emphasis on
the importance of where
we place value. "

for our ill health. Currently, people
with adult onset diabetes, arteriosclerotic heart disease, asthma, and other
chronic diseases are seen and treated
as "victims." When we understand
more about how disease actually develops as a result of our attitudes and
values, we will become empowered
to change the course of disease, and
even the course of our planet.
Our existence is flooded with
meaning, and we choose freely which
meanings will control and dominate
our lives. It is ever so obvious in
health care that the choices we make
are crucial to our well-being. Mean-
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ing is directly attached to how our
mind regulates body systems that determine if we are well or if we are
sick. If my work is all I give meaning
to, and something happens to me that
I cannot do this work any longer, I
will become depressed. Is it such a
far-fetched idea then that this depression can lead to disease in the body ?
Many studies have shown that
emotional depression is linked to immune system depression. The link between heart disease and depression is
also clearly outlined in many studies.
There are books by well-regarded
physicians on this subject. Simply put,
we need to put more emphasis on the
importance of where we place value.
When we come to understand
we don't die from heart failure but
from "meaning failure," we will have
reached a changing point. The difference between being well and being
sick is far more complex than our
limited medical paradigm has rt.cognized. No drug can change our meanings or values in life; this is something we humans must regularly assess and modify for ourselves. Science can give us wonderful information, but the true meaning of life and
health comes from within us.
So, the next time you have a
physical checkup, why don't you give
yourself a "meanings" check as well?

HMOs Return to Profitability Earning $990 Million
Blue Cross Blue Shield Plans Post Positive Results
For the fi rst time since 1996,
the nation 's HMO industry turned a
profit last year, according to a study
of 492 companies by Weiss Ratings
Inc, the nation's leading provider of
HMO ratings and analyses.
All combined, the 492 HMOs
earned $990 million, compared to
a cumulative loss of $1.8 billion in
the three years from 1997 to 1999.
After posting $1.8 billion in profits in 1995, the HMO industry 's aggregate profits plummeted due to rising health care costs and growing consumer demand for more flexible plans
reaching a low of -$864 million in
1998. Starting in 1999, large HMOs
began restoring profitability by realizing the results of boosting rates and
shedding unprofitable lines. At the
same time, more than 100 HMOs
either dissolved or merged from
1999 to 2000. The sector's recovery
continued through the end of 2000.
"This is not only good news
for the HMOs themselves, it's also
a positive for consumers who count
on their HMO to be financially
healthy and stay in business," commented M artin D. Weiss, chairman
of Weiss Ratings Inc. " But the improvements have not come without
costs to the consumer, such as premium hikes and service cutbacks,

and they have not been evenly distributed across the industry. In fact,
more than o ne-third of HMOs are
still considered vulnerable."
Premium rates increased by more
than $300 per enrollee to $1,842 in
2000 from $1.506 in 1995. At the
same time, 1,641,000 seniors were
dropped from their Medicare HMOs
between 1999 and 2001, and many
were forced to seek health coverage
elsewhere.
Plus, some uncertainties remain.
The Weiss study found that most of
the profits were concentrated among
the 31 largest HMOs (those with
more than 500,000 members), which
together reported a total net profit of
$1.2 billion in 2000. In contrast, mosr
of the losses were found among the
other 461 companies (those with fewer than 500,000 members), which together reported an aggregate net loss
of $258 million. Consequently, there
are still 194, or 41 percent, HMOs
receiving a Weiss Rating of D+ or
lower, considered vulnerable.

of loss. Outside provider films are
digitized and available to the entire
medical center in about 10 minutes!
Radiologists may also view the results while at home.
Uffer remembers how depressing the old county hospital was, "'the
place of last resort" for many and
how the atmosphere affected the staff
and patients. He did not want an unfriendly atmosphere permeating the
new facility, and with the help of his
friend Elliot Kushell, a Ph.D. in organizational development at Cal
State Fullerton, CHARM classes
were created, taught by Uffer and

Kushell. The program is mandatory
for all employees, to ensure that the
hospital is meeting all its patients'
needs with dignity and respect.
The facility has received many
awards since it opened on March
30, 1999. One of which is the Press
Gainey Compass Award. Out of
1,200 hospitals in the nation, the
new Arrowhead Regional Medical
Center has already reached the 88th
percentile in patient satisfaction.
Mark Uffer is definitely a
"hands-on" manager. "I am not
ashamed of the name (county hospital)," he said. ''We ARE the county, and our mission is to take care of
our humans."

Of the 452 HMOs rated based
on an analysis of year-end 2000
data, 56 received rating upgrades,
while 32 were downgraded.
Weiss issues safety ratings on

PLAN

TO

Consumers needing more information on the financial safety of a specific company can purchase a rating
and summary analy~is for as lillie as
$7.95 through the Weiss Ratings
Web site at www. WeissRatings.com,
or starting at $15 by calling (BOO)
289-9222.

ATTEND

The Fifth Annual Women's Conference
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§~~!~Jj
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Bonnie Dean

Blues Post Positive Results
for Second Straight Year
Blue Cross Blue Shield plans
posted positive earnings for the second straight year, with overall net
profits of $2 billion in 2000. Net in-

Announcing the acquisition of

Quail Ridge Apartments
4

Notable Upgrades
and Downgrades

more than 15,000 financia l institutions, including HMOs, life and
health insurers, Blue Cross Blue
Shield plans, property and casualty
insurers, banks, and brokers. Weiss
also rates the risk-adjusted performance of more than 11,000 mutual funds. Weiss Ratings is the only
major rating agency that receives no
compensation from the companies
it rates. Revenues are derived strictly from sales of its products to consumers, businesses, and libraries.
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A"owhead Regional Medical Hospital
continued from page 9

come from core underwriting business was $518 million in 2()(X}, more
than a 1,200 percent increase from
the $39 million earned in 1999, and
a significant )eap from 1998 when
they lost $788 million.
" Because of improved underwriting results, many Blues may
not have to rely on capital gains
and investment income as heavily
as they have in the past. This is especially important during a downturn in the seturities markets," Dr.
Weiss added.
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that I desciibed three paragraphs ago
will run in Classic.
Programs that are being redesigned
for OS X will be completed in two
steps. "Cocoa" programs are those that
have been adapted to OS X. "Carbon"
programs will be native to the system.
Most of the carbon systems will not be
available for about a year.
I recently mentioned in this colu.!Tin
that AppleWorks had upgraded their
new 6 series to 6.1. What I failed to add
was that 6.1 would cause a freeze on old
MAC OS 8.6 systems. The same is true
with their more recent 6.2 upgrade. It
works just fine, though, in OS 9.1.
Meanwhile, some computer experts are recommending that we not
load OS X onto our MACs. They
have been told of the wonders of what
Apple calls "MAC OS X, version
10.1." This new Point One fix will
take care of a number of problems, although Apple plays things in a more
positive light, saying that 10.1 will
make everything run faster.
So now you are asking, "Is there
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Riverside Phy ician Network is
an independent practice association
consisting of more than 200 local
physicians serving the health care
needs of more than 65,000 Riverside
area residents since 1984.
An independent practice association is a group of providers that
contracts with managed health care
plans while maintaining their separate practices, which means that
Riverside Physician Network is
owned and governed by the individual physicians who are members. As
a network, Riverside Physician Network works in partnership with most
major commercial and senior health
plan to provide medical services to

Jenalol Pnsad, M.D/Presidenr

""*@ans-onoinm
McKiDky Mtclial Group IDe.
9661 Magnolia Ave, Sle. B

Riverside Physician Network:
Serving Riverside's Health Care Needs Since 1984
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health plan members.
Patient members have the opportunity to choose their own family doctor from more than 60 primary
care physicians in the Riverside area.
Network doctors are independent
practitioner in private offices or
group practices, rather than in a single clinic location. This allows patients the freedom to choose a doctor conveniently located near home
or work. Since Riverside Physician
Network doctors accept most major
commercial and senior health plans,
changing health plans doesn't necessarily mean having to change to a
new doctor.
A member who selects an in-

dependent practice association-affiliated primary care office generally will be referred to specialists
and hospitals affiliated with the association. If a patient member
should need the care of a specia list, the family doctor will make a
referral to a physician from Riverside Physician Network's extensive panel of more than 120 specialty care physicians. The organization is affiliated with several of
the area 's respected hospitals, including: Moreno Valley Community Hospital, Riverside Community Hospital and Parkview Community Hospital.
The network manages all of the

nothing good in the new computers of
the 21st century?" Good question.
True, you will have to donate
your old gear to a thrift shop, but your
shiny new eriemal Zip disk drive is
going to look so good sitting next to
the new computer, which now comes
in Indigo iustead of Bondi Blue. The
same is :me of your new printer,
which only costs about 10 percent of
your first one.
The better news is what the new
computer can do. Graphic artists and
garners will love the speed and the
del til. E-mail correspondents will_ be
aro~a;~ed at the quickness and the extras that are included. Apple Menu,
which used to be on the upper left
comer is gone, but it has been replaced by the "dock" on the bottom
of the screen and in 10.1 that dock
can be moved to the side if you like.
In the old days, your favorite
COs could be played on the co·ROM drive. This has been upgraded
to combine the best of whatever Internet music system is legal in a program that Apple calls iTunes. CDDVD allows you to watch movies on
your computer screen in a program
called iMovies. They even advise

users to connect the computer to the
TV or stereo. (I have warned you that
"convergence" was on the way.)

((The better news is
what the new computer
can do. Graphic artists
and garners will love
the speed and the detail.
E-mail correspondents
will be amazed at the
quickness and the extras
that are included. "
The other night I ran my DVD
copy of Tim Burton's "Sleepy Hollow" on a Titanium PowerBook G4
and I was amazed at how clear even
the dark and foggy scenes played.
Sony has just announced a new program to download movies on demand
for your computer.
You can also plug in your digital
camera or camcorder and see your

business aspects for the doctors, allowing the physicians to concentrate
on their practices. It also helps patients stay healthy by providing excellent medical care close to home.
The business aspects of Riverside Physician Network include:
contracting with health plans, hospitals and providers; authorizations;
claims processing and payment;
medical management; case management; quality management and improvement; provider relations; customer service, and financial planning
and management.
The network's doctors practice
on Main St., not Wall St. For more
information, call (877) 776-8066.

family reunion or summer vacation.
This new advance in home photography is causing sales to slide at Kodak.
They, in turn, had to fight with Microsoft to keep their digital plug-in
programs included in the next Windows release.
Which reminds me: for those
readers who prefer a Windows format, remember that Bill Gates and
Steve Jobs take each other's phone
calls. Microsoft has invested heavily
in Apple and what works for one will
soon be copied by the other.
The moral of the story is this everything has changed over the last
couple of years. When you make your
next computer purchase, make sure
that the attachments you buy are compatible. Make sure that the programs
you quy are .compatible also. You
may be anxious to spend your tax rebate, but there's no need to waste it.
(Note: This story will continue on, so
watch for updates coming soon to this
column. In the meantime, thanks go
out to A&R Partners (Adobe), Hungry Minds (. ..For Dummies books),
Symantec, (Norton System Works) and
FileMaker Inc.)
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Hi-Desert Medical Center Makes Commitment
to Increased Staffing Levels in Nursing
Along with many facilities that
are having trouble recruiting and retaining nurses, HiDesert Medical
Center is on the cutting edge in combating the nursing shortage. A recent
initiative adopted by the hospital
means that in the area of acute care,
one RN will care for four patients.
Staffing leveb for nurses at other area
hospitals range as high as eight or
nine patients per RN.
However, other hospitals may be
forced to follow Hi-Desert Medical
Center's lead as CalifomiaA<>sembly
Bill 394 directs the California Department of Health Services to establis h a nurse-to-patient staffing
ratio for acute care hospitals by Jan.

patients," said Peter Buerhaus, coproject director for the study and
senior associate dean for Research
at Vanderbilt University 's School of

Nursing.
The study is based on 1997 data
from more than 5 million patient discharges from 799 hospitals in 11 states.

IT T OOK CORONARY
A RTERY BYPASS SURGERY,
C AROIAC REHABILITATION,

1, 2002.
" Decreasing the number of patients a nurse cares for has an obvious
and immediate positive impact on patient care," explained Martie Avels,
RN, chief nursing executive. "We're
committed to the highest possible
quality of patient outcomes and this
is a crucial element in achieving good
care. It will also help with the future
recruitment of ours~ a-; they look for
a hospital that allows them increased
contact with fewer patients. This i
why nurses choose the nursing profession."
In a recent study conducted by the
Harvard University School of Public
Health, a consistent relationship was
found between nurse staffing and outcomes for urinary tract infections,
pneumonia, shock, upper gastrointestinal bleeding, and length-of-stay.
According to a summary of the
report in Quality Agenda, " ... higher
staffing with registered muses wa-; associated with a 3 to 12 percent reduction in the rates of various adverse
outcomes, while higher staffing levels for all types of nurses were associated with a decrease in adverse outcomes from 2 percent to 25 percent."
The study also found that the cost-; associated with patient complications
can be substantial.
"The study's findings show that
nurse staffing does matter considerably to the well-being of hospital

The American Nurses Association agrees. In a report issued last
year, "Nurse Staffing and Patient Outcontinued on page 45

N U T R ITION EOUCAT ION ,
AN O AN EXERCISE
P ROGRAM TO PUT THE
SPRING BACK IN
OANIEL SOTO' S STEP.

Cardto,·ao;cular dt">CJ\e can be unsenhng. But wtth the
treatment program\, f(>ltl\\ up care, education, and communica
rion ,1\ailabk .n Pomona Valley Ho~pital Medrcal Center you .:an
.:ome ba.:k \tronger than hcti>rc A\ Damcl Soto learned, you
don't ha\·c to take heart dl\ca\e lymg down.
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Paint it Brand New
by Fern T. Dean

T hough the name "Paulson Paint
Inc." has been around for more than
40 years, it new owner - EVRGAR D Coatings, directed by Mike
Robinett, has paint ed it into the 21st
century. Yes! It has had a rebirth. The

~h

r\

Desert

building looks new, and a great bright
sign that welcomes business is prominently displayed.
For 40 years this bus iness has
been in the same location; though, before I avenue was widened it wasn' t
as visible as it is today. This street has
become one of the main condu its between the tri-cities of Hesperia, Victorville and Apple Valley.
When I talked to Mike he said,
''My managers, Mendy and Teri were
responsible for the work involved w ith
this renewal, and have tripled sales
since the renovation." When I told
Mendy and Teri what he had said,

Our doctors practice on
Main Street, not Wall Street.

Sho ldn 't yours?

'-'PPuRTUNITY
OcroBER 18, 2001
San Bernardino County Fairgrounds
14800 Seventh Street, Victonille
Pbone: 7601245-7600

7:30A.M. TO 3:30P.M.-

Wrb Site: www.hlgladetertopportuily.ee•

OPPORnJNn'Y THEATER: An inspin ng morning
program features internationally rccogni;ed expert s discussing the
advantages of locatmg or e\pandmg a busmcss w Apple Valley.
Victor> die. Adelanto. llcspena, Bar>tO\\, Lu.:crne Valley and ncrghbormg San Bernardino County communrtrcs.

ExJIJBIT
Rcpre ent::rtr~es from gmernmenwl
agencies. financral rll~trtutron>. communrty organi;auon>. utdrtrcs. real
.:~tate and othcr organi/Jtron' crc<th: a comcrucnt 111forrnatron center
sh,,wcasm!! the opportunrucs rn the l11land l.mprrc 1\lonh.

B00111S:

• Physician-owned local network focu~ed solely on
meeting your health care needs

Photo top left: Celebrating the re-

P.j.

O'ROURKE

LUNCHEON: Kcyn,nc spcal..cr. P.J O'Rourke,. c;tabiP.hed
across the glob.: as Amcnca\ prcmrcr pol!lu:al sJtrnst and best-sdh11g
author H" lum:heon prc~cntatwn. punctuatcd.by hrs humor and hardbrtrng "t) k. wrll gurde the audrcncc through the inner \\Orkrng-, of
natrona I and world pohtH:s. o·Rourke " best kmm n l(lr his no' cis
rncludrng Parlram,w of Whore1 urn' War a ( hance, All rite Trouhle 111
thl! WIJr/d A Bad flwrnu and Tltl! CEO ufrlt,, So/a.

----------Yes'
I would ltke

0

Tickets for the day-long event. My check ts enclosed ($60 each; $540 for a table of 10)

D

Exhibit booth space $450 {per booth inside OR outside)

D

Exhibit booth space $650 (both inside AND outside)

D

More information

Name --------------------------------------------------------------Company
__________________________________________________________
Mailing Address-----------------------------------------------------City _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
State ____ Zip
Phone------------ --------Please mal<e ched< payable to High Desert Opportunrty PO Box 542. Voc•orv.!le

Fax
CA 92393

7601245-7600, or VlS/1 our Web S11e at www,h1Qhdeserropportumlycom

birth of Paulson Paints, a 40-yearold busin~ in Hesperia, Teri Lucia,
one of the managers, demom1rates
some fancy brush work.

• Choose your own family doctor
• Over 200 local physicians to serve you

Mendy remarked, "When 1 applied for
my job, one of the things that impressed me was the history of the business, and how important it is to have a
friendly approach. It's obvious that the
business had paint spills through the
years, but the community still supported its efforts to renew itself."
Later on, when I talked to a customer about his experience in the
store - I was greeted with, " I can
remember when I was a boy; during
school vacations my dad would take
me with him to not only show me
what he did for a living, but also allowed me to think that I had something to do with picking out the col-

continued on page 55

Affiliated
with
Riverside
Co nz nz unity
Hospital
Riverside Physician
~etwork is an
Independent Practice
Association (IP:\)

• Most major commercial and senior health plans accepted

Call us to find an RPN doctor near you (877) 776-8066
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Hospitality Supplement

Marriott Resorts Get the Gold
Marriott's Desert Springs Resort & Spa, and Marriott's
Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa receive coveted Gold
awards from Meetings & Conventions magazine
Meetings & Conventions magazine recently announced the winners
of its prestigious Gold awards for
2001. Marriott 's Desert Springs Resort & Spa and Marriott ' Rancho Las
Palmas Resort & Spa both received
the Gold Key Award for 2001. Now
in its 24th year, this award is bestowed upon the world's finest meeting properties.
The readers of M&C, who based
their selections on overall professionalism and quality of properties they've
experienced, voted for winners of this
award of excellence. This year, 169
domestic and 35 offshore/international hotels and resorts were honored as
Gold Key winners. The meeting planner voters selected the winning properties based on strict criteria, which included: overall staff attitude; quality
of meeting rooms; quality of guest
services; quality of food and beverdge
service; proficiency of handling reser-

vat ions; availability of technical/support equipment, and range of recreational activities.
"M&C's readers, representing
the core of meeting and incentive
professionals, continually raise the
standards and this year's Gold Key
winner have met their challenge
by providing outstanding service,"
said Bernard W. Schraer, Meetings &
Conventions group publisher. "The
M&C staff applauds the properties
that have demonstrated the qualities
to earn the Gold Key distinction."
Marriott 's Desert Springs Resort
& Spa has also received the coveted
2001 Gold Platter Award. Now in its
16th year, this award is given to the
prominent catering departments that
have exhibited creative and culinary
excellence.
This year, only 30 domestic and
international properties in the world
were honored for their outstanding

achievements. Planners based their
decisions on seven important criteria:
enthusiasm and professionalism of
catering staff; quality of food presentation; creativity of menu; originality
of theme-party concepts; overall helpfulness and budgeting considerations;
excellence of staff service and ambiance of dining rooms.
Desert Springs General Manager
Tim Sullivan shares the excitement
with his associates. Said Sullivan, "It
is wonderful to receive recognition
for going above and beyond the call
of duty when it comes to all guest request , whether a single visitor or a
group meeting. We pride ourselves on
providing everything anyone could
de ire in a resort property and this
award tells us that we are on the right
track."

Marriott continues to receive
recognition a The Wall Street Journal reported in May that The American Customer Service Index rated
Marriott International, Inc., as best in
customer satisfaction this year. Fortune magazine recognized Marriott as
one of the top 50 "Best Companies
for Minorities, " boasting the most diverse work force on the list.

MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
(NYSE: MAR) is a leading worldwide
hospttality company with nearly 2,400
operating units in the United States
and 59 other countries and territories.
In fiscal year 2000, Marriott International reported system wide sales of
$19.8 billion. For more information or
reservations, visit www.marriott.com.
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Corporate Structure 8. The Sole Propr-ietorship:
continued from page /3

ilar to a general partnership. The difference is that a limited partnership is
comprised of one or more "general
partners" who manage the business,
and one or more "limited partners"
who contribute capital and share in
the profits, but who normally take no
part in running the busi ness.
As in a general partnership, a
general partner remains liable for partnership debts and obligations. However, limited partners generally incur
no liability with re peel to partnership
obligations beyond his or her capital
contribution. The purpose of this form
is obviously to encourage passive investor to invest in the enterprise by
allowing them to reap a share of the
profits if it ucceeds without risking
more than the capital contributed.

Finally, the sole proprietor:-.hip i:-.
the simplest form in which to conduct
busines..-.. A sole proprietorship is not
a legal entity itself. Rather. the term
refers to a natural person who directly OWJL'i the business and is directly repom;ible for its debL-. and obligations.
Selecting the appropriat e business structure for a venture is an important deci:,ion. All unique circum-

stances must be analyzed to accomplish the particular goals and expectations of the owner. To obtai n the
maximum benefit:, from a business
entity, owner:- shou ld consult a qualified attorney with the appropriate
knowledge and experience.
Gregory G. Brown, Esq. and Brian M.
/less, Esq. are attorneys in the business, corporate, and information technology department of the regional law

firm of Kring & Brown, LLP, which
has office~· in Irvine, San Diego, Ontario and Las Vega1·. Kring & Brown
attorneys represellf clients in: business
& corporate, insurance, labor & employment, construction defect, public
& private construction law, estate
planning and family law. For more information contact Gregory G. Brown
or Brian M. /less at (949) 261-7895,
Timothy E. Cary at (909) 941 -3050,
or visit ww11~ kringandbrown. com.

7. The Professional Corporation:
Certain licensed professional activiti es can be conducted in the corporate form, including: the practice of
law, medicine, dentistry, and accountancy. In general, a professional
corporation is formed in the same
manner as a "C" corporation and i
subject to the same general requirements. However, because there are a
variety of additional requirements due
to the highly regulated nature of the
aforementioned professions, an attorney should always be consulted when
determining whether a professional
corporation is the appropriate vehicle
for your business.

Nursing
colllinued from page 41

comes in the Inpatient Hospital Setting," it was concluded that hospitalized patients had better outcomes in
hospitals with higher staffing levels
and higher ratios of nurses on duty in
five specific areas: length of stay,
pneumonia contracted while in the
hospital , post-operative infection,
pressure ulcers, and urinary tract infections.
"We're committed to providing
the best possible care for our community," explains Rob Mannix, HiDesert Medical Center CEO. "That's
why we've made this tremendous
commitment and will continue to
make positive changes to enhance
each patient's experience."

~i,er.rt!Je

Convention Center

The best of everything you want and need to host a great conference or convention is in Riverside. The Convention Center
provides you with 45,000 square feet of flexible, indoor meeting and banquet space: large enough for your tradeshows and expositions, yet intimate enough for your small, exclusive conferences. The well-lit, canopy-covered 24,700 sq. ft. open air plaza is ideal
for your unique theme events. The catering is exceptional and we offer both on site and off-site service. Located only 20 minutes
from the new Ontario International Airport makes arrangements easy for all your attendees. Call us today to find out more
about how we can make your next convention a success.

3443 Orange Street • Riverside, CA 92501 • 909-787-7950 • fax 909-222-4706
email- riversidecb@linkline.com visit our website at www.riversidecb.com
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:MANAGER'S BOOKSHELF

Statler's Best Bets
Statler's Best Entertainment Bets -S. Earl Statler is the Inland Empire Business Journal entertainmeflt critic and reporter and has
been the entertainment editor of the "Inland Empire TV News" for the last five years. He has reported the Inland Empire entertainment scene for more than 30 years and is also an accomplished stage and TV actor, as well as an internationally-known magician
and memalist. Check our his entertainment Website at www.StatlerTVcom or www.traveltrends.ws.

The 79th L.A. County Fair is ...
''Kinder. Simpler. Fonner.''
by S. Earl Statler

nation are Sept. 7-23. The theme for
the 17-day fun-fest is "Kinder. Simpler. Funner."
The L.A. County Fair has successfully combined the rich tradition
of the fair with education, art, horticulture, agriculture, livestock, and entertainment and wrapped it up in a
package that provides something for
the whole family. The cost of admission to experience so much is slightly more than a movie ticket. Group
packages and special promotion. are
available.
Kids can visit the "Castle of
Magical Discoveries," presented by
AT&T Wireless and be amazed, delighted, entertained and educated all
at once. Merlin's Laboratory, with illusions like a Vortex Tunnel, Bottomless Pits, a Wall of Nails, and a large
Plasma Crackle Tube will challenge
the imagination.
There are Enchanted Bubble
Pools, a Bernoulli Levitator, Morphing Mirrors and amazing Dancing
Waters. The Illus ion Theatre will
present the entertaining and educational Chemistry and Physics Show.
The exhibit is located in Fairplex 7A.
The L.A. County Fair is the
home of an art gallery that rivals private galleries in the quality and variety of artists and presentations.

I moved to the Inland Empire
with my family in 1949 from Hawaii.
Times were impler, and we had only
given up palm trees and trade winds
for orange trees and blasting summer
dry heat. Our first week in California
was a September "scorcher" to remember. I must admit I have forgotten the scorcher but will always remember my first "Pomona Fair."
I don't care what they call it, it's
still the "Pomona Fair" to me! Coming from Oahu, Hawaii, the size of it
and the crowds were overwhelming to
a young native boy. Fifty-plus years
later there is till so much to see and
do at the Los Angeles County Fair.
And, as I go back this year as a senior
citizen now, the grounds have gotten
a little smaller, but there is something
for everyone's taste, literally!
I still head traight for the commercial building when I get to the fair
to see all the new "junk" I just have
to have. Now that I have diabetes, I
can't have the freshly made taffy and
fudg~ut I still can take in the wonderful smell!
The LA County Fair is coming
to town and it 's the one party you
won't want to miss. Dates for the 79th
edition of the largest county fair in the

Amarieomp·

~£1-+

The leader in On-Site Service, Repair & Supplies For
All Color & Laser Printers, Personal Copiers, and FAX
~

On-Site Service & Repair

'..'! Preventive Maintenance
-(( Annual Service Agreements

Hew lett Packard
Authorized!

~~

-(( Free Delivery on all Products
-(( Buy & Sell New & Used Printers
-(( Toner Supplies
L.A. & Inland Empire
2125 Wright Ave., Suite C-8
La Verne, CA 91750
(909) 392-4707
FAX (909) 392-4712
877-95-AMERl

This year, the Millard Sheets Gallery
will present an exhibit entitled "The
Art of Illusion." The fascinating exhibit features
a core of contemporary still
life art works.
It includes traditional replica tions (realistic and meticulously detailed) and lifelike depictions
(trompe l'oeil)
where clever
handling of perspective, shadow and
shad ing fool the eye into thinking
things are real enough to touch on
interpretive works, stretching the
imagination in theme as well as
technique. Artist demonstrations will
take place daily throughout the fair.
The beautiful flower and garden
pavilion will treat fair-guests to "The
Fragrances of France"- from street
vendors to hat shops, a replica of the
Eiffel Tower and the delightful Monet's Garden. Guests will experience
the sights and smells of France without ever leaving North America.
America's K.idc; will also transport
fair-guests to an island deep in the
heart of the Caribbean. Kids can discover volcanoes, real animals, insects
and fish and explore the history of pirates and sunken ships. This family
oriented, fun-filled, hands-on exhibit
will provide hours of education and
entertainment for kids of all ages.
Livestock and agriculture were
once the core of the Inland Valley.
Kids and adullc; can experience the bygone era by visiting FairView Farms.
In addition to seeing the livestock upclose and personal, FairView Farms
features authentic farm equipment, a
textile bam with sheep shearing, wool
spinning and a look at the finished
product - clothing. The history of citrus farming is highlighted with a spe-
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cial education center. There is an apple orchard and a new taco farm, designed to teach the relevance of agriculture in our daily lives.
The creative living department created a new name to better describe the
variety and scope of the exhibit. Now
known as Creative Expressions, it is
one of the few places where exhibitors
can win a coveted blue ribbon for a
homemade, handcrafted entry and share
that success with family and friends. It
is the large..'it exhibit of its kind in California. Pre..<;erved foods, baked goods,
quilts, clothing, ceramics, needlework,
china painting, woodcarving, spinning,
weaving, lace making and more are displayed and demonstrated throughout
the run of the Fair.
Uve nighttime entertainment will
have the audience rocking throughout
the fair at the Fair, •lex Park grandstand. Live thoroughbred horseracing
provide..c; the daytime excitement with
12 races daily beginning at 1 p.m.
Ray Cammack Shows Carnival
hac; 72 tantalizing rides for the thrill
seekers in the group. There are three
kiddie carnivals for the younger set.
RCS Carnival will return for its 17th
year at the L.A. County Fair.
Looking for some unique gifts or
want to get a jump on holiday shopping? The L.A. County Fair has the
continued on page 49

Management In Print
"Practice What You Preach: What Managers Must Do to Create a
High Achievement Culture," by David H. Maister; Free Press
(Division of Simon & Schuster, Inc.), New York, New York; 2001;
250 pages; $26.
After two decades of books alternately praising management styles as
diverse as Jesus Christ and Genghis
Khan, author David Maister is among
a group of business analyst<; who bring
us back to reality. Des-pite the views of
cyclical cynics, Maister believes that
managers are returning to a previously held bu iness axiom: a company's
most important a<>.<;et is iL'> employees.
Maister, a leading authority on
managing professional service firms,
conducted an extensive survey of 139
offices and service companies. He
discovered that the most profitable
top-performing firms, regardless of
size, shared a number of business attributes. In all cases their leading trait
was the planned development of a
corporate culture that encouraged enthusiasm, trust, loyalty and commitment among all employees - from
the executive suite to the mailroom.
In a case study rcsultmg from
Maister's survey, a firm named Tramster exceeded the survey's database
average by a wide margin in possessing 10 attributes that affect the way
they do busine..<>.<>.
These are:
1. Enthusiasm and morale have
never been higher.
2. Compensation is managed equitably and fairly.

3.

Work keeps challenging, but is
not overwhelming.

4.

Management is trusted.

5.

Individuals are paid fairly compared to others in an office.

6.

People within the office treat
others with re..c;pect.

7.

Management is succes.c;ful in fostering commitment and loyalty.

8.

Communications between the
office's management and people
at the responder's level is very
good.
This is a fun place to work.

9.

10. The responders are highly satisfied with my work.
The CEO of the firm noted that,
"What we are domg to create our fi-

nancial success is hiring good people,
energizing them and turning them
loose." Surprisingly, virtually every
one of his employee..'> agreed with the
CEO, although they may have phra<;ed
it somewhat differently. For example,
one individual commented, "You must
be things yourself that you expect others to be. Management gel'> teamwork
by tolerating nothing else. Here they
set the standard and they live that standard. We care about the business. We
aren't waiting for the official end of the
day so we can leave."
In another ca.<;e study one mid-level employee, not a qmnager, summed

up why his company worked: "good
people management leads to longevity
which leads to trust relationships with
clients, which lead<; to more business."
Another point the surveys make
is that managers have instilled team
leaders and members with the importance of high standards in people and
performance. Although each company and office may phrase it another
way, the author notes: "They don't
compromise standards in hiring, just
to meet a capacity need. You can
make money if you have high standards, and never compromise them.
What a concept?"
Nearly half the book deals with
the survey r~ults showing how well
people can work together when they
are Jed toward shared goals. The other
half tells how to maintain a shared in-

teres! in achieving those goals.
Centuries ago humanity evolved
a theory that was expressed in the
saying, "Loyalty is purchased with
loyalty." Somewhere between 1980
and 2000, far too many companies
forgot that. In a laundry list spanning
nearly two pages, Maister itemizes
how to purchase employees' loyalty
to management with management's
loyalty to employees. To quote the author, "What a concept!"
If your company doesn't measure
up to profitability standards, this book
persuasively argues that your company may not be putting much value on
the people who work there. Maister
puts forward the idea that now is the
perfect time to do something about it.
-Henry Holtzman

Best-selling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for busmess. The list is compiled based on information received from retail
bookstores throughout the U.S.A:
1.

"Fish! A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results," by S. Lundin, J. Christiansen, & H.
Paul (Hyperion ...$19.95) (3)* Putting fun and games back into daily work.

2.

"Who Moved My Cheese?," by Spencer Johnson Putnam ...$19.95)* .. (2) A way to deal with change at work and
away from it.

3.

"Rich Dad, Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle
Class Do Not," by RobertT. Kiyosak• and Sharon L Lcchter (Warner Books ...$15.95)*** (1) It takes know-how about
usmg money to become rich.

4.

"First, Break All the Rules," by Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman (Simon & Schuster. .. $25.00) (5)***
Great managers break the conventional rules about management.

5.

"Brand Warfare: 10 Rules for Building the Killer Brand," by David D' Alessandro (McGraw-Hill ...$24.95)
(4) Identity depend~ on connecting with real ClL'itomer problems.

6.

"Speed Is Life," by Bob Davis (Doubleday ... $24.95) (7) How Bob Davis achieved the meteoric rise of Lycos.

7.

"High Five: The Magic of Working Together," by Ken Blanchard and Shetdon Bowles (Morrow, W..lliams &
Co ...$20.00) (5) Why and how teamwork achieves results in sports and business.

8.

"The Myth of Excellence," by Fred Crawford & Ryan Matthews (Crown Publishing ... $27.50)** Why focus is the
reason great companies excel.

9.

"The Customer Revolution: How to Thrive When Customers Are in Control," by Patricia B. Seybold (Crown BlL\ine..~ ...$27.50) (9) Why customers are in control and how to capitalize on it.

10. "Spin Selling," by Neil Rackham (McGraw-Hill ... $24.95) (10) Why major sales need different skills than small sales.
'(3)- lndlcates a book's prt!l-·ious position on the list.
• • - Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.
•• • -/ndu:ates a book previou.o.ly on the list is back on it.
.·~
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60 Minutes Revisits the French Paradox
with More Good News!
"Lightning never strikes twice in
the same place." The highly respected in-depth news program updated its
original ground-breaking wine and
health story with a new report featuring a couple of new twists. Veteran
anchor Morley Safer highlighted an
extensive new Danish study that
found a strong association between
moderate wine consumption and decreased mortality. The 10-minute segment also included more assertive
statements on wine and health from
scientists confirming that the amount
of supporting data has dramatically
increased in just the past few years.
Dr. Curtis Ellison, one of the original French Paradox investigators, expressed his doubts about the legitimacy of a blanket abstinence public
health message. "I think that message
is not supported by scientific data
now," he told Safer. "I think it 's time
for health agencies to say, 'Let's give
a balanced message.' Excess alcohol
is very bad for public health, for individual health, but moderate amounts
will most likely prevent heart disease."
Almost exactly four years ago to
the date, 60 Minutes gave a phenomenal boost to the scientific evidence
that moderate wine consumption with
meals helped prevent heart disease.
Then Safer had interviewed Dr. Ellison, from Boston University's School
of Medicine. and Dr. Serge Renaud,
from France's health research agency
INSERM, about their new research

"Now we drink 30 percent more wine than
we did 20 years ago...and heart disease has
decreased by 30 percent accordingly. "

-Dr. Morten Gronbaek

on what was called the French Paradox. The two scientists had found that
despite similar fat intake, France's
heart attack rate was one-third that of
the U.S. A key factor they attributed
to this was the French custom of
drinking wine with meals.
Along with new interviews with
both Drs. Ellison and Renaud, the
program interspersed clips of their
presentation at Yin Expo, the wine industry trade show held in Bordeaux,
France last June. The program included Dr. Ellison's comment that abstinence from alcohol is a majo. risk
factor for coronary heart disease.
In a follow-up interview, Dr. Renaud stressed that antioxidants, in addition to alcohol, are likely to be responsible for wine's beneficial effects.
At the time of the original broadcast,
this key association was not yet established.
A major highlight of the segment
was the result of this year's Copen-

#The Winegrowers of the
Cucamonga Valley"

Galleano Winery
Wine Tasting Daily
Tours Every Sat. & Sun.
Private Labeling
Custom Baskets & Mail Orders Available

~

'y

VANROEKEL

MERIDIAN

1999 Chardonnay .......$10.00
Meridian Vineyards, Santa Barbara
County, California.
1998 Chardonnay .. ... ..$14.00
Meridian Vineyards, Edna Valley,
California
1999 Sauvignon Blanc ....$8.00
Meridian VineyardsCalifomia

ROSENBLUM CELLARS

1998 Cabernet Sauvignon ...$45.00
Yates Ranch, Napa Valley, California, Reserve
1999 Chardonnay ....... $25.00
Lone Oak Vineyard, Russian River
Valley, California, Reserve
NV Chocolate Port ...... $18.00
California, Danielle
1999 Zinfandel . .. ......$14.00
Oakley Vineyards, San Francisco
Bay, California
1998 Zinfandel .........$24.00
Rhodes Vineyard, Redwood Valley,
California, Annette's Reserve
NAVARRO

1999 Riesling ..........$14.00
Mendocino, California
1999 Chardonnay . . ..... $19.00
Anderson-Valley, Mendocin, California, Premiere Reserve
8ARGETTO

4231 Wineville Rd., Mira Lorna, CA 91752
(909) 685-5376

hagen City Heart Study, "perhaps the
most significant study to date on the
relationship between health and alcohol," according to Safer. Published in
the British Medical Journal, the government supported study revealed that
subjects who consumed wine daily
were much less likely to die during
the 12-year study period than consumers of other alcoholic beverages
or non-drinkers.

2000 Gewurztraminer .... $11.00
Temecula, California
1998 Zinfandel ......... $11.00
Temecula, California

1999 Pinot Gris ....... ..$10.00
Oregon
1999 Idylle Late Harvest ...$18.00
Willamette, Oregon, Muller Thurgan,

1999 Chardonnay ....... $20.00
Santa Cruz Mountains, California
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Inland Empire Restaurant Review

Wine Selection
& Best Ra~~~~thony

STONE WOLF VrNEYARDS
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J.LoHR
1.997 Cabemet Sauvignon ...$32.00
Paso Robles, California, Hilltop

1998 Chardonnay .......$25.00
Arroyo Seco, California, Arroyo
Vista
1999 Gamay, Valdiguie ....$8.00
Monterey' County, California, Wild
Flowers
1998 Zinfandel ......... $20.00
Lodi, California, Bramblewood
EBERLE WINERY

2000 Muscat ........... $12.00
Paso Robles, California, Estate
1999 Barbera ........... $18.00
Filipponi & Thompson Vineyard,
Paso Robles, California
1998 Syrah ........ . ... $18.00
Reid Vineyard, Paso Robles, California
COLUMBIA CREST

1998 Cabemet Sauvignon ... $11. 00
Columbia Valley, Washington

-·,

I

La Traviata Restaurant Emphasizes Indulgence of the Senses
La Traviata Restaurant in Long
Beach is quite a place to see. You
might also say it is a place to hear,
smell, touch, and certainly taste. The
owner, Mario Nasab, places a high
value on "sensory satisfaction." There
are many dining establi ·hments
where one may enjoy a good meal,
even find comfort in a cushy booth.
But at La Traviata, one may find that
his or her sight is tantalized by visions
of a 19th century opera house; or discover that some of Long Beach's
finest operatic vocalists and pianists
create tapestries of sound to caress the
ear. Nothing is neglected regarding
the five senses.
Mario makes a point of personally visiting each and every table to en-

sure quality and the satisfaction of his
guests. His introductions and greetings are warm and personable, " My
patrons are very important to me, I
truly care about their dining experience," he beams. With a small but expertly trained wait staff, no want or
need is left unmet. "We' re like a family around here," Mario laughs.
The food is exquisitely prepared,
again with the senses in mind, and the
presentation is nothing short of artistic. Chilean sea bass is the specialty
signature dish of the house, baked in
miso glaze and topped with Tobiko
caviar and ponzu-soy sauce, and
served on a bed of jasmine rice. It is
absolutely spectacular!
Appetizers include eared foie

which to choose while dining at La
gras and crab cakes to die for. Other
Traviata.
Italian and continental favorites are
From the moment one enters the
available- done, of course, with a
place, he or she is aware of the disunique Californian gusto. Trinidad
tinction of visual splendor and nonBetancourt, executive chef, labors
imposing comfort all at once. La
with the kill of a master in La TraviTraviata was designed with welcomata's kitch11n. "I put my love of this
ing and awing the guest both in mind.
restaurant in all that I prepare for our
A visit is certainly worthwhile.
guests;' Trinadad exclaims.
A particular item of note: La
Operatic perfonnances are schedTraviata just received Wine Spectaulet!l most Friday nights and every Sattor Magazine's Award of Excellence
urday night. Lunch is served Monday
for its extensive and diverse wine
through Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 2
list. The staff is abuzz with excitep.m. and dinner from 5 p.m. seven
ment about it, "Food pairs well with
atmosphere, and especially with , nights a week. Banquet facilities are
available for up to 50 persons and
wine," Trevor Treller, the restaurant
more. Reservations are recommended;
manager states. At any rate, there
call (562) 432-8022.
is no shortage of se.lections from

LA. County Fair

munity Hospital Medical Center. Some
of the highlights include: sample products, health screenings, information and
consulting services for the senior era.
Other special activities planned
for Tuesdays include bingo, contests
and entertainment. The African Festival will be in Festival Plaza on the
opening weekend with a rich cultural
exchange, entertainment, services and
products. Festival Plaza becomes a
festive Asian Festival on the closing
weekend-with products, history, entertainment and food featured.
·The eyes of racing buffs will light
up upon entering Thunder Alley. The
1,000-foot long motorsports midway
will feature virtually every type of
racing car, an actual pit area as seen
at an NHRA event and the drag race
thrill r~e, Speed Track.
On weekdays, classrooms attend
the L.A. County Fair on field trips for
a peek at: World of Dairy, Kountry
Kritters, California's Heritage Square,
Historical Trains and Garden Railroad, Festival Plaza, Millard Sheets
Gallery, Education Expo and Castle
of Magical Discoveries. More than
400,000 Southern California school
kids have experienced the field trips
since the program's inception in 1997.
The L.A. County Fair has created
memories since 1922. If you've never
been, make plans to experience it this
year. Admission for adult'i is $12 on
weekends and $10 on weekdays; ages

6-12 are admitted for $5 during the
week and for $6 on weekends; ages
five and younger are admitted free
each day of the fair. Seniors 60 and
older are admitted for $9 on weekends
and $8 on weekdays-Senior Tuesdays admission is just $4. Most attractions are included with Fair admission.
From museums and wine tast-

continued from page 46
largest marketplace west of the Mississippi-with more than 2,000 retail
locations featuri_ng a variety of merchandise, including diamonds and
gems to in-ground swimming pools.
Graze through the Fair and enjoy
a plethora of food items from more
than 250 food stands, some available
just once a year at the fair. Visit The
Vineyard and savor gold medal-winning wines. The judging occurs in
May and the winners are available for
tasting for a nominal fee--along with
wine-related items in the Crushed
Grape wine shop.
Award-winning olive oils are also
displayed. Guests can participate in
"You Be the Judge," "Guess Which
Wine," and "Wine and Food Pairing,"
education classes which are both informative and fun.
The Fair will again recognize
what's right in the community by
honoring 18 surrounding cities and
their community heroes. Each city's
day inclpdes a horserace named in
honor of the city, a community parade
featuring local heroes and their hig~
school band and a special celebration
in Festival Plaza.
Festival Plaza will be the site of
Senior Health Fairs on Tuesday, Sept.
11 and 18. Presented by Inter Valley
Health Plan and Pomona Valley Com-

ing ... to agriculture and carnival... to
horseracing ... to world-class horse
shows, it is the best family entertainment value in Southern California!

Call (909) 623-3111 for more information or visit the Web site at HYPERLINK "http://www.fairplex.com"
or www.fairplex.com.
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Boo of Lists
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0

TopList Allows You To:

0

Pnnt mailtng labels and
follow-up reports.
Create exportable text files.
Load and use over 30 additional "Book of Lists."
Plus more!

0
0
0
TopList Is:
0
Self-installing and menu prompted.
0
Available for IBM/PC or computers
0
AJso available in ACT!-ready formats.

It's Easy To Order. For fastest service,

www.toplist.com
or call (909) 484-9765 ext. 27
Topl.ist @ $125 00 •• ladd 7 5.., sales taxJsh•ppong and handlong $3 50/naxt busoness day ($8 50)

A new Web ~ire, launched by the U. S Small Business Administration (SBA) wtll
tncrease procuremefll and networking opporwnities to women-owned businesses h>
placing all conrractmg assistance mformauon at a single online slle. WomenBtz.gov
K-ill provide women-o~med businesses with direct access to the federal acqwslllon roofs
and government networks to tap inro the $200 billwn federal marketplace The site wtlf
serve as tlte official gateway to more tltanlOO procurement and acqwsaion sites hosted by various federal agencies.

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coURI£ll SElMa

ii

TWOWEBCS

•

ONE WEEK

~
.
?

SEPTEMBER 2001

SEYI'EMBER 2001

~~SAME DAY

Ycu lrUa-Cotrty bL6i1ess mail wil be pd(ed ~ t1y OOliier
1'MCE a day cnj f'ald deiveted _oo w next rotie.

BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES

Whv aren't
amember of
Apple.Vallev Chamber of Commerce;~
Your competitors ARE!

WEBSITE$
Aviastar Communications, Inc............... www.aviastar.net
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture
....................................................................www.atinet.org/aep
Best Bets of Things to do.com
....................................................................searlstatler.com
Business Bank of California
.................................................................... www.businessbank.com
California State Government Home Page
.............................................................. www.ca.gov
Center for International Trade Development
....................................................................www.resources4u.com/citd/
City Business Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga
...................... ~.............................................www.citivu.com
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center
.................................................................... hwww.cvmc.com
First Federal Savings of San Gabriel VaiJey
....................................................................www.firstfederalsgv.com
PFF Bank & Trust .................................. www.pffbank.com
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr .................... www.iesbdc.org
Marriage & Family Therapist ................ www.claremontcounseling.com
Small Business Developm. Center .......... www.iesbdc.org
U.S. Pre~ident ............................................ www.whitehou e.gov

Apple Valley Chamber membership adds
• Status to your business
• Political clout
• Networking opportunities
• Educational seminars
• And more!
Just call the Apple
Valley Chamber and we
can sign your business
up for membership!
Phone 760.242-2753
or email
avchamber@aol.com

•
WISE ABOliT MAIL
Ph-.: ,-.-...,our aglc: .....
bam IDto a .W,.. but toimple r..uoJ
.,-.tcm. He lcamcd ....,.. to opccd
up IIUUI, and to cut through ....,.uaJ
rc:,W.Uooa to malu: an cll'ecth-.:
mail Inti.

Man,- r..uoJ chanflce Ieier, our

eagle Ia st.IJI ,.........ing In •'ladom.
Olkn t.lmca, ~ then the Poet

OOlcc.
If )'OU need help •ilh a mall·
lng from 5,000 to 5 mJII- ploxca,
-.-c can ecn'C you.

We ...Ut hciJ> .-1. th.....p
the maze of r..uoJ n:gula~ to
_.., rou lhe money poMible.
We ecn-.: l•wl...._.. U..t ....U
...,........,tt.cra, mapzlnca, ..........
aclfmallcn~, calalop, or aD)' other
type t>C mail. Our cuatomcrai.JcncOt
from C:X!":rlc:ncc "" haw obtained
from •-orltl.ng •ilh the Poet
Lo:t our •Udom hclt• you •-tl
smarter JV)l hanlcr.

om.......

·y '

E-~WLADDRESSES

Bill Leonard ...........................................:.. enator.leonard@ sen.ca.gov
California Center for Health Improvement
....................................................................cchimail@aol.com
Inland Empire International Business Association
.................................................................... ieiba trade@ aol.com
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access
....................................................................gpoaccess@gpo.gov
U.S. President ............................................ president@whitehouse.gov

Soutliern California
~ fJJirukry & Mailing Inc.

~

'

' f ~c.u.Mtl

·

r--------------------------------~

-

-

-

' ' 10661 Business Dr., Fontana, 92337

(909) 829-1949

FAX (9t9) 829-1959

CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
FAX 909-391-3160
F A

BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS)

X

o

r

M

A

L

DISPLAY RATES: $70/inch; I" min. UNE RATES: S 1 1 .65/lme ~ 6 lines mm. Avg. 30 characters/line. Frequency discounts available for BOTH display & line. CONFIDENTIAL
BOX CHARGE: $25/inscrtion. Box II will be assigned by the publisher. Bu,mess card ad~
can l>e purchased at a Oat rate of S 150. Fill out fonn below in full. Usc additiunill sheet of
paper for ad copy if needed. Type or print clearly. All ads must he prc-pa1d- no exceptions. Send check, M.O., VISA, or M/C. Deadlines: 20th of the month prccccding date nf issue.

lnformauon is subJ~CI to change ~tthout noure and some operators may charge fees.
Alice's ·wonderland: Amateur rad10, P~1on and R~negade support, CD-ROM. No Rauos, On-hoe games,
actJ\e ma.sag~ ru.~~. (909) 597-4469
Apple Elite II: etworked m~ging. on-hne game\ transfers for Apple II and Mac, 14.4 baud; (909) 3595338.
The Bklqlmt Plact BBS: CAD-plottmg serv~ce; drop "DWG" Auto-CAD Iiles, Zipped and text lile in CAD
hbrar), 14.4 baud, (310) 595-5088.
l\1ine and Yours BB : WWIV etworks. Large F1le, MSG Base, Games, Internet e-m.ul and Local Echos,
Fees free; (760) 244-0826.
Ebix- Business: Bu~mess management, labor laws, CPA 1ssues, human resources, employee benefits,
14.4 baud, 24 hours; (714) 239-6864.
Inn:StorLink: Stock, commodity pnces, real estJte, da1ly news, personallinance, muiUal funds, 28.8 baud;
(818)331-4611.
Mommadillo's BBS & Breakfast: WwivNet, E-ma1l. TradeWards. Lord Scrabble On-line, 14.4 baud; (310)
432-2423.
PC- Windo~tmaker BBS-A.U.G.I.E.: Computer user group club BBS, supporting IBM, Atari and Mac
downloads, on-line games. RIP menus, 28.1! baud (909) 637-1274.

"THANK
"OUFOR

Category: - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -Ad Copy: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HOLDING"

.·.hello?

r.--------------------------------~

LIST YOUR BULLETIN BOARD

S.WC..AwrSIIr.llldud61:
• Same Day Delivery
• Couriers
• Tailored Delivery Systems
• Parcel Delivery

• Special Messenger
• Bag Exchanges

• OYemiglt Letter SeMce

~LP.

---

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

I
I
I

Name of board - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.
Phone n u m b e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0

General Interest

O

Specialty;---------------------

O'roduct support

Modem speed

E-mail services - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - Features - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fees--------

Hours - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - -

VOICe phone-- = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date(s) of Insertion:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name: ____________________________________~-------Company: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City, State: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Credit C a r d # : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Exp. Date: _ _ _ _ _ _Phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Your company may not leave callers 'on-hold' this long ....
But in.Y ~'on-hold' can seem like an eterruty. unless you
provide them with valuable jnforma1ion that can help them
make mfom;ed deciSions about dotng husUless with your
company.

Little Bear Enterprises
·1-714-899-9310
Contact Teddy
"Helping people create a better future"

The Inland Emp~re Oua•noss Journal•• comptllng a hst of the loc,.l bulletm boards It you would
l•k~ to have your board tn c luded ftll out thts coupon and ma11 If to Inland Emp1re Busmcss J o ur
nal AHn Bulletin Boards. 8560 VIneyard Avo Ste 306. Rancho Cucamonga CA 91 7 30 43 ~;'.)

•

•
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RESOURCE DIRECTORY

I~F~~·f)~~
6C>UK2~.:T «:;A.Tr~I.....,E
FORALL YOUR CORPORATE CATERING NEEDS
FEATURING
• Executive Lunches • Compan)' Picmcs • Box Lunches 1M1xers
• Continental Breakfast • Grand Opemngs • Delivery/ Full Serv1ce

(909) 923-8030 • Fax (909) 923-8620
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RC Photography and Associates

\ l ( ( 1111 /

n ,,;. ( ('In,, ''"l ''t '''""

Professional Award \\'inning Photography
Full Service Photographic Studio & Beauty Salon!

Studio Services

~~~j'f<

~\J.'~

Corporate Events, Commercial Work, Weddings, Award Banquets,
Coinpany Partie , Reunions, Special Occasion , Family Portraits, Photographic Restorations, Portraits

From simplicity
to elegance, our staff of
licensed professional
Interior Decorators
can help match your
particular tastes and
needs to your budget.

~

t'

~)I

Salon Services
Complete Makeovers, Hair Styling, Bridal Packages, Nails/Pedicures,
Complete Facials
9607 Bu iness Center Dr., Ste. E
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

dd Beau~ and Value

(909) 989-1165 Fax (909) 989-2391
Nationwide: 1-888-477-7127
Web site: www.rophotography.com

CUSTOM WINDOW TR
I

Vertical Blinds... Shu Hers ... Cellular Shades ...
Draperies... Pleated Shades... Valances ...
Mini Blinds... Wood Blinds ... and More!

Call for information--By appointment only!

• Free Estimates • Free Installation • 6Months No Payments (o.A.c.)

tf~~f~£~~/)
(LD.,.Iign Cen'ler:})

Rancho Cucamonga

Call the LEADER
IN QUALI1Y, VALUE & SERVICE

Victorville

(760) 241-2001
Mon. · Fn. 9AM - 4Pt.1

~c:a

Col*ac*l(s

(909)~
Call for a
Personal Appointment
15922 Outer Bear Val!ey Rd
{between 7th & 9th Ave)

(800) 514-1414

..

RB Carpels Showroom
8188 Rochester, Ste A
(off Foolhll, 10 MasJ Plaza)

Sat10AM- 2PM
& by Appointment

IJc. 783981

-a•-

SHUTTLE

Door To Door

•

Shuttle

w B·1'1if¥'
.J.£0
SINCE 1981
PSC4(JT7 TCf'\0778

TOI.LFREE

Complaints... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us@

iebj @busjournal.com

r.tetbase Solutions, 15815
High Knoll Dr., Apt. 104, Chino Hills, CA 91709-4274,
Ajay Patel
Networking Solutions, P.O.
Box 971, Chmo Hills, CA
91709-0033, James Bizub
New Age Novelties, P 0
Box 293334, Phelan, CA
92329-3334, Paula Heflin
New Creation Drug & Alcohol Counseling, 1354 Carlos Pl., Ontario, CA 917642310, Glenn Swanson
New Creation Drug & Alcohol Counseling Services,
120 W. 9th St., Upland, CA
91786-5907, Glenn Swanson
New Discovery, 26278 Date
St., Highland, CA 923462031, TYG Inc.
New Empire Real Estate,
10630 Town Center Dr , Ste.
115, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730-6888, Marie Alegria
New Jerusalem Baptist
Church Outreach Ministry,
224 E 16th St., San
Bernardino, CA 92404-5012,
Delbert White
New Rage Technologies,
13171 Roan C1r., Corona,
CA 92883 5220 Cheri Tnmble
Newport Family Child
Care, 33523 Oak Glen Rd.,
Yucaipa, CA 92399-3134 ,
Tamara Newport
Newsome Insurance Svc.,
1050 Honeywood Dr., Corona, CA 92882-8780, James
Newsome
Nexday Express Parcel
Svc., 11277 Town Country
Dr., Riverside, CA 925053634, Fernando Guerrero
Niels Flooring Installation
Co., 8225 Kirkwood Ave.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-3523, Shannon Englyng
NJB Distributors & Brokerage, 4505 Allstate Dr., Riverside, CA 92501 -1 799, Nicole
Jones
Nmotion Media, 24193
Rothbury Dr., Moreno Valley,
CA 92553-3317, David Hatter
No Umit Enterprises Inc.,
8448 Chesterfield Rd.,
Riverside, CA 92508-2535,
Marian James
Norco Auto Sales, 2000 S.
Four Wheel Dr., Norco, CA
92860-2676, Jose Fernandes
Norco Bookkeeping & Tax
Svc., 1665 3rd St., Ste. C,
Norco, CA 92860-2669,
John Severinsen

Norco Medical Billing,
2730 Vine St., Norco, CA
92860-2262, Tawnya
Clouser
Nortech Consulting, 40898
Los Alamos Rd., Murneta, CA
92562-5837, Gary Sandahl
North American Pet, 1240
Quarry St , Corona, CA
92879-1708, Gloria Bonner
Northwest Jet Inc., 37673
Newcastle Rd., Murneta, CA
92563-4707, Northwest Jet
Sales & Leas1n
Not Too Shabby Decor N
More, 214 N Euclid Ave .,
Ontario, CA 91762-3513,
Robert Brassard
Nova Lift, 3143 Hadley Dr.,
Mira Lorna, CA 91752-1369,
Candis Casanova
Novelty Products International, 9325 Douglas Dr ,
Riverside, CA 92503-5618,
Edgar Schopp
Nuestra Gente, 1511 W.
Holt Blvd. Ste. J, Ontario,
CA 91762-3658, Ivan Rodriguez
Nutrition Prescription,
1951 Hershey Ct., San Jacinto, CA 92582-6902,
Pamela Wolf
Nutty Bolts Screws & Fasteners, 11126 I Ave. Ste 2,
Hesperia, CA 92345 ·5203,
Robert Holter
OC Construction, 27680
Benigni Ave Sun City CA
92585-9616 Frank1e Canada
0 C H S Daycare, 1610 Orange St., Redlands, CA
92374-2207, Kris Ochs
Oak Ridge Ranch, 19020
Hombre Ln., Murneta, CA
92562-7190, Edeliza Sharpe
Ochoa Brothers Auto Repair, 903 S. Euclid Ave., Ontario, CA 91762-5116, John
Ochoa
Oelmann Tile & Marble,
2442 Iowa Ave. , Apt. M3,
Riverside, CA 92507-2877,
Wesley Oelmann
Offinga & Son Dairy, 32920
Ramona Expressway, Lakeview, CA 92567-9098, Sidney Offinga
Ohyikes Com, P.O. Box
187, Redlands, CA 923730061 , Christian Blesch
01 Travelers, 14433 Tawya
Rd., Apple Valley, CA 923075582, Ear1 Camp
Old Town Antique Mall,
15564 7th St., Victorville, CA
92392-3224, Linda Buero
Olilang & Associates Real
Estate, 13133 Le Pare Unit
201, Chino Hills, CA 917094028, Bobby Olilang

Oma's Angels, 1480 Santohna Ct., San Jac1nto, CA
92582-6200, Virginia Lambert-Jones
Omega Custom Furniture,
51881 Ida Ave. , Cabazon,
CA 92230-5101 , M1chelle
Gonzales
Omega Strings, 468 E Marganta Rd , R1alto, CA 923763663. Richard Spencer
Omni Security, P 0. Box
1974. Wnghtwood, CA
92397-1974, John Horne
One Snowboards Inc.,
27574 Commerce Center
Dr., Ste. 234, Temecula, CA
92590-2536, Laura Tyson
One Stop Registration
Svc., 15848 Slover Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92337-7390,
Alma Arredondo
One Touch Construction,
2659 Flora Sp1egel Way,
Adolfo Melendez, Corona,
CA 92881-3559,
Ontario Dental Group Inc.,
1630 E 4th St., Ste. M, Ontario, CA 91764-2606, Kind
Dental Group Inc.
Ontario Wrought Iron
Works, 17827 Valley Blvd.,
Bloomington CA 923161950, Jose Gutierrez
Optimum Security & Technologies, 2347 S San Jacmto Ave., San Jacmto, CA
92583-5313. Julie Gisel
Organize Me Please, 45992
Paseo Gallante, Temecula,
CA 92592-1253, Maqone
Marshall
Organizit, 26275 Topanga
Way, Sun City, CA 925863402, Elizabeth Webb
Oriental Food Market, 2160
S. Waterman Ave. Ste. A,
San Bernardino, CA 9240837 46, Laong Walker
Os Window Cleaning,
34696 Avenue G, #B, Yucaipa, CA 92399-5008, Orlando Williams
Oscars Mobile Svc., 15582
Riviera Ln., Fontana, CA
92337-8911 , Lorena Feder~co
Outback Barbecues, 1450
Pomona Rd ., Corona, CA
92882-1709, Martha Korloch
Outlaw Paintball Supply,
419 E. State St., Redlands,
CA 92373-5236, Cra1g
Foucher
P & J Janitorial Svc., 2004
Flora Vista, Needles, CA
92363-3035, Phillip Baker
P & M Transport, 21500 Via
Liago, Perns, CA 925707680, Patnck Madore
P & P, 16341 Chino Corona
Rd. , Chino, CA 91710-9233,
Anthony Peich

P & R Consultants, 1322 N.
Placer Ave., Ontarib, CA
91764-2231 , Janet PaytonRoth
P C Factory Outlet, 14726
Ramonc>. Ave , #3F Chino,
CA 91710-5730, Alorica Inc.
PDQ Sign Up Svc., 1511
N Lassen Ave , Ontario, CA
91764-1443, Frank Masuda
PJ's Video & Custom
Awards, 328 S D St , PerriS, CA 92570 2133, PatriCia
J1menez
P M C Mortgage, 8300 Utica Ave., #3001 , Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-3879,
Lisa PhillipS
P M Smoke Shop, 1485 S.
San Jacinto Ave. , San Jacinto, CA 92583-51 05, Rasm1
Hassanm
P R F Devices, 1757 Fairmont Dr., Corona, CA
92882-4522, Robert Cammarato
Pacific Medical Distribution, 11859 Mount Harvard
Ct. , Alta Lorna, CA 917377915, Scott Henkels

Pacific Medical Supply,
1128 E 6th St., Ste. 4, Corona, CA 92879-1698, Fidelis
Ekong
Pacific Rim Marketing,
72551 Sundown Ln, Palm
Desert, CA 92260-6533,
Stephen Kaster
Pacifictmc, 1030 N Mountain Ave. , #400, Ontano, CA
91762-2114, Tom Andros
Pago Roofing, 1021 E
Granada Ct., Ontario, CA
91764-3521 , Paulo Veliz
Palm Drug & Medical Supplies, 3623 Highland Ave.,
Highland, CA 92346-2635,
Palm Drug Inc.
Palm Springs Film Noir
Festival, 100 S. Sunrise
Way, #506, Palm Springs,
CA 92262-6737, Lon Craig
Prater
Palms Enterprises, 13942
San Antonio Ave., Chino, CA
91710-7429,
Papa Carpinos, 14507
Palmdale Rd., Knstin
Carp1no, VictoMIIe, CA
92392-2744, Carlos Mendiola

ColJling Soon

•Is yow compa•y •• OUR lilt? It
slloeld be!! lfyottllll.tyowco.puy
quliiiH to be t.chllkcl •• uy of tile
October lists aiiCI )'M luln HI recrivtd
a slalple ~ulft l'roaa Illltuwl E,..
p;n Busilteu }oaneol, pleue CMtllct!

(909) 484-9765

SPACE RESERVATION

DEADLINE
Sept. 20

For infonnation call:
(909) 484-9765 ext. 26
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Papilllons Home & Holiday Designs, 1303 Via
Santiago Apt. D , Corona,
CA 92882-3828, Kimberly
Hen docks
Paradigm Recovery,
18720 Van Buren Blvd .,
R1vers1de, CA 92508-9112,
Gregory Medina
Paradise Landscape
Maintenance, 6831 Woodmere Dr., Riverside, CA
92509-0738, Edward Ortega
Parts41ess, 1304 Jeffrey
Way, San Bernardino, CA
92407-2902, Paul Oey
Party Land of San
Bernardino, 1650 S. E St. ,
#3, San Bernardino, CA
92408-2752, Thomas
Moody
Pass Trans Uvestock,
3227 Everlee Ct., Riverside,
CA 92509-1412, Steven
Passalaqua
Passion For Beauty,
12188 Central Ave., #609,
Ch1no, CA 91710-2420,
Kevin Brennan
Pathology Business Svc.,
18300 U.S. Highway 18,
Apple Valley, CA 923072206, APC Management
Co.
Patio & Spa, 45854 Paseo
Gallante, Temecula, CA
92592-1245, Shaun Hanson
Pat's Fashions, 35218 Fir
Ave., Spc 23, Yucaipa, CA
92399-3011, Patricia Ingram
Pau D Arco.Com, 40701
Ortega Hwy, Lake Elsinore,
CA 92530-6515, Roger De
Long
Paul's Carpet & Upholatery Care, 39589 Firethom
Ct., Murrieta, CA 925635409, Paul Hinkston
Paul's Select, 2280 Gail
Dr., Riverside, CA 925091546,Pau1Bernardo
Payday Today, P.O. Box
26025, San Bernardino, CA
92406-0725, Mark Ward
Pcfaclllty Com, 1442 E
Deerfield St., Ontario, CA
91761-7134, Gregg Tisor
Peeklnvestlgations,2460
San Mateo Dr., Upland, CA
91784-1145, Mary Bohse
Peppers Panache Events,
2533 Grambling Way, Riverside, CA 92507-6970,
Courtney Pepper
Performance Landacaf>'
lng Maintenance, 11575
Countryside Dr., Fontana, CA
92337-7603, Nalani Bryer
Performance Plumbing &
Rooter, 22090 Tanager St.,
Grand Terrace, CA 92313-

5827, Jeffrey Larson

Performance Zone, G915
Sp1nel Ave., Alta Lorna, CA
91701-4808, Walter Wells
Peytronic Wire & Cable
Co., 2293 Aven1da Las
Ramblas, Chino Hills, CA
91709-1363, M1ng Choi
Phantom Enterprises,
65118 San Jacinto LA'., Ste.
3, Desert Hot Spnngs, CA
92240-5007, Teresa Romleski
Phillips Flooring Designs,
17011 Canyon Creek C1r.,
Rivers1de, CA 92503-6557,
David Phillips
Photomagic, 1 068 Raven
Rd ., San Jac1nto, CA
92583-4857, Matt Hixson
Pictured It Framed, 16749
Kettenburg Ln., Moreno Valley, CA 92551 -7409, Brian
Sones
Piece It Together Associates, 37558 County Une
Rd., Yuca1pa, CA 923999696, Unda Jara
Pilipino Enquirer, 32779
Freesia Way, Temecula, CA
92592-3412, D1na Ignacio
Pillar's Financial Svc. #31,
29043 Stoneridge Ter, Lake
Elsinore, CA 92530-1753,
Lrna Gambrto
Pinatas Market, 35380
Date Palm Dr., Cathedral
City, CA 92234-7035, Rosa
Polanco
Plan B Events, 13358
Knollwood Dr., Corona, CA
92883-8987, Bettina Hiniker
Plant Avenue, 10275 E.
Riverside Dr., Ontario, CA
91761-7814, Humberto
Plascencia
Plaster Packaging Group,
1941 0 Alexander St, Perris,
CA 92570-9379, Jennifer
Lopez
Plateau Communications,
4505 Allstate Dr., Ste. 7,
Riverside, CA92501-1742,
John Jackson
Platinum Funding Group,
22617 U.S. Highway 18, Appie valley, CA 92307-4342,
Mountain West Financial Inc.
Polly's Treasures, 1688
Vasili Ln., Beaumont, CA
92223-4789, Paula Flowges
Polyrecycllng, 45700 Classic Way, Temecula, CA
92592-6015, Arthur MeMullin
Pomona Valley Kawasaki
KTM Tlgershark, 1170 W.
Holt Blvd., Ontario, CA
91762-3636, Pomona Valley
Kawaski Inc.
Power Generation Con.ultlng, 3175 Montelena
Ct., Chino Hills, CA 917094266, Douglas Harsany

Poweride, 1520 Commerce
St., Ste. C, Corona, CA
92880-1766, David Boultwood
Powersource, 346 S. I St. ,
Ste. 7, San Bernardino, CA
9241 0-2443, Charles
Sanchez
Praise Publishing, P.O.
Box 906, Adelanto, CA
92301 -0906, Joann Crawford
PRO & Associates, 15111
Pipeline Ave., Spc. 220,
Chino Hills, CA 91709-2647,
Patricia Donath
Precast Repair, 5494 Morgan St. , Ontario, CA 917624631 , Delfie Cano
Precision Specialties Co.,
9370 7th St., Ste. F, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 917305667, Rick Tillery
Preferred Mortgage
Group, 90 W. Grand Blvd.,
Ste. 105A, Corona, CA
92882-2049, Carlos Ortiz
Premier Printing lmpressions, 10929 Wilderness
Dr., Alta Lorna, CA 917376753, Randall Babineau
Premier Realty, 215 N. D
St., Ste. 200, San Bernardino, CA 92401 -1732, Otis
Jones
Premium Solutions, 10744
Breezy Meadow Dr.,
Moreno Valley, CA 925573817, Jeffrey Gillies
Prime Builders, 16596 Citrus View Cir. , Riverside, CA
92504-5819, Bernardt Brenner
Prime Insurance & lnsurance Billing Svc., 750 S.
Uncoln Ave., Ste. 104,
Corona, CA 92882-3136,
Charles Tamayo
Prime Time Day Care,
12509 Ross Ave., Chino,
CA 91710-3652, Tonya
Glenn
Primemaster Online, 1264
S. Waterman Ave. Ste. 5,
San Bernardino, CA 924082842, Sophea Hun
Primemed Pharmacy AI>
pie Valley, 18182 U.S.
Highway 18, Ste. 107, Appie Valley, CA 92307-2200,
Primemed Pharmacy Svc.
Inc.
Primetec AC, 9211 ~lmond
St., Alta Lorna, CA 917371503, Akimi Onyems
Print House Studio, 15560
Lucia Ln., Moreno Valley,
CA92551-2905, TOXI DIXOn
Printech Equipment, P.O.
Box 824, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-0824,
Roberto Silva

Priority Transcription,
6309 Narcissus Ln., Chino
Hills, CA 91709-4529,
Judyth Headley
Prisma Creative Group,
12835 1Oth St. Apt. 11 , Chino, CA 91710-4264, Daniel
Lopez
Pro Bore Underground,
1124 Bridgeport Rd., Corona, CA 92882-5848, Mike
Selvaggio
Pro Circuit Electric, 41260
Calle De Maya, Temecula,
CA 92592-9008, Scott
Johnson
Pro Tap of California, 9388
Foothill Blvd., #B, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 917303544, Charles Newness
Produce Tree, 1332 N.
Mount Vernon Ave. , Colton,
CA 92324-2504, Connie
Reece
Professional Rehab Svc.,
790 Via Lata, #250, Colton,
CA 92324-3913, Marcelo
Tecera
Professional Resource
Network, 25448 Blackthorne Dr., Murrieta, CA
92563-5330, Christelle Pederson
Proficient Travel, 14726
Ramona Ave., Ste. 104,
Chino, CA 91710-5730,
Yeon Colt
Progreso Realty, 8910 Juniper Ave., Fontana, CA
92335-4678, Elder CasasoIa
Progressive Medical Suf>'
plies, 8725 Pine Crest Pl.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-4653, Samuel Addo
Jr.
Progressive Mortgage
Group, P.O. Box 162, Alta
Lorna, CA 91701 -0162, CK
Investment Group
Project Implementation
Consultants, 14967 Mt
Palomar Ln., Fontana, CA
92336-5301, Donald Pruyn
Promiscuous, 15498 VillabaRd., Fontana, CA923370901 , Amanda Golden
Promotion Enterprises,
9440 Corral St. , Riverside,
CA 92509-4916, Michael
Johnston
Proud Smile Dentistry,
12411 Central Ave., Chino,
CA 9171 0-2604, Bruce
Phung
Psyco Deslgnz, 1421 Norwood Ct., Upland, CA
91786-4344, Kevin Frfe
Publlcacionea Amor,
11463 Doverwood Dr.,
Riverside, CA 92505-3200,
Jose Valenzuela

Puerto Nuevo Restaurant,
1438 W. 6th St., Corona,
CA 92882-3034, Doroted
De Haro
Pukka, 6760 Central Ave.,
#B, Riverside, CA 925041420, Victoria Tran
Pure Drinking Water Maker, 397 W. Highland Ave.,
San Bernardino, CA 924054028, Theang Khiv
Purswitch Co., 5110
Genevieve St., San
Bernardino, CA 924073212, Arthur Florez
Q C N D, 9608 Primrose
Dr. , Riverside, CA 925034277, Devin Price
Qual Tech, 5876 Crown
Dr., Mira Lorna, CA 917523021 , Stacy Sanchez
Quality Collision Center,
14510 Boyle Ave., Fontana,
CA 92337-7110, Wendy
Barrios
Quality Investments & Information, 24705 Brodiaea
Ave., Moreno Valley, CA
92553-5801 , Keith Wooten
Quality Process Svc.,
6147 Aubrey Pl., San
Bernardino, CA 924072243, Moses Ramirez
Quality Tires & Svc., 2741 5
Jefferson Ave., Temecula,
CA 92590-2602, Jack Kitt
Quality Wortd Gifts, 1975
N. Via Miraleste, Unit 1215,
Palm Springs, CA 922623167, Christina Siracusa
Quest Inspection Svc.,
7114 Devon Ave., Highland,
CA 92346-5040, Darrell Bell
R & B Registration Svc.,
3971 Redondo St., Riverside, CA92505-3027, Raul
Macias Jr.
R & B Trucking, 12649
Waverly Ave., Lucerne Valley, CA 92356-8237, Raymond Murdick
R & D Trucking, 4511 Lone
Trl., Riverside, CA 925097131, Ronald Atkins
R & J Transport, 27236 3rd
St., #A, Highland, CA
92346-4203, Rabih Saleh
R & M Construction,
10574 Braceo St., Hesperia,
CA 92345-0212, Renick
Harmon
R & R Satellite, 31452 Marbeth Rd., Yucaipa, CA
92399-1511, Richard Hagy
RAC Concrete Pumping,
5497 Choctaw Ct., Chino,
CA 91710-1993, Richard
Christy
R B Advertising, 22884
San Joaquin Dr. E, Canyon
Lake, CA 92587-7830,
Richard Brace

R B Construction, 14016
Santa Ana Ave., Fontana,
CA 92337-7035 , Rene Boggio Corp.
R B's PC Svc., 15410 Pohez Rd., Apple Valley, CA
92307-4635, Roy Bolinger
R C Equipment, 11375
Smith Ad Phelan, CA
92371-7441, Buddy Bray
R C Lawn Svc., 440 E
Nicole Ct., Upland, CA
91784-1627, Michael
Cusumano
R D Construction, 35181
Acacia Ave., Yucaipa, CA
92399-3819, Ray Delbeck
R E B Limited Partnership,
40585 Twin Springs Rd .,
Hemet, CA 92544-8126,
Richard Badura
R F C Svc., 8353 Leucite
Ave., Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730-4041, Ronald
Franklin
R J L Express, P.O. Box
3937, Fontana, CA 923343937, Jorge Janes
R K Investments, 10675 E
Ave. Ste. 1, Hesperia, CA
92345-5120, Kevin
Kritzberger
R L C A Development, 1606
Hamner Ave., Norco, CA
92860-2941 , Charlton Allen
R N D Construction, 27675
Mapes Rd. , Romoland , CA
92585-9748, Randy
MacArthur
R S Crow Equipment,
21300 River Rd., Perris, CA
92570-8390, Mark Vona
R S Precious Antiques,
15634 6th St. , VictoNille, CA
92392-3211, Ralph Bravot
Raahauges Marble & Granlte, 119 N. Maple St. Ste. G,
Corona, CA 92880-1794,
Chris Raahauge
Radgad Supplies, 34560
Orange St., Wildomar, CA
92~5-8944, Richard Donovan

Radiant Life Products,
32194 Via Benabarre,
Temecula, CA 92592-1039,
Michelle Aubel
Railroad Canyon Real Estate Co., 22851 Wind Song
Pl., Canyon Lake, CA
92587-7909, Ronald Gall
Raintree Garden Apartments, 18125 Bellflower St
Adelanto CA 92301-1884,
Nola Skyler Trustee of
Skyler Uving Trust
Ralph's Auto Care, 23930
Sunnymead Blvd., #A ,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553·3067, James Brown
Ram Rooter Sewer & Drain
Cleaning Svc., P.O. Box
400763, Hesperia , CA
92340-0763, Gerald Sorci
Ramos Construction,
17725 Foothill Blvd., Spc.
13, Fontana, CA 923353794, David Ramos
Ramrod Flatbed Trucking
Co., 15430 Cajon St., Hesperia, CA 92345-3008,
William Lester
Ramzis Uquor, 27315 Jetferson Ave., Ste. E, TemecuIa, CA 92590-5609, Ghazi
Nasser
Rancho Car Wash, 27378
Jefferson Ave., Temecula,
CA 92590-5600, Kirk Kuzmank
Rancho Cleaners, 198 E
Base Line Rd ., Rialto, CA
92376-3607, Michael Angel
Rancho Cucamonga Carpet Vinyl, 8768 Archibald
Ave., Ste. 1, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4'367,
Danny McClain
Rancho Cucamor~ga Solar
Screens, 11636 Mount
Rainier Ct., Alta Lorna, CA
91737-6503, Keith Wagner
Rancho Grande Mexican
Food, 27911 Jefferson Ave.,
Ste. 101, Te· necula, CA
92590-661 "' , Juse Barajas
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Rancho International Ministries, 9477 Archibald Ave.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
91730-5709 , Rancho Christ1an Center Inc.
Rancho Lorna Realty, 195
Down1ng Dr. Rialto, CA
92377-4209, John Vernon
Rancho Mobility, P 0 Box
74, Rancho Cucamonga CA
91729-0074, Paul Paramo
Rapidworks International,
15 180 Wright Ct., Fontana,
CA 92336-4160, Wmston
Harns
Raving Fan Painting Co.,
2 178 N . Sycamore Ave., Rialto, CA 92377-4704, John
Bowden
Rawhide Trading, 24896
Tigris Ln., Hemet, CA
92544-9100, Wesley Henderson
Rays Barber Salon, 3160
N. ESt., San Bernardino,
CA 92405-2616, Ray Fuerte
RB Trucking, 3488 Artesian
St. , Riverside, CA 9250341 08, Jesus Robles
Re Max A Team Professionals, 3400 La Sierra
Ave., Riverside, CA 925035211 , Sheryl Drake
Re Max Legends, P.O . Box
129, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91729-0129, Dan Griffith
Ready Set Grow, 8721
Rosebay Ct. , Riverside, CA
92508-3019, Arleen Sylvia
Real Estate 4 Rent, 31263
Hanover Ln., Menifee, CA
92584-8712, Lonnie Falkenhagen
Real World Industries,
3077 Prado Ln., Colton, CA
92324-9519, Dean Kent
Realsightlngs, 3981 0 Braewood Ct. , Murrieta, CA
92563-5556, Carol Edgcomb
Realty One, 1451 Rimpau
Ave., Ste. 214, Corona, CA
92879-7522, Scott Gordin

Recruitech, 12026 Riverhill
Pl., Riverside , CA 925034963 , John Dymand
Red Tape Remedy, P.O .
Box 1305, B1g Bear C1ty, CA
92386-1 305, Carol Z1mmerman Trustee Willowman
Trust
Redlands Properties. 411
W State St Redlands. CA
92373-4647, Mozafar Be
hzad
Reds Polishing, 5253 El
Cernto Dr., R1vers1de, CA
92507-0228, Devm Seaver
Regal Cleaners, 140 S.
Sunr1se Way, Palm Springs,
CA 92262-6737, Ho Cha
Regeneration Cycle, 24841
State Highway 74 , Perris,
CA 92570-7539, Jennette
Corrado
Reloader Innovations, P.O.
Box 4351 , Blue Jay, CA
92317-4351 , Donald Marquis Sr.
Remax Casa & Estates,
8285 Sierra Ave., Ste. 106,
Fontana, CA 92335-3550,
Luis Alaniz
Remax Legends, P.O. Box
129, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91729-0129, Inland Empire Real Estate Solutions
Inc.
Reminisce Productions,
31300 Casino Dr., #2551,
Lake Elsinore, CA 925304515, Charles Swartz
Remy Export Import Co.,
11664 Doverwood Dr., Riverside, CA 92505-3217, Remy
Nunez
Res Qz U Harnesses, P.O .
Box 132132, Big Bear Lake,
CA 92315-8985, Ronald
Derby
Rescue Bail Bonds, 2007
Diners Ct., San Bernardino,
CA 92408-3309, James Vick

Restoration Community
Church of The Inland, 126
Acacia Glen Dr. , Riverside,
CA 92506-6202, Frank
Philli ps
Reuben's Carpet & Window Care, 1361 N. 6th St.,
Colton, CA 92324-1401,
Reuben Shaw
Revcom Associates, 103
W Citron St., Corona, CA
92882-4816, David Naylor
Revelation Boarding,
17459 Fairfax St., Fontana,
CA 92336-27 47, Erick
Carrillo
Revelation Tuning, 8990
19th St. , Alta Lorna, CA
91701 -4601, Shawn
Schwartz
Revival Construction,
3206 Vance St. , Riverside,
CA 92504-4032, Frank
Doscher Jr.
Revolutionwebdeslgn
Com, 26170 Wallack Pl.,
Lorna Unda, CA 923544144,Aaron Muth
Ricks Custom Painting,
549 N . D St., Apt. 19, Perris,
CA 92570-1948, Richard
Schweitzer
Ricks Foreign & Domestic
Auto Parts, 2225 Le
Grande Dr., Hemet, CA
92544-3248, Richard
Hochberg
Riggs Office Svc., 18553
Bourbon St., Lake Elsinore,
CA 92532-2132, Veronica
Riggs
Right Touch Janitorial
Svc., 13341 Rancherjas Rd.,
Apple Valley, CA 923086489, Casey Roberts
Riverside Aowers By G 8,
6507 Brockton Ave., Riverside, CA 92506-2036, Patricia Cox
Riverside VInyl Repair,
6890 Karen Ln., Riverside,
CA 92509-1533, Brian Smith

Paint it New

friendly spirits who are still around to

provides leading vendor specials of the

one of their special happenings, for

smell the paint. " I laughed, and

best brands of paint: no long lines, and

Paulson's provides lunch on their

continued from page 42

thought she looked preny pirited her-

prices that compete with the "Giants."

"Hot Dog Friday" from 11 a.m. to 2

Another tradition of interest is

p .m., when all customers are invited

self waving that paintbrush around.
ors, and he let me pay for the paint.

When discussing the business in

when EVR-GARD owns a business,

The store seemed bigger then, but the

general , Teri and Mendy mentioned

there will be no other EVR-GARD

friendly service is the same."
When I asked Teri about her ex-

that painting contractors are a plus for

stores in the area. Paul on's in Hes-

the business, but Paulson 's welcomes

peria is a new member of that pro-

perience with the store, she com-

all who want paint for even the small-

tected family. I found throughout my

mented, "A<; a teenager I worked here

est job. My observation, after I

day with them, that the family-orient-

for the original owner. It makes me

checked the big stores out, wa-; that al-

ed atmosphere makes the customer

feel good to be back with those

though Paulson's is a 'Small store, it

want to stay a while . I even got

tn

on

to "lunch with the bunch!"

Paulson Paints Inc. is located at 11420
I A\·e . in Hesperia ; phone: 760-9494288. EVR-GARD Coatings welcomes
new distributors. Visit the company's
Web site at wwwe\'r-gard.com.
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BANKRUPTCIES
David Dwayne Allen Sr., Paula
Elaine ADen, fdba Allen Development Co., 6216 Rustic Lane,
Riverside; debts: $217,147, assets: $153,581; O!apter 7.

and Spa upply, fdba Rip Tide
Pool Service, dba Rip Tide
Pools, 750 Colorado Dnve,
Hemet; debts: $294,136, assets:
$164, 157; Chapter 7.

Arturo Arroyo, Michelle Troy
Arroyo, aka 1\iicbeUe Troy Etu,
aka Michelle Troy Hunter, dba
MJcbelle's <leaning, 1400 I Live
Oak St., Hesperia; debts:
$122,941, assets: $91 ,225; O!apter 7.

Robert W. Graf, aka Bob Graf,
dba Certified Building Inspection Consultant, 2142 S.
Madrona Drive, Palm Springs;
debts: $489,562, assets: $11,075;
O!apter 7.

Randall Scott Arvizu, Jutta
Katbarina Arvizu, aka Jutta
Katbarina Williams., fdba Mira
Lorna Coin, 11054 Sky Country
Drive, Mtra Lorna; debts:
$725,247, assets: $197,790;
O!apcer 7.

LaJTy Balicki, Rita M. Balicki,
dba Collector's Den, 12365 Kellogg Ave., Chino; debts:
$293,392, assets: $233,411;
Chapter 7.
Kelllldh H. Brady, dba K & B
Storage, 22356 Sequoia Circle,
Wildomar; debts: $427,670, assets: $314,313, O!apter 7.
David Braga, faw Golden

Coast Saw Dust, Product Inc.,
faw DB Equipment Inc., 7643
Hall, Corona; debts: $310,958,
assets: $1,225; O!apter 7.
Jeffrey D. Brooker, fdba Courtmaster Tennis Court Specialties, 895 Arqutlla Road, Palm
Springs; debts: $365,575, assets:
$14,399; O!apter 7.

Marla T. Buffington, dba Land
Max Development, 27817
Spring Meadow Court, Sun City;
debts: $249, I H6, assets: $2A2,641;
O!apter;r.
Castle Hardware Co., Inc.,
2078 N. Euclid. Ave., Upland;
debts, assets schedule not available; Otapter 7
Richard James Clarke, Catherine Joanne Clarke, dba R & D
Window Fashions, 1419 White
Holly Drive, Corona; debts:
$304,359, assets: $250,325;
Otapter 7.
Cornerstone Executive ~n
agement, LLC, dba ASAP
Medical BiJJing Services, dba
PayroU One, dba Cornerstone
Resource Management, 222 N.
Mountain Ave., Suite 104, Upland; deblo;: $406,847, assets: SO;
O!apter 7.
Kenneth A. Foster, Sherry A.
Foster, fdba Calif. Cleaning
and Restoration, fdba Steam
Carpet Cleaning, 23862 Rowe
Drive, Moreno Valley; debts, assets schedule not available; Cbap-

r.r7.
Bany Mark C.tes, . . BluTy
M- Gates, fdba RJp 11de Pool

You ARE
Dorothy I. Leach, aka Dorothy
Ivy Leach, fdba Respiratory
Service Company, 2686 W. Mtll
St., #70, San &:rnardino; debts:
$85,619, assets: $17 ,672; Chapter 7.
Christine McNair, faw Rubio's
Cocina Mexicana Inc., 4723 El
Molino Ave., Riverside; debts:
$188,109, assets: $123,975;
Chapter 7.

Max D. Gucilatar, aka Max
Mindro D. Gucilatar, Desiree
De Luzuriaga, dba Desiree's
Guest Home, 1772 Gould St.,
Lorna Linda; debts: $233,768,
assets: $170,180; Chapter 13.

James Thomas Metzler, aka
Jim Metzler, aka James T. Metzler, dba JM Design, 7271 Santa Barbara Court, Fontana; debl'i:
$48,049, assets: $9,060; Chapter
7.

Primitivo Gutierrez, America
R . Gutierrez, aka America
Rosaldina Gutierrez, fdba Angel's Professional Cleaning,
2582 W. Cardamon St., San
Bernardino, debts: $201,560, assets: $110,235; O!apter 7.

Hidekazu Morooka, aka Roy
Sasaki, Miwa Sasaki, faw
Stella Technology Inc., fdba
Denise Coachworks, 24545
Via Primera, Murrieta; debts:
$713,949, assets: $248,CXX>; Chapter 7.

Raymond Errol Herndon, dba
At East Livft dba Phoenix
Flight Paralegal Services, 128
W. Valencia St., Rtallo; debts:
$126,953, assets: $144,515;
O!apter 13.

Natalie L. Pierce, dba Body
and Sole, 6450 Riverside Ave.,
Riverside; debts: $130,243, assets: $160,800; Chapter 13.

Bill Isa, Suzie E. lsa, fdba
All Thne and faw lsa Thne
and Lube Inc., 41770 Margarita Road, Apt. 1020, Temecula;
debts: $523,486, assel'>: $33,350;
Chapter 7.
R.M. Janny Enterprises Inc.,
dba Montessori Children's
House, 10493 Magnolia Ave.,
Riverstde; debts: $16,000, assets:
SO; O!apter 7.
Brian Keith, Stacie A. Keith,
dba Keith Family Day Care,
20270 Otoe Road, #I, Apple Valley; debts: $108,513, assets:
$84,407; O!apter 7.

David Popal, dba Mountain
View Plumbing, I 09 Tonemolinos, Rancho Mirage; debts:
$50,197, assets: $19,189; Chapter 7.
Robert Allen Rose, Carol Sue
Rose, fdba BR Convention Services, aka BRCS, 16081 Tude
Road, Apple Valley; debts:
$164,114, assets: $178,891;
Chapter 7-.

Donald Webster Sharon, aka

David Shepard Jr., Madeline
Shepard, dba Your Assistant
Paralegal Support Service,
10292 Via Apolina, Moreno Valley; debts: $55,90 I, assets:
$24,578; Chapter 7.

Archie Lee Lampley, aka
Archie L. Lampley, Helen
Francis Lampley, aka Helen F.
Lampley, dba True Transportation, 11570 Ponderosa Dnve, Fontana, debts, a'iset'i schedule not avatlable; O!apter 13.

Melvin F. Sorrell, aka M.
Franklin Sorrell, Marilynne A.
Campbell, fdba P.M. Solutions,
41469 Magnolia St., Murrieta;
$249,X26,
assets:
debts:
$206,291; Chapter 7

Marla De Lourdes AJmuina,
Brian Le, aka Doug Anh Le,
Maria Le, aka Lucy's Beauty
Salon, 1177 Bayfield Drive,
Corona; debts: $178,164, assets:

$152,761; O!apter 7.

yard Ave .. #100, Rancho Cucamonga; debts, assel'> schedule not
available; Chaper 7.
Sheila
Walder,
Clarence
Walder, dba C. Heritage Auto
Sales, 6784 Beechcraft Ave.,
Fontana; debts: $820,192, assets:
$418,439; Chapter 7.
Manuel Aguirree, Elida Aguirree, dba Manuel's Rustic
Fence, 1220 Opal, Mentone;
debts: $150,956.14, assets:
$123,000; Chapter 7.
F1orence M . Baker, dba Chatter Box Antiques, 1086 Maple
Ave.,
Beaumont;
debts:
$240,238.04, assets: $184,220;
Chapter 7.
Austin Robert Belshay, Thresa
Ann Belshay, fdba Aerial Specialist, 51 Greenbriar Crt. Redlands debts, assets schedule not
available; Chapter 7.
John W. Cook, aka John Wallace Cook, Susan F. Cook, aka
Susan Faye Cook, fdba The
Ritz Salon, 3624 N. Arrowhead
Ave., San Bernardino; debts:
$182,391, assets: $143,640;
Chapter 7.
Kenneth E. Hartman, aka
Kenneth Hartman, aka K. H.,
dba KH Networking Communications, 11475 Central Ave.
#19, Chino; debts: $51,175.82,
assets: $36,549.59; Chapter 7.
Allen M. Johnson, aka Allen
Marion Johnson, Cyrilene A.
Johnson,
aka
Cyrilene
Adorothy Johnson, aka Cyri-

lene Dorothy Johnson, faw
Electra Craft Queens Corp.,
1764 Buckeye St., Highland;
debts:
$276, I02,
assets:
$176,501; Chapte r 7.
Edward D. l...enarth, dba Cali·
fornia Toys, 32840 Bryant St.,
Wildomar; debts, assets schedule
not available; Chapter 13.

San Jacinto Sea Landing Inc.,
dba Tony's Sea Landing, 400
E. Esplanade Ave., San Jacinto;
debts: S I ,924,965.24, assets:
$1,418,000; Chapter 7.
Bernard Toplitzky, fdba Source
Electronics International, 298
Desert Falls Drive East, Palm
Desert; debts: $110,083.38, assets: $274,598.50; Chapter 13.
Michael Anthony Vines, dba
Creative Landscape, 69-155 Dinah Shore Drive #17, Cathedral
City; debts: $42,455, assets:
$1,385; Chapter 7.

David Blane Stone, Shawn
Patrice Stone, dba Reliable
Floor Covering, 2057 Yucateca
St., Perris, debts: $189,358, asset'>: $152,712; Chapter 7.
Unda Lee Thompson, dba
Timeles.~ Originals, 8505 Arlington Ave., #I , Riverstdc; debt<;:
$58,3651, a<;sets: $20,605; Chapter 7.
Josephine F. Valdez, dba MJ
Thmspor1 Group, 167 N. Vine-
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Yes, I want to subscribe to the Inland Empire Business Journal
0 One year $24 annual subscription
0Two years $48 subscription, plus complimentary
0 2000 Book of Usts resource publicatton

2000 Book of Usts only $30 + $2.50 shipping & handling
Please send information about advertising in the 2000 Book of
Lists

• SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
Breaking news about our business communtty, from openings to expansions.
With our new tax licenses, 10corporations and calendar of events, you have the
news to manage your business. Our special reports keep readers up-to-date about

City/State._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Zip._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone#_______________________________________

changes in thetr industries. Don't miss an

i~sue,

subscribe today! Includes the

2000 Book of L1sts.

• TOP LIST SOFTWARE

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL, (909) 484-9765
8560 Vineyard Ave., Ste. 306;
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730·4352,
Fax (909) 391-3160

Top List software allows you to write letters, print labels, print follow-up reports
and sort data. It puts you in touch with information you need to know. Easy to
order. For fastest service, www.toplist.com or call (909) 484-9765.

• GOT A TIP?
If you hear of something happening in the Inland Empire business community,
give u~ a call at (909) 484-9765.

Subscribe Now. (909) 484-9765 Ext. 27
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David Jonathan Pine, Jeannine
Margaret Pine, dba Pineco,
47265 Rancho View Drive,
Temecula; debts: $174,059.51,
assets: $185,600; Chapter 7.
Kirk Allen Matthews, Kristine
JoAnne Matthews, aka Kirk
Trucking, 9562 Grapefruit, Hesperia; debts: $193,304.28, assets:
$1 I, 118; Chapter 7.

WHAT

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Kimberly J. Pfetsch, fdba
Mountain View Feed and
Ranch Market, 44624 Demmiel, Newberry Springs; debts:
$59,200, assets: $30, 125; Chapter 7.

Donald Webster Sharon Jr.,
Maria Elmlbeth Sharon, fdba
Gallery of Antiques, Books and
Collectibles, 1944 Willow Dnve,
Running Spnng.., debt\: $59-+,847,
asset'>: $12,700; Cllaper 7.

Valgeoe Kreutzer, Marla Vktoria Kreutzer, dba Valgene
Kreutzer General Contractor,
32663 Tucker Road, Menifee;
$258,226,
assets:
debts:
$228,060; Chapter 7.

Charles L. Lapack, Cheryl V.
Lapack, aw CV Hutton Inc.,
18135 Shaddy Stele Lane, Riverside; debts: $554,543, assets:
$345,718; Chapter 7.
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classified advertis10g call Mttch Huffman at (909) 484-9765 ext. 26.

• BACK ISSUES AND REPRINTS

I

For addittonal copies, past Top 25 lists, or articles, gtve us a call. Has your business been featured 10 the Busines.\ Journal? ReprinL~ make a great marketing tool.
Call the Inland Emp1re Bus10ess Journal at (909) 484-9765 ext. 20 or ext. 27.
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EXECUTIVE Tll.'\tiE OUT

01

11

James Melton Ph.D. wiJI
speak on "CHAU..ENGE
YOUR LIMITS" at the
PWR Desert Rising Start IGckoff
Luncheon at the Mission Hills Country Club on Dinah Shore Dr. in Rancho Mirage. Social hour begins at 11
a.m.; lunch noon. Cost is $20 for
PWR/NAFE members and $25,
guests.

12

Sponsored by the Palm
Spring Chapter of the
Service Corps of Retired
Executives (SCORE) Association,
this is an opportunity to " Be Your
Own Boss." This workshop will be
conducted on Wed., Sept. 12 at 650
E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite D in
Palm Springs, from 9 a.m.-noon. The
fee is $20. Call (760) 320-6682 for
more information or to register.

13

The Ontario Chamber
of Commerce's Latino
Busines..c; Council Committee and host, PFF Bank & Trust
will hold the 2nd Annual Latino Busines..c; Council Mixer at PFF Bank &
Trust at 333 No. Euclid Ave., to celebrate Mexican Independence Day on
Sept. 13, from 5:30-7:30 P.M .

19

Through Nov. 21, 2001,
a workshop- "Entrepreneurship: How to
Start and Run Your Own Business"
will be held in Riverside at the UCR
Extension Center, 1200 University
Avenue, Wednesdays, from 6-9 p.m.
Fee: $190. For information, contact
UCR Extension at (909) 787-4105 or
toll-free (800) 442-4990.

20

Documenting Employee Discipline and Performance a t the River-

side UCR Extension Center, 1200
University Avenue, from 9 a.m.-4
p .m. Fee: $125. For information con-

tact UCR Extension at (909) 7874105 or toll-free (800) 442-4990.

25

The Resource Center
for Nonprofit Management, in partnership
with the California Wellnes..c; Foundation, is presenting a workshop of special training where nonprofit staff will
learn about the California Wellnes..<;
Foundation and its mission to improve the health of the people of California. It will be held on Tues., Sept.
25, from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. Refreshments will be served. This FREE
event will be held at the California
Baptist University/San Bernardino
Extension 1325 Auto Plaza Drive,
Suite 140 San Bernardino. Phone:

r--------------------------------,

l REGULARLY ~CHEDULED EVENT~
I

:MONDAY
•

•

(909) 686~2890.

Business Builders of Rancho Cucamonga, weekly, 7 a.m. al Socorro's
Mex1can Restaurant, 10276 Foothill
Blvd .• Rancho Cucamonga. Membership: $25. Contact: Dawn Grey,
(909) 484-5244; Shirley Patrick,
(909) 625-2386.
Personal Break Through/ Networking, weekly, 7 a.m. at 7385
Carnelian St., Rancho Cucamonga.
The club meets to discuss maximizing busmess and personal leverage, Contact: Warren Hawkins,
(909) 626-2681 or (909) 5 17-0220
(pager).

•

•

•

TUESDAY

OCfOBER

•

4

"Delegation Skills in Principle and Practice" in Riverside at the UCR Exteru ion
Center, 1200 University Avenue,
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m . Fee: $125. For information contact the UCR Extension
at (909) 787-4105 o r toll-free (800)

•

442-4990.
•

18

Metropolitan Water Dis. trict, one of the largest
suppliers of treated drinking water in the nation, invites Southland s mall business owners to attend
a free morning work..shop on how to
complete for its business in a variety
of area-; related to water delivery.
Metropolitan hopes to spur rei nvestment efforts by e ncouraging contracting o pportunities for reg•onal,
small and econom1cally disadvantaged businesses. Thurs., Oct. 18,
8 :30-11:30 a.m., Metropolitan Water
District headquarters, 700 N_orth
Alameda Street, Los Angeles. Space
is limited so please call (213) 217-

Business Network International, Inland V..lley Chapter, weekly, 7 to 8:30
a.m. at M1m1's Cafe, 10909 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga. Contact:
Michael Bailey, (909) 948-7650.

Ali La'isen 's Leads Club, Diamond
Ranch Chapter, breakfast meelmg
weekly, $8 for visitors, 7·15 - 8:30
a.m. at the D1amond Bar Coun1ry
Club, 22751 E. Golden Sprmgs Dr.,
Diamond Bar. Contact: Kim Gully
(909) 606-4423 or Leacb Club Regional Office: (800) 767-7337.

•

•

•
:
I
I
I

Bll\lnCS.\ Network International, Victor Valley Cbapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at
Marie Callenders, 12180 Manposa
Rd., Victorville. Visitors welcome.
Contact· Jo Wollard (760) 241- 1633.
Busmess Network International,
Chmo Valley Chapter, weekly, 7
a.m. at M1mi's Cafe, Spectrum
Markelplace, 3890 Grand Ave.,
Chmo. Contact: (909) 591-0992.
Busme~~ Network lnternawmal,
Rancho Cucamonga Chapter, weekIy, 7 a.m. at Plum Tree Restaurant,
1170 W. Foothill Blvd., Rancho Cu-

.

Toastmasters Club 6836, the Inland
Valley Earlybirds of Upland, weekly 6:45a.m. at Denny's, northwest
comer of Seventh Street and Mountain Avenue in Upland. Info: Nancy
Couch, (909) 621-4147.

1

The Instit ute of Manageme nt
Accountants Inland Empire Olapter,
the fourth Wednesday of the month,
6:30a.m. at the Mission Inn, 3649
Seventh St., R1verside. Contact: Ester Jamora (818) 305-7200 Ext. I06.
The Rancho Cucamonga Women 's
Olapter of Ali Lassen's Leads Club,
weekly, 7~15 a.m. at Mimi's Cafe,
370 N. Mountain Avenue. Info: Patricia Brookings, (909) 981-4159 or
(909) 594-5159.

TIIURSDAY
•

AI i L..as.o;en 's Leacb Club, Claremont
Chapler, weekly, 7:15 a.m at the
Claremonllnn, 555 W. Foothill Blvd.,
Claremont Contact: (909) 981-1720.
Regional office: (800) 767-7337.

WEDNESDAY

7249 to RSVP. Free.

Calendar events may be submitted through press releases, phone or e-mail.
MAIL: 8560 Vineyard Ave., Suite 3<Xi, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352
PHONE: ('m) 484-9765
E-MAIL: iebj@b~joumal.com

camonga. Contact: Michael Cunt:rty, (909) 467-9612.

•

Business Network International,
Victor Valley Cbapter, meet\ every
Thursday at 7 a.m. at the Ramada
Inn, Interstate 15 and Palmdale
Road in Viclorville. Vi~1tors are welcome. For more information, call
Rodney Sanders at (760) 953-7297.
Business Network International,
Corona Hills Chapter meets every
Thursday 7 a.m. to 8:30a.m. at the
Mimi 's Cafe located at 2230 Griffin
Way, Corona (#91 Fwy at McKinley). Visitors are always welcome.
lnfonnation: Laurie (909) 780-3176
or Wayne (909) 279-2870.

SUNDAY
•

Claremont M~ter Motivators Toastma.<;ters Club, weekly, 6 to 7:30p.m.
m the Jagels Building at Claremont
Graduate School, 165 E. IOth St.,
Claremont Contact: Chuck or Dolores Week, (909) 982-3430.

Also, the Corona Chapter or Ali
Lassen's Leads Club meets weekly at
7:15a.m. at Carrow's on Main St.
and · Rincon in Corona. Contact
Kathleen Moon at (909) 279-1133 or
the National Headquarters at: (800)
783-3761.

·--------------------------------

Another Look at Maui -A Fascinating Island
by Camille Bounds, travel editor

it straightens out to run through the
dry country beyond. There are markers to point out the historical and
points o f interest spots. Trust me this
is an unforgettable experience.

Moonlight follow a path fro m
the beach at Ka'anapali . A stop for a
dive at Molokini. The fresh smell of
eucalyptu while passing through
Makawao's ranch country. A huge,
stunning 20-foot-long whale suddenly breaches off Kihei. Ride a horse in
the Haleakala Crater. Explore the historical Hana coast. These are trea ures to re member and dream about.
This is Maui, the island that the natives call " no ka oi."

Go at least as far as Hana
The beauty of the drive and the
history of the town a nd the people
will fascinate and delight, and if you
are really adventurous, ask for directions 10 miles down the road to the
Seven Pools and the tiny Palapala
Ho'omau Congregational Church that
sits on a bluff over the sea -where
you will find in its small cemetery
facing the ocean - the grave of
Charles Lindbergh.

Isle of many facets
Maui, the most spiritual and
magical of the Hawaiian islands has
so many areas to discover that a minimum of a week should be set a ide
to explore the highlights of this fascinating land and while you are there,
stay in some of the most luxurious,
comfortable, service-oriented accommodations in the islands.

An award-winning gem
The Ka' anapali Ali ' i is an example of the ultimate in condominiums
featuring sweeping ocean front views
of the Pacific from capacious lanais.
With a spacious, elegant living area
that includes a fully-equipped kitchen,
living room , dining room, two full
baths, two televisions and a complete
laundry room with washer and dryer,
the accommodations are the epitome
of luxurious living.
Each apartment offers all the
services of a resort hotel. Rated as
Maui's "best" luxury condominium,
the Ka 'anapali lives up to its reputation and was rated as one of the 10
greatest places to gather the family by
USA Today in June 2001. The o nly
p roblem with these accommodations
is you have to force yourself to leave
the comfort and relaxing aura of the
surroundings to do anything else.
Children can participate in the
Ali 'i IGds C lub (at no charge). Those
under 12 leam lei-making and lauhala weaving- while older kids enjoy
complimentary tennis clinics and
SCUBA orientation classes.

Nature at her best
If you time your visit to Maui be-

A typical view on Maui.

picnic. It is prepared to assist in any
way - from arranging tours to renewing wedding vows o n a romantic
sunset beach. For rates, brochures and
information for apartments a nd special packages, call 1-800-642-6284.

Remarkable history
About 10 miles outh of Ka'anapali the historical whaling town of Lahaina calls with her cobblestone
streets crying out to tell her remarkable story. Stop at the Baldwin Home
on Front and Dickerson St. for a remarkable taste of the history of this interesti ng town. You can walk Lahaina's Front St. and enjoy her colorful shops and historical sites. Try to be
by the Banyon Tree for a great sunset
experience, and if you're looking for
a rustic, reasonable place to stay, make

and information cal11-800-669-3444.

Go to Hana
A winding, beautiful experience
awaits on the road to Hana, an experience that you should not miss. Its
winding road with 617 curves and 56
bridges encompasses 52 miles of historical beauty and adventure.
The natives will zip by, but the
Hana Road i to be savored. It is
edged by ferns; scampered across by
small animals and splattered by falling
mangos; it twists in a nd out of deep
gorges on the East M aui coast, and
passes beneath waterfalls and crosses
streams on old concert bridges. The
road follows the coastline, shadowed
by a green jungle canopy with views
of the blue Pacific spread out below.
It passes fields where King

reservations at the Lahaina Hotel.

Kamehameha threw his first spear in

Book early, there are o nly 12 rooms
and they are in demand with their an-

battle. It passes the Seven Pools, and
coconutgroves.Then theroad leaves

Ask and you shall receive

tique beds, wardrobes and che ts.

Kiphulu for Kaupo where once stood

The concierge department is prepared to take your grocery list a nd
stock your kitchen or arrange for a

David Paul's Lahaina Grill is just

the weathered store of Nick Soon, the

downstairs and sits in the middle of
the action of Front St. For reservations

old man who introduced electricity
and the automobile to this coast. Then

tween November and April you will
be treated to one of the most exciting
attractions the island has to offer.
Whale watching is a legendary part of
the area and if you are fortunate
enough to be in the right place at the
right time and see whales breaching
and blowing just off shore, you will
experience nature at her ultimate. Up
close and personal (that the law will
allow), whale watching excursions
depart from the wharves at Lahaina
and Ma 'alaca every day during the
season. These splendid, endangered
giants come to mate and birth in the
warm Hawaiian waters. A better v iew
of nature is hard to come by.

Getting there
United, American, Delta, and
Hawaiian are only a few of the airlines that offer non-stop and connecting service from Los Angeles. A t
times, Sun Trips, Pleasant Hawaiian
and Blue Sky Tours offer charters at
excellent rates. Check with your travel agent. For the budget minded, a
stay at a bed and breakfast can be affordable and charming. They are scattered throughout the island. Call the
Maui Visitors Bureau for locations,
contact numbers and general Maui information and brochures at (808) 2443530 or visit: www.visitmaui.com.

Camille Bounds is the travel editor
for the Inland Empire Business Journal; the San Gabriel Business Press,
and the travel editor for the western
division of Sunrise Publications.
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United California Capital
Equipment Finance
•

Financing your equipment
needs the "SMART" way.
ommon questions that arise are : United California Capital is the answer.
Should I buy or lease? How long
At United California Capital, we realize
n _g_P
_ h_il_o_s_o_p_h_y
_ _, that service to you is
will I need the equip- r - - --p_e_r_a_t_i_

C

0

ment? Will it remain
technologicall y current? Will my needs
change? What terms
should I have? How
can the payments be
structured? Who can

In equipment finance, our philosophy
is to be the "S.M.A.R.T." source.

5
M
A
R

_ Simple
_ Moral
_ Accountable
_ Responsive

T - Team Approach

I talk to?

vital in setting us apart.
Whether your needs are
for a straight equipment
purchase financing or
a complex leveraged
lease , give us a cal l.
And get the "SMART'

.......,.IIIII!!!!IJI!I!!•!IIIIIIIliii!IIII!II!II!I!IIIJII!!lll!lll!!lll!rl solution.

(213) 896-7832
www.unitedcalbank.com

united
california
capital
a UFJ Company

Get the
United California
Capital Equipment
Financing team
working for you!

